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ABSTRACT
 
The purpose of this report is to update the technical progress since the last submittal. 
Since this report covers an extended period, a thorough description has been included of 
all technical areas that have changed. Also, as this is the first quarterly report including 
the Bench Test Equipment and TR70-CVR-3E Recorder/Reproducer, a complete descrip­
tion is included of the design of those units. 
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1.0 	 INTRODUCTION 
This report covers the work performed from 1 February through 30 November 1970 
on NASA Contracts NAS-5-11643 and NAS-5-11288. The NAS-5-11643 contract covers all 
effort related to the design and development of a Wideband Video Recorder/Reproducer in 
accordance with GSFC Specification S731-P-79, Revision B, dated January 1970. This 
contract also calls for fabrication and test of three units as follows: 
a. 	 One Feasibility Model, which demonstrates the capability of the equipment to be 
used in the intended application. 
b. 	 One Engineering Model, which contains the correct mechanical dimensions, and 
proper electrical interfaces. This unit does not require use of pre-conditioned 
parts, but must be adequate for utilization in a simulated flight qualification life 
test. 
c. 	 One Life Test Model, which is identical to flight recorders. (See Table 1-1.) 
This model will undergo full prototype qualification testing in accordance with the 
specification requirements. 
TABLE 1-1. ERTS FLIGHT RECORDER CHARACTERISTICS 
ITEM 	 CHARACTERISTIC 
Scanning Principle Transverse Scan 
Recording Medium 2 inch magnetic tape 
Head-to-Tape Speed 1964 inches /second 
Headwheel Speed 18,750 rpm 
Tape Load 2000 Feet 
Record/Playback Tape Speed 12 inches/second 
Record Time 30 minutes 
Rewind Tape Speed 48 inches/second 
Head Gap Size 45 microinches 
Limiting Resolution 50 MHz 
Track Width 7.0 mils 
Track Spacing 9.6 mils 
Channels Wideband Video (Transverse Scan) 
Analog Video or Digital Data Mode 
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TABLE 1-1. ERTS FLIGHT RECORDER CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
ITEM 
Channels (Continued) 
Analog Video Mode Performance: 
a. Video Bandwidth 
b. Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
c. Time Displacement Error 
d. FM Carrier Frequency 
e. FM Deviation 
f. FM Bandwidth 
Digital Data Mode Performance 
a. Data Bit Rate 
b. Bit Error Rate 
c. Video Bandwidth 
d. FM Carrier Frequency 
e. FM Deviation 
f. FM Bandwidth 
Power 
Weight 
Size (Excluding mounting tabs) 
CHARACTERISTIC
 
Narrowband Data (Longitudinal Scan)
 
Channel 1: 5 kHz Analog Data
 
Channel 2: 1 kbps Digital Data
 
DC to 3.5 MHz 
39 dB pp Black-White signal/rms noise 
100 nanoseconds per millisecond 
8 MHz 
L2.5 MHz 
2 to 14 MHz 
15 Mbps 
1 error per 104 bits 
10.5 MHz 
13 MHz 
±1 MHz 
2 to 21 MHz 
90 watts steady state 
76 pounds 
Transport: 21.1? x 14.8? x 6.7? 
Electronics: 16.3? x 16" x 7" 
Since the last Quarterly Report, RCA has been awarded a follow-on contract for flight 
hardware under contract NAS-5-11288. This contract includes the following hardware: 
a. Five flight recorders in accordance with GSFC Specifications. 
b. Three Bench Test Equipments as follows: 
Group 1 - consists of one Stimuli and Measurement (SAM) set and one VTR 
Interface Console (VIC) 
Group 2 - consists of one VIC, one RBV Test Set and one Thermal-Vac 
Chamber 
Group 3 - consists of one SAM, one VIC, and one TR70-CVR-3E 
c. Six Ground Station Recorders, RCA TR70-CVR-3E 
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In addition to the hardware requirements of both contracts, additional documenta­
tion requirements are required. These requirements and status are identified in 
Section 2.- -- -
Since the last Quarterly Report, progress toward a final design has been impacted 
quite severely by technical changes in the recorder, as well as a labor relations problem 
at RCA (strike of technical personnel and manufacturing) which lasted approximately 
3-1/2 months. The strike ended September 1970 and, since that time, new schedules 
for both programs have been generated; these include the effects of the strike, as well 
as the technical changes which had been incorporated. These technical changes are as 
follows: 
a. Implementation of the capability to record and reproduce the Multi-Spectral 
Scanner information. Based on the study program, it was decided to record and 
reproduce this data in a 15 megabit digital format. Approval to incorporate this 
change was received during the second quarter of 1970. 
b. A redesign of the command structure required in the ERTS recorder caused a 
major change in the Command/Controls circuitry. This command change per­
mits the automatic cycling of the recorder from any operating mode to any other 
operating mode without requiring the sequencing of external commands. 
These modifications have now been completely incorporated into the design, and the 
Engineering Model is built and undergoing de-bug prior to systems test. A few of the plug­
in printed circuit boards (primarily MSS and Controls) exist only asbreadboards at this 
time, but final boards will be completed during December. 
During the past month, technical discussions regarding other changes have been in 
process with the Technical Officer. These changes include modification of the present 
controls and power distribution to incorporate the requirements being imposed by the 
spacecraft contractor, G.E. In addition, an improved system for recording MSS informa­
tion which eliminates the possibility of a "slipped bit" has been proposed by NASA. It is 
presently anticipated that these changes will be incorporated into the contract during the 
month of December. As such, the technical discussions contained here-in are directed to 
the incorporation of these modifications. It is also anticipated that the TR70-CVR re­
corders will change (update requirements per ground station specifications). 
With the advent of the flight contract, work on the design of the Bench Test Equipment 
and the TR-70's was initiated and is proceeding according to plan. The status of the 
Bench Test Equipment is covered in Section 10 and that of the TR-70-CVR-3E Recorder/ 
Reproducer in Section 11. For convenience, the TR-70 characteristics are included in 
Tables 1-2 and 1-3. 
The Feasibility Model has continued in engineering test to support all systems testing 
and evaluation. Results of this testing indicate that no serious systems problems should 
be anticipated. Essentially all performance specifications have been met utilizing thiq 
equipment; however, several minor performance discrepancies have been noted and have 
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TABLE 1-2. TR70-CVR-3E PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
PARA METER PERFORMANCE 
VIDEO CHANNEL 
RBV Mode 
Bandwidth SDC to 1. 0 MHz J 0. 5 dB 
IDC to 3.5 MHz 11. 5 dBSNR 40 dB (pp/rms) 
Amplitude Linearity 403% 
DC Offset - 40 mV 
Transient Response TR - 200 ns, 10% overshoot 
Differential Time Delay ± 25 ns 
CVR Mode 
Bandwidth DC to 6.0 MHz :L 1.5 dB 
SNR 38 dB (pp/rms) 
ALL Modes 
TBS 10 ns rms (absolute) 
Locktime 6 seconds from stop 
4 seconds from standby 
AUXILIARY CHANNELS 
AUX i 
Bandwidth 50 Hz to 10 kHz ±3 dB 
SNR 30 dB (rms/rms) 
AUX2 
Bandwidth 350 Hz to 10 kHz ±:3 dB 
SNR 30 dB (rms/rms) 
TABLE 1-3. TRV0-CVR-3E ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS 
NOT OPERATING 
Temperature -65 ° F to 160'F 
Humidity 0% to 100% RH 
Altitude 0 to 35, 000 feet 
Shock/Vibration Rough terrain trans. 
OPERATING 
Temperature 400 to 1000F 
Humidity 30% to 60% RH 
Altitude 0 to 15,000 feet 
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TABLE 1-3. TR70-CVR-3E ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS (Continued) 
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Record Reference Internal crystal or external 
1250 Hz sync 
Play Reference Internal or external crystal 
Tape Speed 19.5 ips (nominal) 
Scan Speed 2025 ips (nominal) 
Record Time 72 minutes for 7200 feet 
Rewind Time 6 minutes for 7200 feet 
Input Power 3 kW (3 lines) 
Weight Approximately 1800 pounds 
Size 55 x 71-1/4 x 26-1/2 inches 
been discussed with NASA. Since the Feasibility Model does not fully incorporate the 
final system, it is anticipated that additional difficulties may come to light during the 
check-out of the Engineering Model. This check-out is now in process. 
The one major problem which has been brought to light during this period is the 
actual projected weight of the complete Flight VTR. The present weight specification for 
a complete system excluding the interconnect cabling is 74 pounds. RCA had earlier 
projected a weight of approximately 76 pounds. However, a detailed look at the actual 
hardware (Engineering Model) indicates the following actual weights f 
Electronic Unit 35.57 lbs 
Transport Unit 45.13 lbs 
Total Weight 80.70 lbs 
A detailed breakdown is included with this report. Also noted in the report are pos­
sible ways of reducing the total weight; however, implementation of these changes will 
probably necessitate additional schedule delays and increase cost. During assembly of 
the Life Test Model consideration will be given to weight reduction possibilities which do 
not have a serious effect on scheduling. 
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2.0 PMO AND DOCUMENTATION 
2.1 Introduction 
Since Quarterly Report #4 on D and D Contract NAS-5-11643, Flight Contract NAS­
5-11288 has beeu authorized and negotiated. For purposes of continuity and clarity, docu­
mentation for the two programs has been integrated. However, financial and schedule 
reporting for each contract is separate. 
2.2 Financial Documentation 
Financial reports for each contract are submitted monthly on the approved 533A 
Forms. The monthly report picks up actuals and commitments for the prior month, as 
well as an estimate of "spent and committed" for the present month. These reports, by 
mutual agreement, are submitted to NASA by the 25th of each month. The latest financial 
report was submitted 25 November 1970. The Quarterly Report due 5 January 1971 picks 
up this same information, plus the total estimate to complete, by shop order and task. 
2.3 Work Breakdown Structure 
The WBS for each contract is as follows: 
a. NAS-5-11643 
1. Contract Summary 
2. Design and Documentation 
3. Feasibility Model 
4. Engineering Model 
5. Life Test Unit 
6. Multiplex Studies 
NOTE 
Tasks 3 and 6 have currently been completed. Continuing efforts 
relating to these tasks are now being reported as part of Item 2 
Design and Documentation. 
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b. 	 NAS-5-11288 
1. 	 Contract Summary 
2. 	 Program Management 
3. 	 Flight Documentation 
(a) 	 Flight Drawing and Microfilm 
(b) 	 Flight 0 and M manuals 
4. 	 Flight Recorders 
(a) 	 Flight Components 
(b) 	 Flight A Subassemblies and ITP 
(e) 	 Flight B Subassemblies and ITP 
(d) 	 Technical Direction and Support 
(e) 	 Flight A Integration and Test 
(f) 	 Flight B Integration and Test 
(g) 	 Magnetics 
5. 	 Product Assurance (Flight) which includes Reliability, Quality 
Assurance and Configuration Control 
6. 	 Integration Support 
7. 	 BTE 
(a) 	 Design Documentation and Maintenance 
(b) 	 Manufacture and Test 
(c) 	 AED Subcontract (RBV Simulator and Monitor) 
8. 	 CVR's 
(a) 	 Design and Documentation 
(b) 	 Manufacture and Test 
2.4 Schedule Data 
Schedule reporting is also different for the two programs. Reporting for Contract 
NAS-5-11643 is done by use of a milestone schedule which is included with each monthly 
report; schedule reporting on Contract NAS-5-11288 consists of a complete PERT net­
work. This network is updated monthly and submitted during the first week of the 
month. The original PERT network was submitted to NASA prior to the strike at RCA 
during the summer of 1970. This network was revised and re-drawn on 2 November, 
1970, and includes all redirections as of that time. This revised PERT network has 
been updated as of I December 1970, and resubmitted to NASA. Future reporting will 
be against this network. 
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2.5 Other Documentation 
The 	status of other documentation required for these contracts is as follows: 
a. 	 Design Study Report 
I. 	 Volume 1, Transport Unit, has been completed in final form and 
submitted. 
2. 	 Volume 2, Electronic Unit, is currently in preparation and the draft 
copy should be submitted approximately 15 February 1971. Much of 
the information required for this volume was transmitted earlier for 
use in the major design review held on October 20 and 21, 1970. Re­
maining portions to be completed consist of worse case analysis of 
approximately 12 circuits and design information on the new MSS and 
Control Circuit. 
b. 	 Operation and Maintenance Manuals - The Operation and Maintenance 
(0 and M) manuals are required for the following hardware: 
1. 	 Flight Recorders 
2. 	 BTE 
3. 	 TR70-CVR's 
Effort on all 0 and M manuals is scheduled to start during the next 
report period and should be completed per contract requirements, 
except that the delivery schedule for the TR70 manuals will be delayed 
approximately five months. 
c. 	 Deliverable Drawings and Microfilms. - The complete set of design 
drawings for the Transport Unit are complete. These subsystem draw­
rngs are currently undergoing checking for final sign-off and configuration 
management control. The drawing package for the Electronic Umt is 
approximately 80% complete, but will be impacted by changes presently 
under consideration. Assuming these changes are approved in December, 
the drawing package should be complete for sign off during February and 
formal submission of the required drawings and microfilms will be made 
by 30 April 1970.
 
d. 	 Photographic Requirements 
1. 	 Motion pictures. - Tofdate, no motion pictures have been taken. It 
is anticipated that motion pictures will be taken during the first half 
of 1971, after completion of the engineering model. 
2. Still photography. - Two submissions of photographs have been made 
in accordance with Article 2, Item 11 of ContractNAS-5-11643; 
These submissions were made in December and March, respectively. 
A third submission is presently being prepared aid will be trans­
mitted during December. Future submissions will be made every 
three months as required by contract. 
e. Materials Report in Accordance with Clause 100. - A materials report 
was submitted in April covering effort on negator springs and life prop­
erties of various video head materials. Future reports, as required, 
will be submitted. 
f. Spare Parts List. - Effort on a spare parts provisioning list Las been 
initiated for the Flight Recorders. This list was originally due by 1 
December 1970. However, in accordance with the letter to Mr. R.T. 
Smith, dated 25 November 1970, RCA requested that this date be re­
vised to reflect a 15 January 1971 due date. This date may be further 
impacted by the technical changes required in the MSS and controls 
circuits. 
g. New Technology Report in Accordance with NASA Form 1162. - New 
technology reviews have been held with the program personnel and no 
reportable items have been found. 
h. Acceptance Test Procedure for the Flight Recorder. - Formal effort on 
the Acceptance Test Procedures was initiated during November, and 
the completed document is scheduled for early February. 
i. Prototype Test Procedure. - This procedure is being prepared concur­
rent with the Acceptance Test Procedure noted above, and will utilize 
many of the same tests and data sheets. Major difference between the 
Prototype Test Procedure and the Acceptance Test Procedure will be 
in the number and levels of various environmental tests, as well as the 
amount of testing that will be done during and after exposure to each 
environment. Present plans called for this procedure to be completed 
by the end of February. 
j. Performance Assurance. - Deliverable documentation required as a part 
of the P.A. portion of the contract has been included in Section 13 of 
this report. 
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3.0 FLIGHT RECORDER/REPRODUCER TRANSPORT UNIT DESIGN 
The discussion in this section will be limited to reporting of technical developments 
subsequent to the design status described in the Design Study Report, Vol. I. On this 
basis then, the new design areas to be discussed are: the new reel transmission, the 
new deck design, updating of the enclosure design. The new study areas to be described 
are: the analog study of the transport, an updated thermal discussion, tape active length 
and coasting measurements, and the vibration survey of the Engineering Model. 
3.1 Transport Mechanism 
3.1.1 Redesign of Reel Torquing Transmission. - The transmission has been 
redesigned to improve the tooth loading parameters; however, the overall reduction ratio 
between the reels and negators remains unchanged. A schematic of the new system is 
shown in Figure 3-1(a), and a schematic of the previous system in Figure 3-1(b). An 
idler shaft stage has been added to reverse the motion of the takeup reel "seen" at the 
differential. Tins permits both toothed belts to be coupled to the end bevel gears of the 
differential, and the negators to be coupled to the spider shaft. In the previous design 
the takeup-reel toothed belt was coupled to the spider shaft, and the negators were cou­
pled to one end bevel gear. There has been a modification in the number of teeth on the 
various sprockets and gears, resulting in the following improvements: 
a. 	 The torque load on the spider shaft and the bevel gear tooth loads has 
been decreased 28.5% .
 
b. 	 The tooth loads of the sprocket-belt drives have been reduced. Re­
placement of the 45-tooth sprocket on the supply reel shaft by a 56­
tooth sprocket reduces its tooth load by 36%. Replacement of the 
30-tooth sprocket on the takeup-reel shaft by a 56 tooth-sprocket re­
duces its tooth load by 71.5%o. 
c. 	 Only one belt side load is now applied to the spider shaft. Previously, 
two belt side loads were present. 
d. 	 The bevel gear tooth frequencies have been changed to reduce possible 
effects of transport resonance between 15 Hz and 18 Hz. In the pre­
vious design the bevel gear tooth frequency varied from 7.5 Hz (SOT) 
to 25 Hz (EOT). In the new design the tooth frequency varies from 
42.1 Hz (SOT) to 44.5 Hz (EOT). 
e. 	 The bevel gear teeth will be Electrolyzed to improve the surface hard­
ness, friction and wear characteristics. The gear tooth lubricant has 
been changed from Lehigh L-793 (G-8), in the previous design, to An­
dok C (G-6), in the new design. This was done to eliminate potential 
incompatibility between bearing grease and gear grease. There is also 
some indication that Andok C may be more effective at higher tooth 
pressures.
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The first opportunity to evaluate the new design will occur when the breadborad 
transport is retrofitted with the new components. The present schedule for this event is 
the second half of December. 
3.1.2 Transport Deck Design. - The transport deck design of the Engineering 
Model has been modified from that of the Feasibility Model in accordance with Technical 
Direction No. 1 (10/20/69). The modification replaces the printed circuit distribution 
board by a standard wiring harness, and eliminates the blind mating connectors. The 
new deck has ribbing to facilitate routing of the wiring and also to provide increased deck 
stiffness. The stress analysis of this deck was presented in the Design Study Report and 
is still applicable. 
In the course of vibration testing of the Engineering Model, a simple vibration 
damper was added to the deck assembly. The damper consists of a strip of 0.090" alu­
minum sheet, 1" wide, and 19.6? long. The aluminum strip is clamped by cleats to the 
flange of the central stiffener rib with a thin viscoelastic layer (3M adhesive transfer 
tape #466) between the two clamped surfaces. The damping action reduced the amplifica­
tion from 8.0 to 3.7 at the lowest resonant frequency. Based upon these results, it was 
decided to incorporate the damper in the design. 
3.1.3 Analog Study of Transport Dynamics. - An electrical analog circuit of the 
tape transport was designed for computer application. The original purpose was to in­
vestigate mechanical resonances; however, its usefulness was extended to an optimiza­
tion study of the capstan servo. One type of computer run was used to explore the 
possible effects of excitation by the differential gear teeth. This was done by assuming 
a constant amplitude torque disturbance at the negators, and varying the disturbing fre­
quency. The velocity response at various points in the transport were obtained. This 
was done for tape-reel parameters corresponding to BOT, COT, and EOT (beginning of 
tape, center of tape and end of tape, respectively). The dominant lower resonant fre­
quencies derived were: 15 Hz at BOT, 18 Hz at COT, and 18 Hz at EOT. 
It is planned to update this study with minor changes, consistent with the new 
transmission. The input disturbance will be changed from a nominal constant torque in­
put to a nominal constant relative velocity between the two end level gears. 
3.1.4 Tape Active Length and Coasting Measurements. - Tape footage param­
eters, based on measurements of both the Feasibility Model and the Engineering Model, 
are presented in Figure 3-2. The primary end-of-tape switches limit the normal active 
tape length to 1800 feet, minimum. At the beginning of tape there is a nominal tape 
length of 45 feet between the true start of tape and activation of the primary switch 
(BOTP). The secondary switch (BOTS) is activated 30 feet from the true start of tape. 
At the end of tape there is 110 feet of tape between the true end of tape and activation of 
the primary switch (EOTP). The secondary switch (EOTS) is activated 30 feet from the 
true end of tape. Between EOTP and EOTS, there is 80 feet of tape, of which 65 feet is 
treated with cleaning compound. 
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3.2 Transport Enclosure 
The enclosure was redesigned to correct a high stress problem exidsting in the orig­inal design. A sketch of the new configuration is shown in Figure 3-3. The stress 
analysis presented in the final version of the Design Study Report, Vol. I, is an up-to­
date treatment of the new design. A summary of these calculations are shown in Figure 
3-4. The enclosures will be machined from forged blocks of agnesium Alloy ZK60A-
T6; some of the properties of this alloy are also shown in Figure 3-4. In conjunction 
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b) Flange -10.2 KPSI corner radii (10-20%) and 
treatment of shear lag. 
2. 	 Side Wall Stress +E10.2KPSI Moderate stress raisers
 
due to discontinuities at
 
rib-side wall junction,
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3. 	 End Wall Stress +10.7 KPSI neglect of flanges. 
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Minimum: Mechanical Properties of ZK60A-T6 Magnesium 	Forging 
Max Strength Axis Min Strength Axis 
Tensile Strength, KPSI 46 40
 
Tensile Yield Strength, KPSI 28 22
 
Compressive Yield Strength, 25 21
 
KPSI 
FIGURE 3-4. ERTS ENCLOSURE STRESS CALCULATIONS 
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with RCA metallurgists, it was decided to heat treat to the final T-6 condition before 
machining. This condition results in good machinability, with no problem in obtaining 
uniform heat treatment throughout the block thickness. 
3.3 Transport Thermal Considerations 
3.3.1 Background. - The thermal design of the Recorder System was based upon 
The Nimbus D, Revision 1 Handbook, which outlines the Thermal/Vacuum test profile 
for Electro-Mechanical Subsystems. Upon this basis, an analytical steady state thermal 
evaluation was presented in Vol. I of the Design Study Report. Following selection of a 
spacecraft contractor, RCA Installation Drawing 8370948, 3 August 1970, was submitted. 
Both documents define essentially the same requirements for thermal sinks - both 
radiant and conductive. Recent communications indicate that the planned spacecraft in­
stallation is compatible with these sink requirements, although some questions as to 
Recorder duty cycle remain open. 
The Design Study Report was reviewed at the Design Review Meeting of October 
20, 21 and 22, 1970. During the review, NASA questioned the value of thermal conduc­
tivity through a silicone rubber material, which RCA had given as 23 BTU/hr/ft2 /in/F. 
This, in fact, is incorrect; published values of conductivity through such materials vary 
approximately from 1 to 3 BTU/hr/ft2/in/°F. 
3.3.2 Present Status. - As a result of the error found to exist in the steady 
state analytical evaluation presented in the Design Study Report, three avenues of inves­
tigation were opened: 
(1) 	 The steady state program was re-run using a Thermal conductivity 
value for silicone rubber of 2 BTU/hr/ft2 /in/°F. The results of this 
evaluation versus the values of At and Q reported in the Design Study 
Report are given in Figure 3-5. For this change, note that the tem­
perature rise above sink for the motor board went from At = 17 .O°F 
to At = 24.8, an additional rise of approximately 8°F. (Other minor 
differences are also shown in the Figure.) 
(2) 	 A search was initiated for methods of increasing the thermal conduc­
tivity between the motor board and the surrounding structure while re­
taining the electrical isolation and mount compliance requirements. 
Working through the existing mounting system, various electrically 
isolated spring systems were evaluated. Additionally, the use of 
electrically-isolated "ground strap" thermal conductors to fit with 
the present configuration was tentatively explored, with inconclusive 
results. A search is in progress for an altdrnate material, specifically 
formulated for thermal conductivity, to directly replace the silicone 
rubber isolators. To date, an RCA developed formulation of alumina­
filled urethane, used on space programs dating back to Ranger, 
appears promising. 
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K=23 K=2 K=23 K=2 
Node 1 Motor Board 17.0 24.8 
Node 2 Motor Board Support 10.7 7.0 
Node 3 Top Enclosure Cover 10.0 8.6 
Node 4 Bottom Enclosure Cover 6.8 4.3 
Path R1 Motor Board to Top Covet 31.7 73.5 
Path R2 Top Cover to Sink 45.6 39.1 
Path R3 Motor Board to Bottom Cover 37.6 76.0 
Path R4 Bottom Cover to Sink 25.4 15.7 
Path Motor Board to MB Mount 95.7 23.4C1 

Path C2 Motor Board Mount to Top Cover 13.9 34.45 
Path 03 Motor Board Mount to Bottom Cover 81.7 57.8 
Path C4 Bottom Cover to Mounting Feet 93.9 118.1 
Path C5 Mounting Feet to Sink 93.9 118.1 
NOTE: The analyses contain the following differences:
 
Inanalysis where K=23: Total Heat Load is165 BTU/hr.
 
In analysis where K=2 : Total Heat Load is173 BTU/hr. 
In analysis where K=2 : Mounting Foot, Node 5 and bottom cover, 
Node 4 are Isothermal, whereas the 
analysis wherein K=23, a low resistance 
between nodes 4 and 5 was used. 
FIGURE 3-5. TRANSPORT THERMAL CHART
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(3) 	 A test series designed to evaluate the actual temperature distribution 
of an operating transport unit has been initiated on a "unit availability" 
basis. These tests are being conducted on the Engineering Model 
Transport Unit with the test results intended as verification of analyt­
ical data. 
In light of the now marginal temperature condition shown by the latest steady 
state evaluations, it is thought advisable to enter into a transient analysis based upon an 
actual recorder duty cycle. Recent interface meetings indicate that maximum operate 
time for the recorder appears to be only 20 minutes per 103 minute orbit. 
3.4 EM Transport Vibration Test 
Engineering level vibration tests were performed on the EM transport, mounted in 
the original lower enclosure. The upper enclosure was omitted for purposes of visibility 
and instrumentation. However, its flange stiffening effect was roughly simulated by the 
addition of lengths of angle iron. Accelerometers were mounted on three points on the 
deck, on the headwheel motor and on one tab of the "picture frame." 
Initially, a low-level survey was made with a constant ±1g sinusoidal excitation 
normal to the tape deck (a lateral plane). This was done for three types of deck 
mounting: 
a. 	 The deck "hard-mounted" (without rubber isolators) to the frame. 
b. 	The deck "soft-mounted" (with rubber isolators) to the frame. 
c. 	 The deck "soft-mounted", plus a damper strip. 
Sample X-Y plots, showing the accelerometer reading at the center of the deck, are 
given for these three types of mountings in Figures 3-6 through 3-8. 
The transport was then given full qualification level sine sweep and random excita­
tion in all three planes. Due to the obvious improvement effects of the damper strip, it 
was retained for these tests. X-Y plots of the accelerometers were obtained for each 
run. At the end of each run the transport was operated mechanically to check for gross 
malfunctions. 
Two failures occurred, both of which are not considered to be associated with a de­
sign problem. At the end of the first sine sweep, three full tape passes were made and, 
during the third pass, the tape caught and tore in the shoe. This is believed to have been 
caused by a small particle which entered the tape path, due to the absence of the top 
cover, during testing or transportation. In any event, no repetition of this occurred dur­
ing the five subsequent runs. 
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The second failure, a sudden stop of the headwheel, was observed when the trans­
port was being operated after completion of all vibration testing. It was found that one of 
the balancing screws had worked its way out sufficiently to hit the shoe. This occurred 
because a standard set screw had been installed by engineering personnel during the 
strike, instead of the required self-locking type of screw. Subsequently, it was found 
that a shoe flexure had cracked. It appeared, fairly conclusively, that this had been 
caused by impingement of the protruding balancing screw. The reasons for this con­
clusion were gouging marks, on a screw head and corner of the guide, which were in the 
rotational path of the protruding screw. An examination by our Materials Laboratory 
showed no abnormal material property or surface condition present in the vicinity of 
the crack. 
3.5 Transport Unit Weight Summary 
The updated Weight Control Report (Figure 3-9) shows an increase of 1. 7 lbs in the 
TU (since February 1910) to a total weight of 45.13 lbs. This weight was verified by the 
actual weighing of the Engineering Model Transport Unit and adding the differential 
weights of those components which will change in the final configuration. These differen­
tial weights are the re-designed enclosure (AW = +0. 9 Ibs) and the Differential/ 
Negator Assembly (AW = +0.55 lbs). The Differential/Negator Assembly weight 
increase results from improvements in the reel drive transmission system. The 
increase in enclosure weight is based upon actual measurement of a nearly complete 
upper enclosure of the new design. This item will be reviewed when dimensional 
inspection of the enclosure is complete. 
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DRAWING NUMBER UNIT OTY TOTAL 
WHT PER TARGET ESTIMATED/ACTUAL WEIGHTS 
ASSEMBLY NAME SERIAL NUMBER TARGET EQUIP EOUIPWHT 7 AUG 10 SEPT 15 NOV2 FEB1969 1969 1969 1970 1 DEC.1970 
REEL ASSEMBLY QTY (2) 4.OE 4.0A 4.QA 4.00A 4.00A 
DIA SENSING mY (2) .60E .6A .60 .6OA 0 60A 
TAPE GUIDES QTY (5) 90E BOA .SOA 'BOA 0.SOA 
ERASE HEAD 
.25E .25E .25E .25E 0.25E 
H. W. PANEL 2.60E 2.6OE 2.35A 2.35A 2.35A 
AUX HO. 
.25 E .25 E .25 E .25 E 0.25E 
CAPSTAN 
.50 E 47 A .47 A! 47 A O.47A 
CAPSTAN MTR 1,80E I 40A 1.40A 1.40A 1.40A 
DIFF/NEG ASSY 5.OOE 5.OOE 4 35A 4 35A 4.9OO 
H. W. IW 2.60E 2.OOA 2.OA 2.OOA 2.OOA 
REEL IW 1.50E 1.70A I1.70A 1 70A 1.70A 
TAPE DECK 4.60E 
ALUMIN 
8.50A 
ALUMIN 
8.5OA 
HAG 
6 ODA HAG 4.8OA 
TAPE 2.90E 2.90E 2.90E 2.90E 2.90E 
CASE & FRAME 10 3E IO.3E 10 9E 11.1E 13 29E* 
CONNECTORS 
.50E .SE 5DE .50E 50E 
MODULES, WIRING 3,70E 3.70E 3.70E 3 70E SEE BE OW 
MISC. I.DE I.OE I OE I.OOE 1.OOE 
MODULES 
VIDEO RECORD/PREAMP QTY(2) 1.33A 
VIDEO PLAYBACK AMP 0.29A 
AUX/SEARCH/PREAMP O.25A 
CONTROL TRACK/TACH PREAMP 0.20E 
MOTOR SWITCH 0.85E 
HI~~~~ Dp _________ I 
*INCLUDES DECK MOUNT FRAME (@ 1.3, 8 DECK MOUNTS P0.11, 43.00 45.97 45.67 43.37 45 13 
& CLOSE UP HARDWARE @0.33 
FIGURE 3-9. WEIGHT CONTROL REPORT
 
4. 0 FLIGHT RE CORDER/RE PRODUCER ELECTRONIC UNIT DESIGN 
Since the last quarterly report, significant changes in the electronic system have 
been incurred. Of particular magnitude are those in the MSS (Multi-Spectral Scanner), 
and command/power area, although minor modifications and better use definition have 
been made in almost all areas. Most of these changes have been individually docu­
mented in letters, contract amendments, etc., and have also been summarized in the 
Design Review which was held on October 20-21, 1970. This report is an attempt to re­
establish a baseline to which subsequent quarterlies can reference. 
4. 1 Wideband Channels 
4. 1. 1 General System Description. - The wideband channels of the ERTS re­
corder system are handled by means of a transverse scan recording system. A head­
wheel containing four magnetic heads scans the tape at high speed and at right angles to 
the tape motion. In order to permit the recording and reproduction of a continuous 
channel of information, the signal processing shown in Figure 4-1 is performed. The 
video input information generates a continuous flow of FM information. The signal is 
then subdivided into two channels; one covering information going to scanning heads 1 
and 3, the other to scanning heads 2 and 4. This information is switched electronically 
so that recording power is applied only to the scanning head that is in contact with the 
tape. The bottom of the figure shows diagrammatically the sequential sections*of infor­
mation recorded on the tape. Note that there is some overlap in the stored information 
during the recording process. 
On playback, the individual heads play back the transversely recorded informa­
tion (Figure 4-2). The individual output signals are combined into 1-3 and 2-4 FM 
channels. Since the information in each of these channels would be discontinuous, a 
fill-in operation is performed so that, in fact, each information channel in the FM 
domain will have a continuous flow of information. (Note again the overlap period be­
tween the primary information channels.) The FM signal is subsequently demodulated 
by two separate circuits. Note, however, that any timing discontinuity in the FM infor­
mation channel (such as may be caused by slight playback tape scanning errors) will 
result in a switching spike in each of the two separate output channels. To remove the 
switching spikes, the baseband information is combined into a single channel by switch­
ing the video signal from one head to the next toward the end of the overlap period. 
The video switch is extremely fast and, after low pass filtering, will cause a 
residual signal spike that is within the peak noise level normally present in the 
video output signal. 
In handling the RBV (Return Beam Vidicon) signals, the head switching occurs 
synchronously with the scanning rate of the raster. In this manner, any playback 
scanning error will only modify the horizontal line length, but will not cause timing 
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errors within the picture display. In the MSS mode, any playback scanning error is 
removed by use of a digital buffering system. 
Figure 4-3 shows, in block diagram form, the manner in which the RBV and 
MSS signals are handled in the Electronic Unit of the recording chain. The 3. 5-MHz 
RBV signal Is amplified, pre-emphasized and dc level shifted to give the proper fre­
quency deviation to the FM modulator. This signal is then transmitted to the record 
current adjust module where, by remote command, the recording level can be adjusted 
to compensate for wear of the video heads. 
The 15 Mb/s MSS data and clock signals are received by balanced line receivers. 
The data is re-clocked to establish a controlled phase relationship between these two 
signal channels. The data is then pre-emphasized and de level shifted to give the 
proper frequency deviation to the FM modulator. The clock signal is divided by 10, 
yielding a 1. 5 MHz sine wave. This signal is added to the modulator and constitutes a 
pilot tone signal which is required for proper decoding of the MSS information. These 
two signals are then introduced to the record current adjust module, from which they 
go to the Transport Unit. 
Figure 4-4 shows the manner in which the RBV or MSS FM signals are handled 
in the Transport Unit. The circuits to be described have to be housed in this unit, as 
these signals must be in close proximity to the video record/playback heads. 
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FIGURE 4-4. TRANSPORT UNIT WIDEBAND CHANNELS 
The incoming FM signal is divided into the 1-3 and 2-4 recording chains. These 
signals are then amplified to a sufficient level for recording on the magnetic tape. 
Specifically, the output from the record amplifiers goes through a record/playback 
relay to the headwheel panel assembly. There, the signal is transferred through a 
rotary transformer assembly to the video heads proper. 
Upon playback, the signals induced in the video heads pass through the rotary 
transformers and the record/playback relays to four individual preamplifiers. From 
there, the signals go to two playback amplifiers: one for channels 1-3, the other for 
channels 2-4. The playback amplifiers provide some aperture (cosine) equalization for 
the signal, and generate enough signal level for transmission to the Electronic Unit. 
Figure 4-5 shows the wideband signal processing in the Electronic Unit. For 
the RBV mode, the 1-3 and 2-4 playback signals are introduced to two equalizers which 
further equalize the high frequency response of the playback signal. These units also 
contain a linear roll-off circuit which improves the overall signal to noise performance 
of the recorder system. The two FM output signals are then introduced to two limiter/ 
demodulators to recover two baseband information channels. In these circuits the 
video pre-emphasis is also removed and a sharp cut-off, low-pass filter separates the 
baseband information from the FM carrier signal. The resultant video signals chain is 
finally combined into a continuous RBV signal by means of the video switch and driver 
circuitry. 
The recovery of the MSS information proceeds, in part, in a manner similar to 
that of the RBV signals. However, the equalizers are also used to extract the pilot tone 
information that was initially added to the FM information channel. From the pilot tone 
signals, two variable clock signals are developed: a 1-3 and a 2-4 clock signal. These 
clocks follow the exact timing of the video playback signals. A master clock signal, 
which follows only the long term average of the pilot information, Is also developed. 
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The variable clock signals are used to operate the decoders where the baseband 
video information derived from the limiter/demodulators are strobed to recover the 
original digital information. The variable clocks are also used to strobe the recovered 
digital data into the buffers. Read out of both buffers is accomplished by means of the 
single master clock so that the data output of the buffers will contain a continuous flow 
of information compensating for any playback scanning (shoe) errors. The data chan­
nels thus derived are combined by a digital switch into a single output signal. A final 
reclocking operation takes place and the data and clock output signals are made to con­form to the desired format. 
For proper operation of the buffer, proper timing operations are required.
This timing is derived directly from the pilot tone signals. In particular the zero­
crossings of the 1. 5 MHz pilot tone result in a unique phase relationship of the 15 
MHz clock signals. The information thus available can be used to assure proper read­
in and read-out of the buffer. (A more detailed discussion of the buffer phasing opera­
tion is covered in Paragraph 4. 1.3. 3). 
4.1. 2 RBV System. - The circuits used in the RBV system sometimes share the 
sane boards used in the MSS system. Moreover, the required functions are frequently 
performed by the same board. For this reason, the boards required for the simpler 
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(RBV) system are discussed first. Commonality will be covered during the discussion 
of the MSS system. 
Presentation of circuits is in the order of signal flow. 
4. 1.2. 1 Input Network. - The MSS input and RBV input networks are built on 
a single board. The REV source impedance is a 75-ohm shielded line. A potentio­
meter across the input is used to adjust the signal range. After a slight amount of high 
frequency pre-emphasis, the signal feeds a balanced input differential amplifier with a 
dc gain of approximately 10 dB. The output of this stage is then attenuated by about 3 
dB and fed to a matched transistor pair connected as an emitter follower. A potentio­
meter is used to fix the REV dc level at the modulator input to approximately -0. 75 V 
to +0.75 V. 
4. 1. 2.2 Modulator. - The FM modulator converts the baseband video signal into 
the required FM format. The same device is used for RBV and MSS; however, the 
quiescent frequency and the deviation is switched in the RBV/MSS Input module to ob­
tain optimum system performance for either service. 
The FM Modulator is a balanced direct modulator. The required input signal 
1800 phase shift is provided by complementary emitter followers. Two emitter follow­
er stages and a 6. 2-volt Zener diode in series with each input generate the nominal 
oscillator bias. 
Both the high frequency (IF) and low frequency (LF) oscillators are variations 
of the standard Colpitts variable frequency oscillator. The tank circuit of each oscilla­
tor contains a voltage-variable capacitance diode (Varicap) with a nominal capacitance 
of 47 pF. In general, as the reverse voltage across the varicap increases the capaci­
tance decreases, which results in an increase in oscillator frequency. The nominal 
operating point (100 MHz) provides an oscillator sensitivity of approximately 1. 5 kHz/ 
mV, or a difference frequency deviation of 3 kHz/mV. This sensitivity results in a 
RBV and MSS deviation of 8. 35 ± 2.25 MHz and 12.75 : 0.75 MHz respectively. 
Emitter followers at each of the oscillator outputs feed a transformer-coupled,
diode-bridge mixer. The output of the mixer feeds a notch filter which rejects the 
unwanted sidebands and extracts the oscillator difference frequency. 
The filtered FM signal is combined with the 1. 5 MHz pilot tone in the FM 
Amplifier, before being fed to the record current attenuator and record amplifiers. 
The FM and pilot tone signals are combined in a differential amplifier with a 
gain of about 30 dB. This stage is followed by a wideband current amplifier with a 
maximum output impedance of 10 ohms. 
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4.1.2.3 Record Current Adjust. - The Record Adjust Circuit provides a means 
for remote adjustment of the record current to compensate for normal record head and 
tape wear. A 0 to 7 dB attenuation range is available in I dB increments; also, during 
the Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) mode of operation, an additional 8 dB of attenuation re­
sults. (Exact attenuation values will be determined after Life Tests.) Ground station 
monitoring of each of the three attenuator states is available through three binary coded 
telemetry signals; 1 dB, 2 dB and 4 dB. 
Three latching relays are connected as a three stage binary counter controlling 
attenuator switches SK2 (2u), SK3 (21) and SK4 (22), respectively. A single remote con­
trol relay is used which, in turn, triggers the binary counter. Table 4-1 shows the 
counter truth table versus the number of input pulses. The actual signal level is con­
trolled by an grounding the FM carrier through the relay contacts, although a transistor 
switch is used for the RBV/MSS control. 
4.1.2.4 Record Amplifier, Preamplifier and Playback Amplifier. - These three 
circuits are housed in the transport unit. As their functions and physical arrangement 
have not changed since the initial design effort, the circuit descriptions covered in the 
Design Study Report, Vol. I, are still valid. 
4.1.2.5 FM Equalizer. - Since the high frequency response of the playback heads 
falls off approximately as the cosine squared, signal equalization is required to compen­
sate for the response variations prior to FM limiting and demodulation. Also, sufficient 
equalization is provided to compensate for signal-line capacitance. The FM signal to 
noise is improved by utilizing a two stage linear roll-off filter. The equalizer also pro­
vides the circuitry required to extract the pilot tone signal used in the iISS mode. 
TABLE 4-1. REMOTE CURRENT ADJUST COUNTER TRUTH TABLE 
LATCHING RELAY 
STATE 
PULSE ATTENUATION K2 K3 K4 
1 1 1 0 0 
2 2 0 1 0 
3 3 1 1 0 
4 4 0 0 1 
5 5 1 0 1 
6 6 0 1 1 
7 7 1 1 1 
8 0 0 0 0 
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The FM Equalizer consists of two identical channels; one half responds to the in­
puts from playback heads 1 and 3, and the other half is for the inputs from playback heads 
2 and 4. Considering only the 1-3 inputs for descriptive purposes, a gate provides the 
fill-in signal between the 1 and 3 head signals by sampling the 2-4 input every 1.6 ms. 
The next stage feeds three networks, the RBV equalizer, the MSS equalizer, and the pilot 
tone extractor. Differential amplifiers are used. These provide high frequency emphasis 
by taking the difference between two signals which exhibit a phase shift due to delay lines 
DLl and DL4. To compensate for manufacturing tolerances, individual head equalization 
control is achieved by adjustment of potentiometers for heads 1 and 3, respectively. 
The D gate signal, which is high (+3.5 V to +4 V) during the head 3 signal, switches the 
potentiometer reference level between heads 1 and 3. 
Following equalization, the FM signal to noise ratio is improved with a two stage 
linear roll-off (LRO) filter. The filters are T sections of an m-derived low-pass filter, 
which is characterized by a linear phase (constant group delay) response up to approx­
imately 25% of cut-off frequency. For the RBV mode, the LRO filter null frequencies 
are 14 MHz at DL2 and 19.6 MHz at DL3. In the MSS mode, the null frequencies are 21 
MHz at DL5 and 29 MHz at DL6. An output gate is used for RBV or MSS mode selection. 
When the gate level is 0, the system is in the MSS mode; when +4.5 V, the system is in 
the RBV mode. 
4.1.2.6 Limiter/Demodulator. - The system requires two limiter/demodulators, 
one for heads 1-3 and the second for heads 2-4. Each of these circuits converts the FM 
waveform back to the original modulating signal. Prior to demodulation, the FM input 
is amplified in three differential amplifiers. This amplification and limiting removes 
amplitude variations which may be introduced by the transmission path, tape dropouts 
and bandwidth restrictions. After limiting, both phases of the FM signal are applied to 
a pulse shaper where a constant pulse width of approximately 23 ns is generated at each 
zero crossing. These pulses are applied to a diode detector bridge and the resultant dc 
output is integrated by an RC network and then amplified by an integrated circuit. The 
output of this stage feeds two parallel low pass filters; one path is for RBV video signals 
and the other path is for the MSS data. An operational amplifier in the MSS channel pro­
vides a dc offset for extraction of the carrier, and an emitter follower drives the MSS 
decoder.
 
4. 1. 2. 7 RBV Video Output. - The two limiter/demodulators feed the Video Out­
put circuit where the information is time-multiplexed into a single channel. In order to 
be compatible with the FET switch, the amplifier outputs are offset so that a negative 
level appears at the 2 x I switch inputs. Reference generator timing levels are level 
shifted through appropriate transistors to provide a negative triggering level to a high 
speed flip-flop which, in turn, gates the 2 x 1 switches. The multiplexed video is then 
fed to an amplifier which includes provision for revising any remaining dc offset. 
A double video clipper is provided to limit the maximum positive and negative 
signal swings that can occur on the output lines. A double emitter follower drives 
the RBV output filter. 
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4.1.3 MSS System. - As stated before, the MSS system requires circuits that 
are common to the RBV channel. The discussion below will indicate where such func­
tions are required. For detailed circuit descriptions of these circuits the reader is 
referred to the corresponding paragraphs in the RBV section. During October, a sys­
tem change was proposed by NASA to eliminate the possibility of a slipped bit. This 
change is expected during December, and the discussion below reflects the new system. 
4.1.3.1 MSS Input. - The MSS data along with the 15 MHz sync signal feed a pair 
of dual input line receivers through 50-ohm shielded lines. The signal level at the re­
ceiver inputs is approximately 150 mV p-p measured across 50 ohms. A TTL compat­
ible output level is developed at the receiver output when the differential input exceeds 
25 mY. The receiver outputs trigger a D type flip-flop which provides the desired MSS 
data levels. In order to ensure sufficient SET/RESET setup and hold times for the flip­
flop, the lASS data is delayed approximately 12 ns through two "NANDI' gates. 
In addition to clocking the MSS data flip-flop, the sync signal feeds a gate which, 
in turn, drives a modulo-10 counter. The counter divides the 15 MHz sync signal to a 
1.5 MHz square wave, which, after being low pass filtered, provides the system pilot 
tone. 
After the MASS data is re-clocked, it then feeds a low-pass filter which has its 
input and output isolated by complementary transistor pair emitter followers. The 
emitter follower transistors are matched in order to minimize de drift. A potentiometer 
is used to control the signal level. The filter output then goes through a high frequency 
pre-emphasis network which feeds a matched transistor pair connected as an emitter 
follower. A second potentiometer is connected to the emitter follower and is provided 
to adjust the MASS dc level into the modulator to approximately +1.2 to +1.7 V. 
A change in the exact frequency of the timing standard has been made by NASA; 
instead of 15 MHz, it has now been determined as 15.062630 MHz. All circuit designs 
and components are being adjusted to comply with this new standard. 
From the MSS input circuitry the signal proceeds to the modulator where it is 
processed in a manner similar to the RBV signal (paragraph 4. 1. 2. 2). The pilot tone 
signal is added to the modulator after the mixer, where its absolute level can be adjusted 
to the proper injection level. From there the combined signals go to the following 
boards, which are decribed in the RBV section: Record Current Adjust, Record 
Amplifier, Preamplifier, Playback Amplifier, and Equalizer. The next circuits 
exclusively devoted to the MSS system are the decoder and buffering systems, which 
are described in the following paragraph. 
4.1.3.2 Decoder. - The VISS data from the 1-3 Limiter/Demodulator and the 
2-4 Limiter/Demodulator are fed through the corresponding filter equalizers before 
application to a pair of dual line receivers. By cross connection of the dual line re­
ceivers, two TTL compatible outputs are developed for each signal in quasi push-pull. 
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The pair of outputs are connected as the J and K input of J-K flip-flops, which are trig­
gered by the 1-3 and 2-4 clock. The result is a re-clocking of the limiter/demodulator 
MSS output signals before they are sent to the buffering system. 
4.1.3.3 Buffering System. - The basic operation of the buffer system is shown 
in Figure 4-6. The incoming digital data is sequentially placed into various buffer regis­
ters; here, six units are shown and are labeled A through F. Depending upon the phase 
of the variable clock, any one particular data bit may be read into any one of the six 
storage devices shown. Read out of the stored information is accomplished by means of 
the master clock, which sequentially interrogates the state of the storage register, The 
phase relationship shown in the figure shows maximum buffering capability; that is, the 
read out is in opposite phase with respect to read in. in other words, the variable clocks 
can be advanced or retarded by two bits before the data output signal will be garbled. 
Figure 4-7 shows a more complete buffering system. The two halves of the buf­
fer are shown; one for the data derived from heads 1 and 3 and the corresponding clocks, 
and one for the data derived from heads 2 and 4 and the corresponding clocks. The read 
out is derived by one single master clock system. From this diagram, it should become 
apparent that the variable clocks and their respective input data can assume various 
phase relationships and still achieve good output data as long as two requirements are 
not violated: 
1. 	 Neither of the variable clocks must ever cross the instantaneous 
phase of the master read-out clock. 
2. 	 The information stored in any like-designated storage register by 
the 1-3 or 2-4 channel must be identical even though the time of 
storing this information may be variable. 
S'-r/Np~r\ 
FIGURE 4-6. TIMING BUFFER FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
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FIGURE 4-7. BUFFER SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM 
If both of these requirements are observed, the information derived from the 
1-.3 channel will be identical to that from the 2-4 channel, so that a switch-over can be' 
achieved by use of a simple digital switch. 
The first requirement can be easily met by knowing the amount of shoe error 
that can be expected in the system and providing sufficient storage elements in the buf­
fering system. The second requirement will be met automatically as explained by 
Figure 4-8. If, on playback, the tape is stretched more than it was during recording, 
the data and pilot tone (and hence the clock) frequencies will all be slightly reduced. 
This means that, toward the end of the head scan, the 1-3 clock will have fallen behind 
its nominal position. Under these conditions, a particular information bit will also be 
played back late. Thus, the information that nominally would have been stored in Posi­
tionF will still be stored there, although the time of storage will be late. Similarly, in 
the stretched tape condition, the head will establish an early clock relationship with 
respect to the master clock as it enters the tape. In other words, it will have advanced 
with respect to the master clock. Note, however, that under these conditions a parti­
cular information bit will have been played back early so that it, too, will have been 
placed into storage register F. 
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(a) 	 Playback under normal conditions (b) Playback under stretched­
tape conditions 
The arrows indicate a redundant bit of information that 
is stored near the two edges of the tape. It is read out 
by heads 1 and 2 during the overlap period. 
FIGURE 4-8. EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE TAPE STRETCH 
From the above discussion, it is obvious that any particular information bit will 
be stored into the proper storage element, though the actual storage operation may have 
occurred at slightly different times. Thus, by having the identical information bit in 
like-designated storage devices, the read out information read by the master clock from 
either storage register will be identical. 
The actual manner in which the buffering is accomplished and the phases of the 
clocks are controlled is shown in Figure 4-9 .1 The clocks of the data buffers are directly 
controlled by the timing waveforms extracted from within the phase locked loop of the 
individual clocks. In this manner the phase of each variable clock is permanently linked 
to the phase of the pilot tone; during start up, tape dropout, or rest-out between short 
recordings, there is always a known phase relationship between the variable clock and 
pilot tone. And, since the pilot tone was recorded concurrently with the data, there is 
always a known phase relationship between the variable clock and the data. 
A similar situation is present in the master clock system. There are, however, 
two differences: first, the bandwidth of the master clock system is much narrower than 
'This system is based upon suggestions made by NASA Engineering (M. Maxwell). 
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FIGUR 4-9. NEW MSS SYSTEM CONCEPT2
 
that of the variable clocks which results in an essentially fixed MSS output frequency; 
secondly, the phase of the data read-out vector is connected oppositely to that of the 
read-in vector which allows for maximum data buffering capability. 
The description of the buffering system given here is that which will finally be 
used in the ERTS recorder equipment. It will be fully implemented for the first time in 
the second Electronic Unit of the Engineering model. The first EU will use the origi­
nally conceived buffering system described elsewhere. 
4.1.3.4 2-4 Buffer and 1-3 Buffer/MSS Out. - The allocation of circuits for 
these two boards is shown in Figure 4-9. These boards are presently in the design 
cycle; that is, portions of the circuits have been breadboarded for detailed performance 
verification. The two boards are also in drafting for printed circuit layout. 
4.1.3.5 Master Clock. - Figure 4-10 shows the block diagram of the master 
clock system. The pilot tone is extracted from the equalizer and is amplitude-limited 
to remove any incidental amplitude variations. This signal then becomes one of two 
inputs to a phase detector. The other input to the phase detector is a signal derived 
from a 15 MHz voltage controlled oscillator (VCXO) whose digitized output signal is 
divided in frequency by 10. The output of the phase detector is a de amplifier with a 
lowpass bandwidth of approximately 5 Hz. 
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FIGURE 4-10. MASTER CLOCK BLOCK DIAGRAM
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4.1.3.6 Variable Clocks. - Figure 4-11 is a block diagram of the 1-3 variable
clock system. The basic control is identical to that of the master clock, except that a 
head-phase control is interjected between the limiter and phase detector. The purpose
of the head-phasing control is' to accommodate small variations in the MSS data-to-pilot
phase relationship that may be incurred by tolerances in the video head construction and 
circuit propagation delays. The head-phase control is actuated by the D gate (derived
from the headwheel panel) which switches state after the head 1 interval but before the 
head 3 interval. Specifically, the D gate causes an adjustable dc level to appear which,
through a de amplifier, introduces a controlled phase adjustment in the pilot tone signal. 
Since the variable clocks have to track the MSS data quite accurately, a third 
correction loop is provided to compensate for long-term system drifts. In particular,
data transitions are used to operate a phase detector which is referenced to the 1-3 
clock output signal. If the data transitions are not in proper phase with respect to the 
clock signal, a dc signal is generated which effects a long-term correction between 
the MSS data and the corresponding clock signals. 
4.2 Narrowband Channels 
4.2.1 Introduction. - The design of the narrowband channels has not changed
materially since the definition of the original performance specifications. However the 
specific uses and detailed formats have recently been identified. The paragraphs that 
follow delineate the final system configurations and uses. 
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FIGURE 4-11. 1-3 VARIABLE CLOCK BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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4.2.2 Auxiliary Track. - This channel will now be used to record a 1 kb digital 
data encoded in a split phase format. For this reason it has been decided to ac couple 
the input and output amplifiers of the system, thus eliminating any danger of accuiulat­
ing dc drifts that might be present in the record/playback system. Some slight changes 
in signal levels/impedances were also incurred, which would enhance system 
compatibility. 
The Auxiliary Channel amplifier is a linear channel using an FM carrier system. 
The input signal at a level of 6.0 volts peak-to-peak is ac coupled through an emitter 
follower to the frequency deviable multivibrator, whose nominal frequency is set at 32 
kHz. A signal level of +3.0 V will decrease the frequency to 22 kHz, while a level of 
-3.0 V will increase the frequency to 42 kHz. 
The output of the multivibrator is coupled through an emitter follower to an IC 
flip-flop which divides the frequency of the signal in half and insures a symmetrical 
square wave output. This square wave is applied to an amplifier and gating circuit 
which controls the bi-directional recording current of +2 mA, -2 mA which is applied to 
the head and drives it into magnetic saturation in both directions on alternate cycles so 
as to erase any previous magnetization history and provide new recorded information. 
The signal thus generated is then transmitted to the Transport Unit. The purpose 
of the auxiliary channel preamplifier is to switch the auxiliary head to its record ampli­
fier when the circuit is in the record mode, and to the preamplifier when in the play- ­
back mode. The preamplifier proper amplifies the playback signal from the head suffi­
ciently for retransmittal to the Electronic Unit. The amplifier bandwidth is also ad­
justed to minimize spurious noises that may be coupled into this channel. The pre­
amplifier circuit was reviewed in the Design Study Report, Vol. 1. 
The Auxiliary Channel playback circuit comprises subassembly A8 of the Elec­
tronics Unit. The signal from the preamp with a level of 0.5 to 2.0 V peak-to-peak is 
applied to a two stage limiter with 50 to 60 dB of limiting. The two phased outputs of 
the limiting circuit, operating at a nominal frequency of 16 kHz, is applied to two inputs 
of an IC one shot multivibrator whose output pulse width is approximately 10.6 us at 
twice the frequency. The fixed pulse with signal frequency varying at the information 
rate, is dc coupled through RC filters and two IC operational amplifiers to retrieve the 
modulating signal at a 1. 5 V peak-to-peak signal level. The external load is ac coupled 
to eliminate possible do signal drifts. 
Since the Auxiliary Channel will be used exclusively for digital signals, it is 
planned to test this channel with typical signals. It should, however, be re-emphasized 
that this channel is basically an analog channel and thus contains no re-clocking or re­
generating facilities. Therefore, any deviations in the input signal will be correspond­
ingly reproduced in the output signal. Digital signal circuit performance is shown in 
Figure 4-12. 
4. 2. 3 Search Track. - The purpose of the Search Track is to give remote in­
formation about the location of the tape within the record system. 
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FIGURE 4-12. AUX TRACK MODIFIED CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE (BACK TO BACK) 
The design of the Search Track playback circuit is based on two pre-recorded 
tracks, one carrying logical 1 's and the adjacent track carrying logical 0's. A pulse 
repetition rate of 1000 bps has been determined for the ERTS recorder system when 
operating at low tape speed. The output signal will be in the form of a three level RZ 
format to allow self clocking of the intermittent data when operating at both speeds. 
The word format will be a binary coded decimal word repeated in mirror image so that 
simple decoding equipment can be designed that will identify the location of the tape 
irrespective of the direction of tape motion. A 15 bit word (30 bit total) is used so that 
an unambiguous word can be recorded at every six inches of tape length. A detailed 
description of the coding and word format are shown m Figures 4-13 and 4-14. 
The playback signals derived from the magnetic heads are amplified in two pre­
amplifiers. Here the signals are band limited to minimize noise interference and ampli­
fied for transmission from the Transport Unit to the Electronic Unit. 
The playback signal pulses are then applied to two one-shot multibrators set for 
50 us duration pulses. The outputs of the 1 's track one-shot and the 0 's track one-shot 
are combined to obtain an output which is a 1.5 V peak-to-peak, three level RZ format. 
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FIGURE 4-13. SEARCH TRACK SYSTEM - PERFORMANCE 
4.3 Timing and Gating 
4.3.1 Introduction. - The primary timing reference to the ERTS recorder 
system is the spacecraft clock signal. This signal, as indicated in Figure 4-15, is used 
to drive the headwheel and 1w motors in all operating modes. Since these are synchro­
nous motors, their average speed will be completely synchronous to the spacecraft clock. 
However, synchronous motors do have a basic hunting frequency which, for the ERTS 
recorder, will be at about 5.5 Hz with a peak to peak amplitude of 5 us (record and 
playback). The phase relationship between the spacecraft clock and the headwheel itself 
will be completely random, so that a tone wheel system is required to accurately deter­
mine the position of the video heads with respect to the tape. A tonewheel processor is 
used to derive from the tonewheel all the internal timing and gating required to accommo­
date the transverse scanning system. The tonewheel processor also generates the 
camera re-phase signal which is required to synchronize the RBV camera beam scan 
with the recorder head scan. 
During recording, the synchronous capstan motor is driven directly from the 
reference generator. However, during playback, the speed and phase of the capstan is­
controlled by a capstan servo system. The primary input to the servo is a signal derived 
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BCD
 
1 000000000000001100000000000000 
2 000000000000010010000000000000 
3 000000000000011110000000000000 
4 000000000000100001000000000000 
5 000000000000101101000000000000 
6 000000000000110011000000000000 
7 000000000000111111000000000000 
8 000000000001000000100000000000 
9 000000000001001100100000000000 
10 000000000001000000001000000000 
11 000000000010001100010000000000 
200 	 000001000000000000000000100000
 
5999 	 101100110011001100110011001101
 
NOTES 
1. 	 Low BCD numbers will appear near the beginning of tape. High 
BCD numbers will appear near end of tape. 
2. 	 BCD No. I will occur ahead of the secondary beginmng of tape. 
Thus, under normal operating conditons, the BCD code will 
start at some low BCD number other than 1. 
FIGURE 4-14. SEARCH TRACK FORMAT 
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FIGURE 4-15. BASIC TIMING SYSTEM 
from a control track, which had recorded a tonewheel signal on the tape during the re­
cord operation. These two signals determine the exact capstan phase and will assure 
that the information which was recorded by each transverse scanning head is played 
back by the identical head. 
Operation of the reference generator and tonewheel processor is discussed in 
the following paragraphs. Figure 4-16 shows overall timing waveforms and their rela­
tionships to the wideband signals. The stability of the RBV and MSS output signals are 
summarized in Table 4-2. 
4.3.2 Reference Generator, - The Reference Generator may be divided into 
two separate functions. The first part consists of the generation of various timing 
waveforms which are derived from a 50 kHz signal obtained from the spacecraft clock. 
This signal is transformer-coupled, bandpass filtered and then amplified. This output 
is low-pass filtered, buffered and fed to the Motor Auxiliary Circuit for the telemetry 
circuits measuring the currents. In addition, the output signal goes to a binary divider 
where it is divided by 10. The 5 kHz signal is further divided by 4 to generate a 1250 
Hz signal for the headwheel driver. The 5 kHz signal is also applied to a divide by 5 
stage, and the resulting 1 kHz signal is subjected to a gating function. This function 
selects the 1 kHz signal derived from the spacecraft clock in the record mode or the 
1 kHz signal from the capstan servo in the playback mode. The selected 1 kHz signal 
is further divided by 4 to generate the 260 Hz output required by the capstan driver in 
record and playback. For the forward or wind tape speeds, the required 1 kHz signal 
is directed to the capstan without experiencing the last divide by 4 operation. 
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TABLE 4-2. SUMMARY OF TIME BASE ERRORS AT VTR OUTPUT 
TIME 	BASE ERROR 
SOURCE 	 RBV MODE MSS MODE 
1. 50 kHz Spacecraft +1in105 	 ±1 in105 
2. MSS Bit Clock 	 :L4 in 105 
3. Headwheel Hunting :1 in 104 	 ±1 in 104 
4a. Shoe Error ±50 nanosecond discontinuity
 
@ 1250 Hz (synchronous)
 
4b. Error in timing dura- 43 nanoseconds
 
tion between adjacent
 
head scans
 
5. 	 PLO Tracking ±10 nanoseconds @ 
Error 1250 Hz Rate 
6. Output Clock 	 ±3 nanoseconds/66. 7 
Jitter 	 nanoseconds
 
The second portion of the reference generator operates upon the processed TW 
(tonewheel) signals, TWI and TWA, which are used to provide the required video/FM 
gating functions and to generate the camera re-phasing signal. TWA occurs at a 1250 
Hz rate, corresponding to one pulse per quarter revolution of the headwheel; TW1 occurs 
once every revolution of the headwheel, or at a 312.5 Hz rate. The detailed timing 
functions required during record and playback are referenced to TWA, whereas TWI 
is used for resetting the Reference Generator digital logic and to provide the camera 
re-phase signal. 
Basically, the timing functions derived from TWA are of three types: first, the, 
switching levels generated for multiplexing the FM channels during record and play­
back; second, the 4X2 FM switching signals used to perform the "fill-in" functions; and 
third, a playback reference signal, TW3, generated for the capstan servo. 
4.3.3 Tonewheel Processor. - The Tonewheel Processor is triggered by the 
TW pulse, which is generated by a tonewheel mounted on the rotating HW (headwheel) 
shaft. After processing, the signal is used to provide a pulse for synchronizing various 
timing functions during recording. In order to maintain a reference for use during 
playback, the TW pulse is recorded longitudinally on a separate control track. An 
additional function of the TW processor is to provide a HW speed monitoring level to 
the TM (telemetry) channels. 
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When the headwheel is running at normal speed, an ac tonewheel signal is pro­
duced every 800 us. As shown in the timing diagram of Figure 4-17, the beginning of 
each HW revolution is indicated by a change in TW signal phase. 
In the processing circuit, the TW input signal is split into a positive-and a 
negative-going pulse. The negative-going pulse feeds one differential comparator and 
the positive-going signal feeds a second one. As shown in the timing diagram of Figure 
4-17, each comparator output is then NAND with a 200 us pulse in two NAND gates. The 
result is a negative-going pulse which occurs once every 11W revolution (every 3200 us 
at normal speed) at one output, and a negative-going pulse for each TW signal (every 
400 us at normal speed) at a second output. A 45 us negative pulse input to the control 
rack record amplifier is provided by a multivibrator. The processor also provides 
analog telemetry circuits to indicate the speed of the headwheel panels. 
4.4 Motors and Power 
4.4.1 Introduction. - The basic circuits used for driving the motors and gen­
erating the internal dc voltages have remained unchanged for an appreciable length of 
time. However, associated with the changes in the command structure, there has been 
a significant modification of the power flow system. The new interface is summarized 
in block diagram form in Figure 4-18. 
The 	major power flow changes are as follows:­
1. 	 Switching of the power to the DC/DC Converter is accomplished 
external to the recorder. 
2. 	 Voltage protection sensing is accomplished external to the recorder. 
3. 	 V. P. (Voltage Protection) reset is accomplishedby a non-stmdard 
external command. 
The changes in the command structure are delineated in the appropriate section. 
4.4.2 DC/DC Converter. - The DC/DC Converter is a dual-transformer con­
verter with a common collector, push-pull chopper. Transistor switching is accom­
plished by a saturating toroidal transformer, and a linearly operating transformer which 
provides the output power transformation. Transistor switching occurs when the 'n" 
transistor is cut off by the decrease in base current which occurs when the torodial 
transformer saturates. As the core reaches saturation, the increasing magnetizing 
current causes an additional voltage drop across the two feedback resistors. Thus, 
the primary winding of the saturated transformer has less voltage dropped across it, 
effecting the decrease in secondary or base-drive voltage. The frequency of oscil­
lation is determined primarily by the saturating transformer peak square-wave 
voltage, number of primary turns, core maximum flux density and cross sectional 
area. 
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The secondary of the power transformer is tapped to provide five full-wave rec­
tified voltage levels: +20, ± 8 and +5.6 volts nominal. Each supply is filtered by an LO 
network, and an output bleeder resistor is incorporated into the circuits to discharge 
the filter capacitance under no load conditions. 
4.4.3 Voltage Protection Circuit. - The allowable system primary voltage var­
iation is relatively large (18 to 39 V transient and 20-34. 5 V continuous). In order to 
avoid component degradation within the recorder, it is necessary to limit this range to 
24.5 V +5%. Overvoltage protection prevents damage to electronic components, while 
undervoltage protection avoids excessive heating of motors and motor drive circuits 
which could eventually result in an increase in component failure rates. 
The voltage protection circuit responds as follows. When the primary voltage 
supply rises above 26 volts, the voltage protection circuit immediately disconnects the 
recorder from the power source; the only delay is caused by relay activation times. In 
order to protect the TTTJ integrated circuits from overvoltage stress during relay ac­
tivation, a separate fast-response circuit has been developed for the +5. 6 V supply. 
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To avoid unnecessary shut-down due to brief undervoltage transients, a minimum 
delay of 41 ms is permitted when the voltage decreases below 23V, before the recorder 
is disconnected from the primary supply. In either case, once the recorder is shut down 
appropriate re-start commands will be required to resume operation. 
4.4.4 Motor Drivers and Bridges. - The ERTS recorder system contains three 
motors (Headwheel, Io balancing and Capstan) each requiring its own drive circuitry. 
The circuit configuration for each motor is identical, the only difference being the in­
dividual frequency of operation. 
There has been no change in the design of these circuits. Hence, the description 
given in the Second Quarterly Report is still correct. 
4.5 Servo System 
4.5.1 Introduction. - The ERTS recorder system contains two servo systems:
 
a capstan servo which is used only during playback and assures that the transversely
 
(wideband) recorded information is properly reproduced; and a headwheel damper sys­
tem which stabilizes the rotation of this component during the record and playback
 
process.
 
4. 5.2 Capstan Servo. - The purpose of the capstan servo is to assure proper 
tape speed and phasing to assure tracking of the transversely recorded information. Dur­
ing recording, the TWA signal is recorded longitudinally along the edge of the magnetic 
tape. This will make an indexing mark every time the headwheel makes a full revolution; 
i. e., everytime four transverse video tracks have been recorded. Upon playback, this 
signal is compared to the phase of the TW signal so that a track-by-track scanning align­
ment can be achieved. 
The basic operation of the capstan servo can best be shown by reference to Fig­
ure 4-19; a more detailed block diagram is shown in Figure 4-20. The tonewheel timing 
reference is the TW3 signal derived from the reference generator. The processed con­
trol track signal forms the other input to the phase detector whose output drives a VCO 
(voltage controlled oscillator). This signal in turn determines the speed and phase of the 
capstan motor and, hence, the control track signal. By using only a once-around refer­
ence, the information recorded by a particular head will be reproduced by the same 
head, thus eliminating various assembly tolerances in the construction of the headwheel 
panel. 
A computer program of the transient response of the servo system has been 
made, which includes all the electrical and mechanical aspects of the loop. Close cor­
relation between the experimental data and the computer run-off has been noted. The
 
computer run-off has been used to optimize loop performance, and the stability analysis
 
of the system is in progress. 
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4.5.3 Damper. - When the headwheel of the ERTS recorder is perturbed in some 
manner it will oscillate at its resonant frequency (approximately 5. 5 Hz). The Damper 
Circuit is used to dampen this oscillation, causing it to decay. The damping action is 
accomplished in a feedback loop by sensing changes in the dc supply current to the head­
wheel bridge circuit. Periodic changes in the supply current are directly related to the 
oscillatory condition, so that a change in this supply current can produce a control signal 
which will compensate for that change. 
A block diagram of the ERTS Headwheel Damping Loop is shown in Figure 4-21. 
This feedback circuit will become unstable if the loop gain, U, becomes greater than the 
low-pass filter time constant, T 1 ; i. e., instability occurs when U/T1 > 1. U/TI = 1 
represents the critically dampened condition; and, as U/T 1 increases, the effective 
damping increases. A computer stability analysis of the transfer function for the closed 
loop headwheel damping circuit indicated that desirable damping occurs when 0. 35 U/T 1 
0. 9. Therefore, it would be desirable to ensure that U/T 1 remains within these limits 
under worst case conditions. 
Another consideration of the Damper Circuit concerns the high-pass filter time
 
constant, T 2 . The high-pass filter is used to obtain dc isolation between the amplifier
 
and the delay circuits. If T1 and T 2 are close in value, T 2 , will tend to cancel the ef­
fects of T1 . Therefore, it is desirable to ensure that T 1/T 2< < 1 under worst case
 
conditions. 
4.6 Command System 
4.6. 1 Introduction. - The present command system is a completely revised sys­
tern from the one initially considered. The major change was the implementation of a 
completely automatic system; i. e., in the new system it will be possible to go directly 
from one operating command to another without giving the required intervening com­
mands. These are now generated internally and sequenced in such a manner that proper 
control of the transport is maintained. 
A second change in the command system has been considered since it became ap­
parent that it is necessary to store most operating commands in the recorder during a 
primary power turn-off turn-on cycle. This mode of operation became a requirement 
when it became known that the spacecraft has only a very limited stored command capa­
bility. To facilitate this change, certain modifications in the power flow system were 
also incorporated. (See Paragraph 4.4.1.) These necessitated changes in the 
power input connector and the Motor Auxiliary board which controls the distribution 
of power within the recorder system. 
4.6.2 System Description. - The paragraphs that follow are a description of the 
new command system, which will shortly become a contractual requirement. They will 
cover the combined operation of four individual boards: Command, Control, Cycler and 
Sync Speed Detector. 
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TABLE 4-3. 

COMMAND NO /COMMAND NAME 
W & BY 
MOTOR SPEED 
1 REWIND 
2. FORWARD 
3 RECORD 
normal 
normal 
normal 
4 PLAY normal 
5 
6 
7 
8 
MSS STANDBY 
RBV STANDBY 
RBV ENABLE 
RBV RUN TAPE 
normal 
normal 
normal 
normal 
OPERATING 
SHOE CAPSTAN 
POSITION SPEED 
open high 
open ugh 
closed normal 
closed normal 
open 0 
open 0 
open 0 
closed normal 
COMMANDS 
CAPSTAN WB SIGNAL 
DIRECTION CAPABILITY 
rewind 
forward 
forward 
forward 
-
forward 
MSS If previous command was 5 
REV if previous command was 6, 7 or 8 
MSS if previous command was 5 
RBV if previous command was 6, 7 or 8 
RBV (command 7 is a prerequisite) 
The ERTS recorder system has two types of commands, operating and special 
(Tables 4-3 and 4-4, respectively). The former commands cause the recorder to per­
form the record/play/winding functions and are generally mutually exclusive. The 
second group of commands are for special contingencies and adjustments and are gen­
erally stored until the issuance of a negating command. 
Power is applied to the recorder by controls external to the recorder (Figure 4-18). 
Whenever the Spacecraft Power (PRM) is applied, the recorder is placed into the trickle 
charge mode. Subsequently the WBVTR ON command is given, which applies full power 
to the recorder and automatically places the unit into the standby mode. The WBVTR 
OFF command returns the recorder to the trickle charge mode. Stopping the recorder 
will not allow the capstan brake power to be available so that the tape will coast to stand­
still in an uncontrolled, though safe, mode. 
TABLE 4-4. SPECIAL COMMANDS 
COMMAND NO. /COMMAND NAME 
1. VOLT PROTECT ENABLE 
2. VOLT PROTECT DISABLE 
3. VOLT PROTECT RESET 
4. LAP 
5. RECORD CURRENT ADJUST 
COMMAND FUNCTION 
ENABLE V. P. CIRCUITRY 
DISCONNECT V.P. CIRCUITRY 
RESET ACTION OF V. P. CIRCUITRY 
PERMIT LAPPING OF VIDEO HEADS 
ADJUST LEVEL OF RECORD CURRENT 
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The 	manner in which the operating command and control system is accomplished 
is shown in block diagram form in Figure 4-22. All of the operating commands are 
received by a bank of latching relays. These relays afford the required signal isolation 
and 	provide the basic storage of the desired command. The receipt of any of these 
commands will cause a reset of all latching relays in the following manner. Any new 
command will generate a 12 ms reset pulse which will clear all previously stored infor­
mation in the latching relays. The reset pulse is timed so that the 45 ms initiating­
command pulse will still be present, to assure that this command remains latched in the 
relay bank. The latching relays are not reset when converter power is applied unless 
REWIND or FORWARD had been latched in the relay memory. All other commands can 
be remembered for "blind orbit" operation. Telemetry is also-provided to indicate the 
commands given to the recorder system, both during WBVTR ON and PRIMARY POWER 
ON. 
The 	outputs of the command latching relays are dc signal levels which operate 
the 	command processor and cycler. The exception to this is the RBV Run Tape signal, 
which is a dc signal and is directly applied to the processor. The processor circuitry 
interrogates the command levels and, by means of a clock signal (basically derived from 
spacecraft clock) and time delay circuits, assures the proper sequencing of the desired 
functions listed below: 
1. 	 Power is applied to various electronic circuitry only as required. 
Thus, there are four discrete power distribution conditions: Standby, 
Record, RBV Playback, MSS Playback. 
2. 	 Power is applied to the HW/I motors and they are cycled through their 
start-run modes. 
3. 	 Power is applied to the capstan motor to determine the capstan speed 
and direction. In the high speed modes, the capstan start-run cycling 
is accomplished. 
4. 	 The shoe of the headwheel panel is controlled; that is, the shoe pull-in 
coil is powered initially while the shoe hold coil is powered for the 
entire duration of the record/playback process. 
5. 	 Powering of the erase head is controlled in the RBV or MSS record 
modes. 
6. 	Braking power to the capstan is applied for two seconds whenever it is 
desired to stop the tape. 
7. 	 RBV/MSS control signals are generated for various video circuitry to 
switch internal operating commands. 
As part of the ERTS control system, certain interlocks are provided for the 
moving components of the system. Thus, the capstan motor can only operate after the 
headwheel is up to speed (exceptions to this rule are the high-speed wind modes). The 
shoe to the headwheel panel can only close when two conditions are satisfied: (1) the 
headwheel motor is powered; and (2), the tachometer on the capstan indicates this motor 
to be above a minimum speed. The above interlocks assure that no mechanical damage
 
can be done to the recorder system.
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In addition to the above, beginning and end of tape signals are used to inhibit the 
capstan from operating when these conditions have been reached. This operation is, of 
course, also interlocked with the capstan direction control. Upon command, it is also 
possible to override the primary end of tape switch. This will allow an additional sec­
tion of tape to be brought in contact with the video heads until the secondary end of tape 
is reached. This section of tape will have been impregnated with a mild abrasive which, 
in an emergency, can be used to remove any foreign material that may adhere to the 
video heads. The lap command is automatically rescinded every time an internal STOP 
command is generated within the recorder. 
4. 7 Telemetry 
Both analog and digital telemetry signals are generated within the ERTS recorder 
system. Many of these signals are generated right on the board where the function to 
be monitored is located. However, in several of these cases, this is not convenient so 
that a special printed circuit board has been set aside for this function. The design of 
this board has been completed and the first printed board is being debugged. A summary 
of all telemetry functions is shown in Table 4-5. 
4. 8 Summary of Electronic Subassemblies 
The ERTS recorder system consists of numerous electronic subassemblies. A 
summary of these subassemblies is presented in Table 4-6. The data given reflect 
the units as they will be subsequent to the imminent contract modification. It also 
gives the status of the worst case analysis. 
1 4.9 Power Budget 
The power budget for the EU and TU of the recorder system is given in Table 4-7. 
During start up the power division between the two units has not been divided; however, 
the major portion is dissipated in the TU. 
The data has been compiled experimentally from the Feasibility Model and adjusted 
where this unit does not reflect current circuitry. Additional (and more exact) data will 
become available when the Engineering Model is fully operative. 
4. 10 EU Thermal Analysis 
A computer study of heat transfer and temperature rise throughout the Electronic 
Unit has been underway. Preliminary runs have been completed, but these will be 
modified in accordance with our own findings, as well as updated spacecraft interface 
information. 
At this stage a steady-state temperature analysis has been completed for the as­
sumed condition of the EU enclosure, radiating and conducting heat through the mounting 
face only, to a 450C sink. The computer program used is titled Thermal-2, and was 
developed at RCA-AED to analyze heat transfer in a convection-free environment. 
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TABLE 4-5. TELEMETERED FUNCTIONS
 
RECOMMENDED 
SAMPLING RATES GROUND 
(Note 1) REFERENCE 
DIGITAL TBA 
MSS STANDBY B POW 
REV STANDBY B POW 
RECORD B POW 
PLAY B POW 
REWIND A POW 
FORWARD A POW 
REV ENABLE B POW 

RBV run tape B SIG 

LAP A POW 

4 dB Rec. Adj. TM A SIG 

2 dB Rec. Adj. TM A SIG 

1 dB Rec. Adj. TM A SIG 
Convert Primary Power A POW 
VOLTAGE PROTECT 
ENABLE/DISABLE A TM 
Primary voltage range A TM 

Primary end of tape A SIG 

Secondary end of tape A SIG 

Primary beginning of tape A SIG 

Secondary beginning of tape A SIG 

Voltage protect relay A POW 

hISS/RBV status A POW 

ANALOG TM 
TU pressure A TM 
TU temperature A TM 
EU temperature A TM 

Tape footage (Note 2) A TM 

Capstan motor speed A SIG 

HWP motor speed A SIG 
Capstan motor current A SIG 
HWP motor current A SIG 
Recorder input current A SIG 
Record current/playback A SIG 
voltage 
Limiter voltage A SIG 

Servo voltage A SIG 

+5.6 V A SIG 

NOTES. 
1. A = 1 per 16 seconds, B = 1 per second; C 5 per second 
CONDITION OF MAXIMUM SOURCE 
NEGATIVE VOLTAGE IMPEDANCE 
c 
After command 
After command 
After command 
After command 
After command 
After command 
After command 
During receipt of signal 
After command 
Attenuator in 
Attenuator in 
Attenuator in 
After command 
Enable condition 
Input voltage acceptable 
At EOT 
At EOT 
At BOT 
At ROT 
When recorder disconnected 
When in MSS 
High pressure 
Low temperature 
Low temperature 
At EOT 
Maximum speed 
Maximum speed 
Maximum current 
Maximum current 
Maximum current 
Maximum current/voltage 
Maximum voltage 
Capstan overspeed 
Minimum Voltage 
*The tape footage indicator can be used to measure tape position and tape motion. 
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TABLE 4-6. SUMMARY OF ELECTRONIC SUBASSEMBLIES
 
BOARD NAME 
WIDEBAND CHANNELS 
MSS/RBV Input 
Modulator 
Record Current Adjust 
1-3 Video Rec./Preamp 
2-4 Video Rec./Preamp 
Video Playback Amp 
FM Equalizer 
1-3 Limiter/Demod 
2-4 Limiter/Demod 
RBV Out 
1-3 Variable Clock 
2-4 Variable Clock 
Master Clock 
Decoder 
2-4 Buffer 
1-3 Buffer/MSS Out 
NARROWBAND CHANNELS 
Aux Playback 

Aux Rec/Search Play 

Aux/Search Preamp 

TIMING AND GATING 
Reference Generator 

TW Processor 

MOTORS AND POWER 
DC/DC Converter 

Voltage Protection 

Motor Auxiliary 

HW/Iw Driver 

Capstan Driver 

HW Bridge 

Iw Bridge 

Capstan Bridge 

Motor Switch 

BOARD 

LOCATION 

EU 
EU 
EU 
TU 
TU 
TU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
TU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
EU 
TU 
BOARD 

DESIGNATION 

A20 
A21 
1/2 - Al9 
A80 
A86 
A96 
A16 
A18 
A17 
1/2 - A19 
A5 
A6 
A4 
A3 
A2 ) 
Al 
AS 
A7 
A94 
A5 
A6 
A14 
1/2 - A10 
A15 
A28 
1/2 - A29 
A27 
A26 
AS0 
A98 
WC ANAL
 
STATUS
 
In Progress 
In Progress 
In Progress 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep I 
Des Rep I 
Des Rep II 
In Progress 
In Progress 
In Progress 
In Progress 
Modification 
Required for 
latest system 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep I 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
To Be Done 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep II 
Des Rep 1I 
Des Rep I 
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TABLE 4-6. SUMMARY OF ELECTRONIC SUBASSEMBLIES (Continued) 
BOARD BOARD WC ANAL 
BOARD NAME LOCATION DESIGNATION STATUS 
SERVO SYSTEMS 
Control Preamp TU 1/2 - A96 Des Rep I 
Capstan Servo EU A23 In Progress 
Damper EU 1/2 - A29 Des Rep II 
COMMAND AND CONTROL 
Command EU A13 In Progress
 
Cycler EU A12 In Progress
 
Control EU All In Progress
 
Tach Preamp TU 1/2 - A96 Des Rep I
 
Sync Speed Detector EU A9 In Progress
 
Shoe Solenoid Switch EU A10 In Progress
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Telemetry EU A22 In Progress
 
Spare B . EU A31 In Progress
 
The analysis considered the 8 compartments, 31 modules and 8 interconnect boards. 
Only the modules were considered as heat sources. The assumed mechanism of heat 
transfer was radiation between mutually visible surfaces and conduction through metallic 
surfaces, connector pins, Bircher supports, and the handles on the boards. 
A sample run-off of this program for the MSS Playback Mode is shown in Table 4-8. 
Here, the steady state temperature of each board module is listed. There are also 
print-outs (not shown) giving temperatures of the interconnect boards, the walls, and 
the proportionate heat transfer by conduction and radiation. 
Based upon the most recent interface information, it is possible that a steady state 
analysis may be unnecessarily severe, since the VTR will have a limited duty cycle. A 
transient analysis will be considered as a new approach, and a more accurate simulation 
of the spacecraft environment will be introduced. 
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TABLE 4-7. POWER BUDGET 
MODE POWER CONSUMPTION (WATTS) 
STARTUP STEADY STATE 
EU AND TU EU TU EU &TU 
WBVTR ON 200 20 23 43 
(MSS or RBV Standby) (4 s) 
MSS or RBV Record - 40 52 92 
RBV Playback 	 33 54 87 
MSS Playback 	 - 49 54 103 
Fast Forward or Rewind 	 110 16 39 55
 
(2 s)
 
WBVTR OFF - 0.5 - 0.5
 
After WBVTR OFF and V.P. Negate Commands 0.5 - 0.5
 
4.11 Electronic Unit Packaging 
The Electromc Unit (EU) houses all of the electronics required for the Flight 
Video Tape Recorder (VTR) with the exception of the preamplifiers and the Wideband 
Record Circuit. These particular circuits are integral to the Tape Transport because 
they require short lead lengths. The EU has been designed to meet the environmental/ 
thermal requirements and RFI specification as an unpressurized container. 
The mechanical design of the printed circuit boards is shown in Figure 4-24. This 
design was selected to allow good electrical signal flow; separation, where necessary, 
of various signals or functions: a reasonably good conductive path for thermal consid­
eration and the required structural integrity. 
The physical location of each printed circuit board with its appropriate "A" num­
ber and title is shown in Figure 4-23. This revised location is in accordance with the 
latest design of the MSS and control circuitry. 
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TABLE 4-8. FORTRAN IV PROGRAM SUMMAT
 
(LINK-EDITED AS SUMMAT) STARTED --- 11/19/70
 
TEMPERATURES FOR PCBS 
BOARD NUMBER TEMPERATURE IN 0CENTIGRADE 
1 72.33 
2 69.87 
3 72.64 
4 75.83 
5 75.27 
6 69.02 
7 71.29 
8 72.67 
9 72.23 
10 69.59 
11 71.47 
12 69.23 
13 69.77 
14 84.39 
15 69.13 
16 69.17 
17 72.52 
18 72.61 
19 70.04 
20 67.48 
21 67.27 
22 70.17 
23 74.82 
24 71.76 
25 70.71 
26 67.28 
27 67.81 
28 70.49 
29 68.30 
30 65.25 
31 65.61 
The PCB's will plug into printed circuit interconnect boards mounted into the 
nest proper. PCB's A-i through A-14 plugs into Interconnect Board #1, and PCB's 
A16 through A-31 plug into Interconnect Board #2. 
The Motor Aux Sub-Assembly A-15 is hard-mounted to the nest, and wired using 
turret terminals between it and the interconnect boards. 
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The enclosure is a stressed skin design providing mounting supports for all 
components as well as electrical shielding between PCB 's.Conductive thermal 
paths are provided to the plug-in-boards using Birteher spring PCB supports and the 
direct securing of the PCB handles to the enclosure top cover. The enclosure mounts 
all external connectors and connectors required between the EU and TU. RFI gasketing 
-is included for the top and bottom covers. 
4.12 Electronic Unit Weight Summary 
4.12.1 Status. - The EU Weight Control Report (Figure 4-25) presents the 
current weight forecast for the Electronic Unit of 35.57 lbs, which is 4.57 lbs above 
the nominal 31-pound target presented in RCA Installation Drawings and 3.1 lbs more 
than 32.46 lbs shown in the last monthly report. This weight includes the incorpora­
tion of the following functions, all added since January 1970: 
a. MSS Capability 
b. Expanded Controls Capability 
c. RFI Suppression 
d. Additional Telemetry points 
The confidence level in this forecast is high, due to the large number of actual 
weights included in the estimate. Table 4-9 discloses the method used in arriving at 
the printed circuit board weights (The allowance of 0.03 lbs/board for IMFP and 
Cement" was determined experimentally. Additionally, as described at the end of 
the weight control report, the assembled and wired enclosure was weighed. 
Al 1-2 Buffer/MSS Out 

A2 2-4 Buffer 

A3 Decoder 

A4 Master Clock 

A5 1-2 Variable Clock 
A6 2-4 Varable Clock 
A7 Aux Rec./Search Play 

A8 Aux Playback 

A9 Sync Speed Detector 

A10 Volt Protect./Shoe Sol. SW 
All Control 
A12 Cycler 
A13 Command 
A14 DC/DC Converter 
A15 Motor Aux 
A16 

A17 

A18 

A19 

A20 
A21 
A22 
A23 
A24 
A25 
A26 
A27 
A28 
A29 
A30 

A31 

FM Equalizer 
2-4 Lumiter/Demod 
1-3 amiter/Demod 
RBV Out/Rec Adj. 
MSS/RBV Input 
Modulator 
Telemetry 
Capstan Servo 
Ref. Generator 
T.W. Processor 
itBridge 
H.W. Bridge 
Headwheel/IwfDriver 
Capstan Driver/Damper 
Capstan Bridge 
Spare B 
FIGURE 4-23. ELECTRONIC UNIT PCB LOCATION 
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TABLE 4-9. PCB WEIGHTS
 
WEIGHTS 
U)P 
ZH
 
t R H <0EREF BOARD P dH H-
DESIG. NAME ____ 0 
Al Buffer 1-3 .375* .03 .405. 
A2 Buffer 2-4 .375E* - .03 .405. 
A3 Decoder .468* .032 .03 .430. 
A4 Master Clock .687* - .03 .517. 
A5 Variable Clock .437* .016 .03 .483. 
A6 Variable Clock .437* .016 .03 .482. 
A7 Aux. Rec/Search Play .468* - .03 .498. 
A8 Aux. Playback .437* - .03 .467. 
A9 Sync Speed Detector .468 - .03 .498. 
A10 Voltage Protect/SSS .437 - .03 .467. 
All Control .687 - .03 .717. 
A12 Cycler .687E* - .03 .717. 
A13 Command .500E* - .03 .530. 
A14 DC/DC Converter 1.250 - .03 1.280. 
A15 Motor Aux. 2.67 - .03 2.70. 
(including filters) - .03 
A16 Equalizer .531 - .03 .561. 
Al7 Limiter/Demod .500 - .03 .530. 
A18 Limiter/Demod .500 - .03 .530. 
A19 Record Adj/RBV out .468 - .03 .498. 
A20 VISS/RBV IN .562 .031 .03 .623. 
A21 Modulator .687 - .03 .717. 
A22 Telemetry .454 - .03 .484. 
A23 CAPST SERVO .531 - .03 .561. 
A24 Ref. Generator .437 - .03 .467. 
A25 Tone Wheel Processor .437 - .03 1.186. 
A26 IW Bridge 1.156 - .03 .905. 
A27 Head Wheel Bridge .875 - .03 .624. 
A28 Head Wheel/IW Driver .594 - .03 .592. 
A29 Capstan Driver/Damper .562 - .03 1.186. 
A3O Capstan Bridge 1.156 -

TOTAL 20.51
 
Indicates boards subject to electrical design change. 
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4.12.2 Analysis. - Separation of the added weights ascribable to the individ­
ual added functions described in the preceding paragraph is difficult and of doubtful 
value at this point. However, some insight can be gained by looking at the effects 
of all added functions together; i.e. from February, 1970 to the present. The February 
1970 estimate was 26.08 pounds. Table 4-10 shows 7.53 pounds increase due to 
accountable items added to functions required by the additional scope. The remain­
ing 1.96 pounds is due to weight estimating errors. 
4.12.3 Weight Reduction Possibilities. - The areas brought to light by the 
weight control report which, after further evaluation may lead to some weight reduc­
tion are listed below. These estimates are realistic, but may not be obtainable due 
to other factors such as scheduling, cost, etc: 
a. Wire - fewer, shorter, smaller wires may possibly be 
used in the system. This follows a redesign of inter­
connect boards and will also require a reappraisal of 
wire sizes needed external to the interconnect boards. 0.4 lb 
b. Reduction in thickness of selected panels 
within the enclosure structure. 0.80 lb 
c. 	 Reduction in thickness of selected printed 
circuit boards from 0.093 to 0.062. 1.0 lb 
Total foreseeable reductions 	 2.2 lbs 
TABLE 4-10. WEIGHT CHANGE (February 1970 to December 1970) 
ITEM W 
Total No. PCB's 3.49 lbs 
(2/70-23; 12/70-30) 
Component density increase (7 boards) 2.09 lbs 
Enclosure/Cover weight increase 0.96 lbs 
Wire increase 0.86 lbs 
Connector increase 0.13 lbs 
Total accountable weight increase 7.53 lbs 
Actual weight increase over 2/70 estimate 9.49 
Unaccounted for W, due to estimating errors 1.96 lbs 
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ASSEMBLY NAME 
EE 
NOTE 
ESTIMATED/ACTUAL 
2 MAY IS JUL 
P 1969 RWC ES 
WEIGHTS 
10 NOV 12 DEC 2 F 
BB T 1970 1970 
FOLLOWING INTRODUCTION OF MSSLCAPA-BILITY, NEW CONTROLS, ADDITI0IAL ESTIMATED/ACTUAL 
TELEMETRY & RFI FILTERING 5 DEC '70 
ASSEMBLY NAME NOTE, RIIC 
WEIGHTS 
1. HEADWHEEL BRIDGE 78E 1.03E .87A .87A .87A HEADWHEEL BRIDGE .905A 
2 CAPSTAN BRIDGE .78E I 28E I 18A I 12A I 12A CAPSTAN BRIDGE 1.186A 
3. IW BRIDGE 78E 1 28E 1.18A 1.12A 1.12A II BRIDGE I 186A 
4. HEADWHEEL/IW DRIVER I.OE .77E .5A .5A .50A HEADWHEEL/IW DRIVER .624A 
5. SYNC DECT/DAHPER 1 56E .57E .44A .37A .37A SYNC SPEED DETECTOR .498A 
6. DC/DC CONVERTER .87E 1.21E 1.21E 1.06A I 06A DC/OC CONVERTER 1.280A 
7. T. M. .50E .57E .57E .57E .57A TELEMETRY 484A 
8. CAPSTAN DRIVER/SERVO 2 .56E .77E .37A .43A .43A CAPSTAN DRIVER/DAMPER .592A 
9. AUX CHANNEL 56E .57E .57E .31A .31A AUX REC./SEARCH PLAY 9 498A 
to. SEARCH TRACK 
.56E .57E .57E 31A .56A AUX PLAYBACK .467A 
II. VIDEO IN 56E .62E .32E .32A .32A MSS/RBV IN 4 623A 
12 MODULATOR 
.56E .74E 38A 38A .38A MODULATOR 4 717A 
13. LNITER/DEMOD(QTY. 2) 5E .62E 62E .38A 38A 38A .38A 38A .38A LIMITER/DEMODLIMITER/DEMOD 4 4 530A .530A 
13A SERVO (TEMP) 
.5A .50A CAPSTAN SERVO 561A 
14. VIDEO OUT .56E 62E 38A BUFFER/HSS OUT 5,9 405A 
15. EQUALIZER .50E .67E .43A EQUALIZER 561A 
16. REC ADJ/T.W. PROC 3 .50E .57E .38A REC ADJ/RBV OUT 4 498A 
NOTES SEE SHEET4 
FIGURE 4-25. WEIGHT CONTROL REPORT ELECTRONICS UNIT - ERTS (SHEET I OF 4)
 
FOLLOWING INTRODUCTION OF MS
ESTIMATED/ACTUAL WEIGHTS CAPABILITY, NEWCONTROLS, AD ITIONALESTIMATED/ACTUAL WEIGHTS 
ASSEMBLY NAME SEE 21 MA 15 JUL IT NO 12 DEC 2 FEB TELEMETRY t RFI FILTERING SEE DEC '70 
A NMNTF A F QrR q _1970 ASSEMBLY NAME NOTE #E"ig WT I70 RWC 
17. REFERENCE GENERATOR .87E .57E 44A .38A 38A REFERENCE GENERATOR .467A
 
18. COIMAND MATRIX .56E .63E 63E .31A 31A COMHAND 9,4 530A
 
19. OUTPUT MATRIX (CONTROL) 56E .73E .73E .62A .62A CONTROL 9 .717A
 
20. CONNECTORS 7 PLACE AT 
21. CASE END BREAKI OWN
 
22. NEST ASSEMBLY FOR C ARITY
 
23. DAMPER/VOLT. PROT. I 1.22E I 22E 1.22E 1.22E VOLTAGE PROTECT/SHOE
 
SOLENOID SWITCH .467A
 
24. MOTOR AUX I.IOE MOTOR AUX 2.70A
 
SUB TOTAL #1 PCB'S BEFORE MS (21PCE'S) 23 PCB S)13 69 23 PCB'S)17.02
 
25. ADDITIONAL BOARDS FOR 1.52E A. BUFFER 2-4 5,9 .405E
 
MSS & CONTROLS CHANGES
 
B. VARIABLE CLOCK 5,9 .483A
 
C. VARIABLE CLOCK 5,9 .483A
 
D. MASTER CLOCK 5,9 .517A
 
E TONE WHEEL PROCESSOR 6 .467A
 
F. CYCLER 7.9 .717E
 
G DECODER 5 9 .430A
 
3
1.52E
SUB TOTAL #2 

PCB's DUE TO MSS CHANGE
 
ALD$71 6. NOTES SEE SHEET4 
FIGURE4-25. WEIGHT CONTROL REPOT ELECTRONICS UNIT - ERTS (SHEET 2 OF 4)
 
ESTIMATED/ACTUAL WEIGHTS FOLLOWING INTRODUCTION OF MS 
CAPABILITY, NEl CONTROLS, AD- ESTIMATED/ACTUAL WEIGHTS 
ASSEMBLY NAME SEE NOTE# 21 AY 69 EST 15 JUL RWC ES 10 NO GO WT 0TOI 1970 1970 DITIONAL TELEMETRY & RFI FIL ING ASSEMBLY NAME SEE DEC'70NOTE RWC 
20. CONNECTORS I.E i.E I.E I.E 3.37E CONNECTORS 10 3.50A 
21. CASE 5.E 5.E 10.5E IO.SE ----- CASE - PART OF NEST ASSY 
22. NEST ASSY 
(COVERS INCLUDED) 
5.E 3.E 3 E 3 E 6.5E NEST ASSY 
(EXCLUDING COVERS) 
6 31A 
26. MISCELLANEOUS I OE MISCELLANEOUS 
COVERS, TOP & BOTTOM 1.15E 
"CLOSE-UP" HARDWARE 
& GASKETS .50E 
WIRE, SOLDER, ETC 2.59A 
SUB TOTAL#3 I1.OE 9.OE 14 5E 14 5E 10 87 
INTERCONNECT BOARDS-- 1.OOA 
15.05 
GRAND TOTAL - E U 25.23 26.08 35.57 
ACTUAL WEIGHT OF ENCLOSURE 
INCLUDING MOTOR AUX @ 2.70, 
16's@1 0, 'IRE, 
SOLDER, ETC @ 2 59 16.10 
PCB'S LESS MOTOR AUX & INTER-
CONNECT BOARDS 17.82A 
MISCELLANEOUS COVERS 1 15 
HARDWARE .50{ 
TOTAL 35.57 
tWEIGHT OF WIRE, SOLDER, ETC. 
DERIVED FROM ACTUALS. 
.......NOTES SEE SHEET 4 
FIGURE 4-25. WEIGHT CONTROL REPORT ELECTRONICS UNIT - ERTS (SHEET 3 OF 4)
 
1. 	Damper Function moved to Capstan Driver Board, Item 8.
 
2. 	Servo function moved to Capstan Servo board and made permanent.
 
3. Tone Wheel processed function displaced-by Video function to
 
Tone Wheel Processor Board, Item 25E.
 
4. 	Increased component density due to addition of MSS or other
 
new function.
 
5. 	Additional Board due to addition of MSS or other new function.
 
6. New Board; Tone Wheel processor displaced by Video function from
 
item 16; additionally, MSS filters and controls telemetry cir­
cuitry added to this board.
 
7. 	Additional Board due to expansion of control capability requirement.
 
8. 	Three saturable reactors added for motor current telemetry.
 
9. 	Board subject to electrical design change as of 12/70.
 
10. Change due to increased size of "Power In"(J-12) converter.
 
FIGURE 4-25. WEIGHT CONTROL REPORT ELECTRONICS
 
UNIT - ERTS (SHEET 4 OF 4)
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5.0 BREADBOARD UNIT (AT-70 MODEL)
 
The AT-70 Recorder was developed on RCA funds to explore the possibility of devel­
oping a negator driven, transverse-scan recorder for space borne applications. This 
unit has subsequently been used to run life tests and perform other investigations for the 
ERTS Recorder System. 
5.1 AT-70 Life Test 
A life test has been completed on the AT-70 Recorder, primarily to determine the 
life portion of the transverse scan head to tape interface. For this test, the tape and 
magnetic heads were chosen to reflect the best choice of materials based on the history 
of the DSU Program; in particular, a tape was chosen based on the 3M formulation that 
had been successful on the DSU program. Similarly, Alfecon I was the material for the 
magnetic heads, although the detailed construction technique on the head itself was 
based on the latest technology used in the broadcast field. A total of 2,366 actuating 
hours were run on this unit, which then was terminated because of gunking-of the rim of 
the headwheel panel. This length of test was performed using one headwheel panel and 
tape, even though several transport failures were incurred (see Table 5-1). These fail­
ures resulted in excessive scanning of the tape, which may have adversely affected the 
tape surface and head wear. 
Throughout the life test numerous signal performance parameters were observed. 
These were made in the RBV mode which, at the time, was configured with a bandwidth 
of 6 MHz. The following is a summary of the test results: 
PARAMETER 	 MEASUREMENT 
Signal Noise Ratio 	 Constant within t 0.5 dB 
5 MHz Response 	 Average : 0.3 dB 
Head-to-Head variation 2: 0.6 dB 
Tape Dropouts 	 Constant within :i 50% 
Optimum Record Current 	 No change 
Longitudinal Track Jitter 	 No change 
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TABLE 5-1. TAPE LIFE TEST SUMMARY 
Headwheel Panel 	 BB-3 
Heads 	 C Case Alfecon I 
Tape 	 MTA 20237-67172 01-IOK 
Head to Tape Speed 	 1964 inches/sec 
Shoe Span Width 	 .090 inches 
System Failures 
Started Life Test 	 Protrusion 1.8 mils 
(1) 	 195 Hours - Negator springs bound on spool. Tape not 
moving and against heads - 2 mins. 
(2) 	 237 Hours - Negator springs bound on spool. Tape 
against heads - 2 min. 
Installed new negator spring'configuratton. Heads lightly 
polished. 
(3) 	 1420 Hours - Tape broke at EOT due to broken headwheel 
shoe return spring. 
Spliced tape, reset EOT Switch, new spring, continued 
test. 
(4) 	1608 Hours - No tension at COT - Heads against tape for 
unknown period. 
Differential failed; 
Replaced same and continued operating recorder. 
(5) 	 1609 Hours - Stopped testing for 101 days because of 
strike. 
(6) 	 2366 Hours - Headwheel rim gunked bad between heads 
1&2 
Stripped and shredding tape.
 
Destroyed tape.
 
:Protrusion 1. 1 mils 
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Throughout the life test there was no trend in the observed parameters. The above 
variations must be considered random so that the end of life could not have been predicted 
from any of these data. The protrusion of the magnetic heads was approximately 1. 8 
mils at the beginning of the test. At the end of the test the protrusions measured 1. 1 
mil, yielding an approximate wear rate of 0.3 microinches per hour. This rate is con­
sidered excellent, especially considering the above mentioned transport failures. 
5.2 Modification of AT-70 Reel Transmission 
The AT-70 transport will be retrofitted with a breadboard version of the new reel 
transmission design described in Paragraph 3.1.1. The critical components will be 
identical and of the same precision and quality as that of the prototype. The differential 
to be used will have an electrolyzing surface treatment of all level gear teeth. 
The tests planned to initially assess its performance are: 
a. Study Tape Tension Measurements - The headwheel panel will be temporarily 
removed, and a tension transducer inserted in the tape path. The tape ten­
sion, while running, will be monitored as a function of tape position, or 
operating time. 
b. Dynamic Tape Tension Measurements - Using the same transducer setup, the 
dynamic tension values will be sampled at regular intervals (say, every three 
minutes). The tension will be recorded at each sampling period on a chart 
recorder. 
c. Tape Flutter - The headwheel panel will be replaced, and flutter measured on 
the control track. This will be done in the Record Mode, in order to eliminate 
effects of the capstan servo, The flutter will also be recorded on a chart 
recorder at regular intervals. 
5.3 Additional Head/Tape Life Test 
When the AT-70 has been modified per paragraph 5.2, a new' life test will be 
initiated for Head/Tape Interface Data. This test will be perforned on the new batch of 
30 reels of tape due to be delivered during the latter part of December. At the same 
time, the new transmission system will automatically be life-tested. 
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6.0 FEASIBILITY MODEL 
For the last nine months the Feasibility Model has been the prime tool to check out 
the performance of the ERTS Recorder System. As such, it has recorded and played 
back all the signals that are required by the system and has been the useful tool to 
evaluate the transport performance; however, only a limited number of modifications 
have been incorporated in this unit so that it does not correspond in detail to the final 
recorder system. 
6.1 Head Tape Tests 
A significant amount of experience has been gained on the Feasibility Model in the 
field of head tape interface investigations. These can be grouped into tape tests and 
head tests. 
6.1.1 Tape Tests. - Initially, two orders of tapes were available for the ERTS 
recorder program; batch 1 was used in the AT-70 for life tests (see Paragraph 5. 1) and 
batch 2 was initially used in the Feasibility Model. The first two batches of MTA 20237 
have outputs about 3 dB below the best current video tapes and possessed extremely low 
abrasivity. The lower output was not significant to the RBV mode of operation, and the 
first batch of tape was thus employed in the two extended (1700 hours, 2300 hours) life 
tests. With the advent of the MSS recording requirement, however, a 3 dB improvement 
in tape output was considered worth investigation. A batch was procured from 3M which 
employed the same binder system, but had a modification in the manufacturing process 
which was projected (by 3M) to improve the output level with no change in abrasivity. 
Initial tests at RCA with this batch verified that the output had been improved by 
3 dB but, because of the strike, no extensive life testing was performed on the tape 
prior to its use in the MSS efforts. Initial operation with the tape indicated high wear 
rates in the feasibility model, so controlled wear tests were undertaken in the TR-70. 
These tests indicated that the wear rate of the batch 3 tape is about 160 microinches per 
hour or nearly 200 times higher than the earlier batches. 3M was contacted regarding 
these test results and indicated that the only change made in the processing was a modi­
fication to the final surface treatment process which was intended to improve the surface 
finish and thereby minimize the separation losses. If this is the case, it would appear 
that the surface roughness is quite critical to tape abrasivity since the 3 dB improvement 
in output which results can be accounted for by a reduction in the separation of only 9 
microinches. 
For the above reasons, the Feasibility Model is currently using a batch 2 tape, 
with indications of a good head tape interface situation. A small sample of batch I tape 
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was tested for MSS error rate. Overall, the error rate was as good as that seen with 
the batch 2 tape. However, several high-dropout areas were observed. A visual in­
spection of the tape showed several wrinkles, scratches and physical deformities which 
explained the high-dropout rate. 
The current stock of batch 2 is still adequate for use in the developmental models. 
Thirty reels of batch 4 has been ordered from 3M. They have given us their assurance 
that the abrasivity of the new tape will be equivalent to that of batches 1 and 2 and that 
the signal level will not fall below that of the initial run. 
6.1.2 Magnetic Head Tests. - All DSU and ERTS experience to date has been 
obtained when video heads made use of Alfecon I material. Within the last year a new 
material has been developed, Alfecon H, which has significantly improved wear charac­
teristics. This material is being used exclusively in broadcast applications, since the 
improved wear characteristics have indeed been verified and since the electrical char­
acteristics are only slightly inferior to those of Alfecon I. 
As it would seem desirable to take advantage of this improved material in the 
ERTS recorder system a headwheel panel using Alfecon II was constructed. This panel 
was tried out in the ERTS recorder system. Its performance, however, was found to 
be severely below the panels using Alfecon I material. Since no rational answer could be 
given for the reduced performance a second headwheel panel was constructed. Again, 
this panel gave sub-standard performance. 
Based on the above experience and the good performance of the life test, it has
 
been decided to build the EliTS recorder using Alfecon I material. However, since the
 
improved wear rate is still potentially available, additional tests with Alfecon II mate­
rials will be programmed.
 
6.2 MSS Tests 
A complete signal system has been breadboarded in the Feasibility Model to fully
 
evaluate the recorder capability to operate in the MSS mode. The system contains all
 
the basic signal flow elements. However, it falls considerably short of the overall
 
system aspects; the Feasibility Model does not contain a crystal oscillator for the mas­
ter clock, it requires manual resetting of the buffer system and does not contain the "3rd 
loop" whose purpose is to stablilize the system for long-term drifts in components. The 
Feasibility Model also contains the original input-output circuits. 
Experimental tests of the MSS system have shown performance capability of the 
level anticipated. The majority of the tests have been performed using a pseudo-random 
word of approximately 1680 bits. Test results indicate that ah error rate 1 part in 10 5 
can almost always be obtained. An error rate of 1 part in 106 is obtained whenever the 
system is well adjusted, and frequently no errors have been registered for periods of 
several seconds. Although no detailed tests have been performed, it is apparent that 
the majority of the errors are due to tape dropouts. 
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The final MSS system is presently being designed and will have to await systems 
evaluation in the engineering model. In the interim, however, additional tests can be 
performed which will correlate the eirors to such parameters as tape dropouts,, data 
transition density, predominance of errors at the "1" or the "0" level, errors occufring 
at specific word transitions, etc. 
6.3 R V Tests 
The Feasibility Model contains essentially all circuits required for the RBV perfor­
mance. Perhaps the major exception is that the output signal noise clipping diodes have 
not been installed in this unit. To date, all performance parameters have been -meas­
ured except the electronic time delay. Performance of the RBV channel has met all spec­
ifications except the level of the video switching transition. Although it is feasible to 
reduce the level of this transition, it appears desirable to open up the specification 
limit of the signal and the overall ERTS recorder system is not adversely affected: 
60 millivolt specification level is proposed. 
Table 6-1 and Figures 6-1 thru 6-3 give a concise summary of the measured per­
formance parameter and the corresponding specification limits. In addition to this 
evaluation the RBV signal has also been demonstrated using standard broadcast sigials 
and monitoring devices. Generally, these demonstrations have been considered good. 
A more detailed test with the RBV Camera and Display System is being planned at 
AED Hightstown. This test should more accurately reflect the fidelity of the recorder 
system. 
6.4 Auxiliary Channel 
The performance of the auxiliary channel was evaluated early in the Feasibility 
Model. The system at this time was still direct coupled and the experimental perfor­
mance was as expected. However, the noise level, while meeting specification, is de­
termined by the incidental tape flutter in the recorder system. 
6.5 Search Track 
The search track system was also verified in the Feasibility Model. Since, at that 
time, the specific data rates and word format were not determined, simple "1-0"mes­
sages were recorded on this channel. Throughout the test (approximately one month), 
no print through of the digital data was noticeable; however, there was a slow deteriora­
tion of the analog playback signal. Initially, no good explanation for this deterioration 
could be given. However, a subsequent evaluation of the fixed head structure has 
shown significant wear. (and hence poor tape contact) of the fixed heads. 
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TABLE 6-1. FEASIBILITY MODEL PERFORMANCE DATA
 
PARAMETER 
RBV
 
SNR (B-W) 

Linearity 

DC Offset 

Frequency Response 
10 kHz 
100 kHz 
500 kHz 
I MHz 
1.5 MHz 

2 MHz 

2.5 MIHz 

3 MHz 

3.5 MHz 
Transient Response 
Rise Time 
Overshoot 
Video Switching 
Spike 
Stability 
Horizontal Line 
Stability 
PERFORMANCE 

45 dB 
±2.2% 
-20 mV 
0dB 
0 dB 
-0.1 dB 
-0.6 dB 
-1.3 dB 
-1.8 dB 
-2.2 dB 
-2.4 dB 
-3.2 dB 
160 ns 
3% 
+40 mV 
:k50 ns 
< 1/2 pix element 
(c 75 ns/horizontal line) 
SPECIFICATION COMMENTS
 
39 dB 
-137 Figure 6-1 
±60 mV 
d1 dB 
=U dB 
=U d3 
:-1 dB 
+1-6 dB 
+1-6 dB 
+1-6 dB 
+1-6 dB 
+1-6 dB 
200 ns Figures 6-1 
10% and 6-2 
:E30 mV* 
.75 ns 
1/2 pix element 
*It is proposed that this specification level be increased to h60 mV 
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The wear problem of the fixed heads had been anticipated and a new head design for 
the stationary heads had been in progress. These heads will contain Alfecon I as the 
tape contacting surface, using conventional laminations to complete the magnetic path. 
These new head structures will be used in the Engineering Model. 
6.6 Controls 
The Feasibility Model contains the original EliTS control system; i.e., the opera­
tor was required to give the proper sequence of commands to go from one operating 
mode to the other. The control system operates as expected and has not had any sig­
nificant difficulties. However, two recurring difficulties were experienced winch could 
be related to the control system. 
The relay operating the shoe pull-in coil repeatedly failed because of contact pitting.
Although detailed measurements were made to observe voltage and current wave shapes, 
the cause of the deterioration could not be identified. To permit the continuous opera­
tion of the Feasibility Model, the failing relay was replaced with a higher powered unit. 
Since the redesign of the ERTS controls required a modification of the shoe pull-in cir­
cuit, no further investigations were performed on this failure. The new circuit has 
been breadboarded and the circuit exercised 500,000 times. The two relays used on 
this test circuit were then examined and found to have no unexpected deterioration of 
the contacts. 
The second problem experienced in the Feasibility Model was an occasional drop­
out of the shoe circuit. Initially, it was assumed that this phenomenon was related to the 
relay problem stated above. However, this proved not to be the case. It is presently 
assumed that the shoe dropout is caused by occasional noises in the capstan tachometer 
system. The noise level of the tone wheel system has been reduced by narrowing the 
bandwidth of the associated circuitry. Similarly, the capstan tachometer circuit has 
been redesigned for the engineering Model. Its noise susceptibility should be reduced, 
thus eliminating the spurious shoe dropout problem. 
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7.0 ENGINEERING MODEL 
Design and fabrication of the Engineering Model, originally scheduled for early in 
1970, was impacted severely by addition of the 15 Mbs capability (MSS) and modification 
of the control system. These directions created additional circuit design, addition of ­
approximately five more printed circuit boards and repackaging of both the Electronic 
Unit and the Transport Unit. At the same time, in accordance with Technical Direc­
tion No. 1, the Transport Unit was modified to eliminate the mother board and replace 
it with hard wiring techniques. 
The assembly effort was further impacted during the summer by an extended labor 
relation problem at RCA, during which all shop personnel and technicians were unavail­
able. However, these problems are currently resolved and the Engineering Model as­
sembly is now completed except for the MSS and control boards. These are to be com­
pleted before the end of December. 
The 	transport unit has been completely assembled for approximately two months 
and has been undergoing de-bug and tests since that time. It has also been utilized 
for a vibration survey, prototype vibration level testing and some thermal evaluation. 
Results of this testing are being prepared and will be transmitted separately. The 
Electronic Unit nest enclosure mechanical assembly and wiring were completed about 
mid-November and are currently undergoing initial de-bug for wiring errors prior to 
integration of the printed circuit modules. 
As a result of recent interface meetings with G.E. and NASA, and proposed spec­
ification changes, discussions are currently in process regarding additional changes to 
1he MSS circuits and the overall controls and power flow. These changes, if imple­
mented, will have a serious effect on the status of the final engineering model. In 
anticipation of these changes being implemented, RCA has proposed the following plan 
to minimize delays on final delivery of the Engineering Model: 
a. 	 Design of new printed circuit boards for the MSS circuits and control cir­
cuits be implemented immediately and fabrication completed by 15 February 
1971. 
b. 	 Redesign the interconnect boards to accept the revised circuits, with 
fabrication of these new interconnect boards to be completed by 15 
January 1971. 
c. 	 Build a new nest assembly for the Engineering Model, which will incor­
porate the mechanical and packaging changes required. This will be 
accomplished by utilizing the nest assembly currently built for the life 
test model (prototype). Modification of the nest assembly will be com­
pleted by mid December. Nest assemblies for the prototype model will 
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be rebuilt In conjunction with the flight models and will incorporate all 
changes from the start of fabrication. 
d. 	 Initiate harness wiring as soon as approval is received, so that it will 
be completed in time to assemble into the new -nestassembly and inter­
connect boards by 15 January 1971, with the completion of the new En­
gineering Model nest (Engineering Model No. 2) by 15 February 1971. 
At this time, the new printed circuit modules will also be completed and 
a transfer to the new design will be possible with minimum down time. 
A review of the engineering model status indicates that the present design Engi­
neering Model will be ready for EVI testing and Acceptance Test by 15 February 1971, 
witth projected delivery, with 1 month Life Test, of 15 May 1971. By 15 February 
1971, the program delivery needs will be reviewed. If an additional month delivery 
can be granted (15 June 1971), the transfer to the new system will be made. If, how­
ever, the engineering model is required by NASA or G. E. in May, the present 
system will have to be utilized. 
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8.0 LIFE TEST MODEL (PROTOTYPE) 
Work on the prototype unit was initiated during this report period, and release of 
all material required has been made. This release includes complete traceability 
and screening of the electronic components in accordance with the Product Assurance 
Program Plan and the Screening Document. Of the material release and for this unit, 
approximately 90% has been received and is currently being cleared through Purchase 
Mlaterial Inspection (PM) for inspection, test data and other required documentation. 
During the months of October and November, the complete drawing package (with 
exception of MSS and controls change) has been undergoing checking for final release, 
so that all assembly effort on the Life Test Model will be performed to final drawings. 
Changes beyond this point will be handled by the ECN standard procedure. At this 
time, the Transport Umt has been completely signed off and released for formal dis­
tribution. The Electronic Unit top assembly is held until all redesigns are completed. 
However, those PC Boards which are not affected by the design change are in the pro­
cess of final sign-off. Approximately 15 of these boards have been signed off and the 
release for fabrication of the printed circuit boards has been made. 
Assembly effort has just recently been started in the area of Transport Unit har­
ness wiring and the Electronic Unit harness wiring. Assembly of the mechanical sub­
assemblies for the tape transport will be initiated in December, as well as the assembly 
and wiring of those printed circuit boards which have been released. Assuming the 
design changes noted under Engineering Model status are incorporated into the contract, 
work on this model to incorporate those changes will proceed in parallel with the 
Engineering Model and a completed system ready for integration should be available 
by 15 February 1971, with Acceptance Test starting 1 May 1971 and completed through 
EIVIT approximately 21 June 1971. At that time, life testing will be continued for approx­
imately two months or until the unit is required by the customer. 
The assembly of the life test model is being performed in full accordance with the 
inspection and test procedures which will be utilized on all flight recorder reproducers. 
The inspection procedures required to start all necessary assemblies have been com­
pleted and signed off for use. However, some of the subassembly inspection proce­
dures, including those for the printed circuit modules, are still in process of finaliza­
tion. Rough drafts on approximately 50% of the boards have been completed and test 
fixtures are being wired so that test runs can be made prior to finalization and sign-off. 
These procedures will be completed by the time they are required and do not constitute 
a schedule problem at this time. 
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The one major problem which could have a schedule impact on the assembly of the 
Life Test Model is receipt of all the material with proper documentation. As stated 
above, most of the material has been received. However, several key elements of most 
subassemblies are still missing. RCA Engineering and Material Controls are following 
very closely those elements which have not yet been delivered so that this problem can 
be minimized. In addition to the above, all material received is presently going through 
PvI and several key items to date have been rejected as inferior material or, in some 
cases, for lack of testing and/or documentation. Each of these problems is receiving
attention so that required action can be taken immediately. In some cases, where 
additional testing is required, the work is being performed within the engineering house. 
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9.0 FLIGHT RECORDER MODELS 
Release and procurement of all material for the Flight Models is basically in the 
same status as noted for the Prototype Model, as most releases were made concur­
rently with those for the Prototype Model. Since technical changes and other delays 
noted earlier have caused the Life Test Model to slip from its original schedule, the 
assembly of the Flight Models will be initiated almost concurrently with that of the 
Life Test Model. Subassemblies will be built in groups of two (one for the Life Test 
Model and one for Flight Model No. 1. To implement this approach without detracting 
from Life Test Model Assembly, RCA has currently added two additional NASA quali­
fied wiremen, as well as additional mechanical assembly personnel. 
Assembly has already been started in some areas such as the magnetic elements 
and the Transport Unit harness. Other areas, which are currently held for lack of 
material, are scheduled to start about mid December (a delay of approximately three 
weeks over the present schedule). Progress on these recorders is further complicated 
by the impending design change noted earlier. However, RCA will work with NASA 
personnel to minimize the resultant delays and deliver these recorders in a timely 
manner consistent with their need. 
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10. INTEGRATION 
In order to facilitate the integration of the ERTS recorder system with the various 
other subsystems and the spacecraft, several meetings have been held to assure com­
patibility at the system interface. Once the overall spacecraft contract was awarded 
to G.E., an initial meeting was held to present the basic interfaces and to verify cer­
tain basic assumptions. Since that time, other meetings have been held with G.E., pri­
marily to resolve further electrical and mechanical interfaces and to consider the en­
vironmental aspects. Effort was also directed towards integration of the ERTS Bench 
Test Equipment (BTE). Additional meetings were held at Hightstown with specific 
emphasis on resolving the Camera/Recorder interface. All these meetings must be 
considered useful since they resulted, in general, in a series of action items on the 
various contractors or on NASA. 
As a result of the G.E. interface meetings, an initial draft of the ERTS recorder 
interface agreement document has been prepared-by G.E. and reviewed by RCA. Re­
vision A of this document has been issued and material has been supplied to permit 
the issuing of Revision B. G.E. has also prepared a system schematic, the initial 
copy of which has been reviewed by RCA. 
Specific effort has been coordinated with RCA Hightstown to assure Camera/Recorder 
compatibility. Special effort has also been directed to make the Camera BTE compat­
ible with the Recorder BTE and the RCA furnished ground recorder (TRI70 CVR's). 
The RCA groups responsible for the camera and the recorder systems are presently 
preparing for'a joint system demonstration which will verify the compatibility and 
fidelity of the two systems when operating in tandem. 
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11. BENCH TEST EQUIPMENT 
11.1 introduction -
The Wideband Video Tape Recorder (WBVTR) Bench Test Equipment (BTE) con­
sists of the three groups listed in Table 11-1. 
TABLE 11-1. WBVTR BENCH TEST EQUIPMENT GROUPS I 
GROUP MAJOR COMPONENTS 
1 1 Stimuli and Measurement Set 
1 VTR Interface Console 
2 1 VTR Interface Console 
1 RBV Test Set 
1 Thermo-Vac Chamber 
3 1 Stimuli and Measurement Set 
1 VTR Interface Console 
I TRV0-CVR-3E Recorder/ 
Reproducer 
Since the RBV Test Set is being obtained from the Astro-Electronics Division of 
RCA and is equivalent to equipment being procured by NASA on a separate contract, 
no detail technical reporting is being made under this Contract. Also, no detail re­
porting is being made on the Thermo-Vac Chamber, as it is a standard purchased 
item. Therefore, this section covers in detail only the status of the Group 3 Equip­
ment; the SAM (Stimuli and Measurement), VIC (VTR Interface Console) and TR70. 
The VIC section is a three-rack-wide table/console providing complete control, 
power, signal and monitoring interface to the Video Tape Recorder. The SAM set is 
a 51-foot high, three-rack assembly containing the necessary, signal generation and 
measuring equipment to test, align and debug the Video Tape Recorder. The equip­
ment in the SAM and VIC sections consists of both Special Test Equipment (STE) and 
purchased test equipment. The STE is RCA-designed to provide special test capa­
bilities not available in standard equipment, and also provides the integration 
necessary to obtain a semi-automatic testing system., 
11.2 Mechanical Configuration 
The overall mechanical configuration is the same as that presented at the design 
review, However, the arrangement of special drawers and Test Equipment assem­
blies has been slightly re-arranged. (See Figures 11-1 and 11-2.) The rearrangement 
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was a result of improvements in the human engineering and maintainability concepts 
pertaining to the bench test equipment. 
11.2.1 STE Configuration. - Each special test equipment assembly is com­
prised of a universal chassis, front panel, a standard printed circuit card file and 
plug-in modules. Each chassis, when assembled, contains chassis slides, air cut­
outs in the side frames, side frames and chassis plate constructed from 0.062 and 
0.081 aluminum alloy 5052-H32, and a rear apron containing input-output connectors. 
The card file, located towards the rear of the drawer, is oriented to facili­
tate module removal from the rear of the cabinet without removing the drawer. 
The universal drawer assembly measures 6.75 inches high by 18.00 inches 
deep by 17.00 inches wide. The front panel is 7.00 inches high by 19.00 long by 
0.18 inch thick. 
The plug-in modules utilize a universal pattern which will accept the majority 
of standard components, including power supply modules used in the electronic cir­
cuit designs. The modules also contain 35 pin connector, handle constructed from 
0 .06 thk aluminum angle extrusion, and provision for 17 right angle test point jacks. 
Each module card measures 6 inches by 4 inches and is constructed from 
0. 06 inch glass epoxy laminated sheet. 
11.2.2 VIC and SAM Racks. - The VIC and SAM racks are designed and 
fabricated as modular enclosure systems. Each rack provides the following: 
a. Mounting and support for each piece of test equipment. (Chassis 
slides or angle guides, depending on the degree of accessibility 
required. 
b. Easy access to the mounted equipment. 
c. Protection for the enclosed equipment. 
d. An efficient cooling chamber for the equipment. 
The 	SAM and VIC racks are comprised of the following mechanical features. 
a. 	 Vertical frames, side panels, top panels, rear doors, bases and 
casters. 
b. 	 Flushing fans and appropriate air pressure switches. The air cool­
ing system is designed to effectively dissipate the 1850 watts in the 
SAM rack and the 1700 watts in the VIC rack. 
c. 	 Air intake louvers located at the bottom of each rack. 
d. 	 Storage drawers for manuals, special tools and spares. 
e. 	 Writing surface areas in the form of retractable shelves in the 
SAM racks and a table top in the .VIC racks. The retractable 
shelves and table top are located approximately desk height (33 
inches) from the floor. 
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The cabling and wiring is contained in the internal rear of the cabinets. Cable 
bundles are securely tied and clamped to rear side-mounted aluminum panels. These 
panels also support the ac plug-in strips, and copper buss bars for ground connec­
tions. The wire routing accomplishes complete separation between the ac and signal 
leads. Duplex convenience outlets are located in the bottom front of each rack. 
The complete SAM Assembly measures 72.0 inches high by 25.50 inches 
deep by 63.00 inches wide and weighs approximately 1400 lbs. 
The complete VIC assembly is 33.00 inches by 25.50 inches deep by 63.00 
inches wide and weighs approximately 1100 lbs. 
The meter panels, WBVTR controls and power control panels are located in 
a separate turret frame which is angled at 20 degrees for maximum viewing and 
operational ease. This assembly is located on the VIC table top adjacent to the 
Electronic Umt and Transport Unit under test. 
11.2.3 VIC WBVTR Interface. - The ERTS WBVTR Transport Unit and Elec­
tronic Unit are individually supported on the desk top surface of the VIC as shown 
in Figure 11-3. All electrical inputs to the VTR are fed from the turret frame on the 
desk top, where the VTR Control Panel, Power Supply Control Panel and Meter Panel 
are located. 
Temporary interconnecting cables (A, B and C in the figure) are attached to 
the Electromc Unit and Transport Unit, and remain connected to the individual units 
to minimize make/break frequency of the flight units connectors during test. 
The support for the Electronic Unit is formed in a hat section and includes 
bulkhead type connectors to accept the temporary cabling. The Electronic Unit is 
attached to the support at the four spacecraft mounting points. Front and rear covers 
may be readily removed. 
The support for the Transport Unit is welded U channel. The TU is supported 
at the top edge and bottom edge of the enclosure gasket, allowing both enclosures to 
be removed without disturbing the tape/deck. The bottom enclosure containing the 
input/output connectors may be pivoted ninety degrees and locked into position for 
serving the rear of the tape deck. 
Tables 11-2 and 11-3 list the equipment in the VIC and SAM racks respectively, 
and Figures 11-2 and 11-1 show the general equipment arrangement. 
11.3 Configuration and Test Philosophy Changes 
During the final design of the WVBTR-BTE, changes from the Design Review con­
cepts have been made to certain tests and Special Test Equipment. 
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TABLE 11-2. VIC EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT 
Description Manufacturer 
Primary Power Supply Lambda LK 351-FM 
Telemetry Power Supply Lambda LH 124-B 
Command Power Supply Lambda LH-124B 
Indicator/Relay Power Supply Lambda LH 125A 
Chart Recorder Anavent TR 6620 
Tape Reader Industrial Timer Model S10154 
Power Control Panel RCA-STE 
Meter Panel RCA-STE 
VTR Control Panel RCA-STE 
VTR Signal Patch Panel RCA-STE 
TM and TP Jack Field RCA-STE 
Auxiliary Chan Input/Output RCA-STE 
Clock and Sync Generation RCA-STE 
Power Distribution Panel RCA-STE 
TABLE ii-3. SAM EQUIPMENT COMPLEMENT 
Description Manufacturer 
Sine Wave Generator H. P Model 6513 
Voltmeter H.P. 3400A 
Oscilloscope TEE 7704 
Scope Accessories 7A11, 7A12 
7A22, C51-T, 7B70, 7371 
DC Level Generator H. P. Model 611A 
Counter H. P. Model 5325A 
Digital Multimeter Systron Donner Model 7005 
Time Delay Generator Eldorado Model 650 
Spectrum Analyzer H. P. Model 141T 
Visicorder Honeywell Model 2106 
Digital Printer H. P. 5050B 
Data Generator Data Pulse 217A 
Pulse Generator (Qty 2) Data Pulse 109 
Noise Generator General Radio. Type 1383 
Power Supply (Control/ Lambda LH125A 
Indicator Panel)
 
Indicator/Control Panel RCA-STE
 
Power Distribution RCA-STE
 
MSS Interface Panel, RCA-STE
 
RBV Interface Panel RCA-STE
 
Noise Conditioning and RCA-STE
 
Control 
RBV Simulator/Burst Sweep RCA-STE 
STN Reader/Generator RCA-STE 
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11.3.1 MSS Data Clock Record, Playback Waveform and Timing Relationship 
Measurements. - The MSS data and clock signals each have balanced differential 
outputs. The original concept was to individually observe each of the differential 
output lines with the oscilloscope. However, in the WBVTR Specification, both the 
data and clock waveforms are specified in terms of a single line. Therefore, in 
order to obtain a single line waveform, the dual line signal outputs are being put into 
a dual channel scope amplifier with the display mode in the ADD position and with one 
of the channels in the INVERT position. This will be done on both the MSS Data and 
MSS Clock signals. 
Another requirement of the specification is to observe the timing relationship 
between the data and clock signals (single line). This requires two dual amplifier 
units for the scope. The design review proposed that for observing the MSS signals, 
a sampling amplifier be used. However, the sampling amplifiers do not have a dual 
channel capability and the scope frame can accommodate only two vertical plug-ins. 
For these reasons, sampling amplifiers were replaced with the dual channel ampli­
fiers and the scope mainframe was changed from type 7504 (90 MHz bandwidth) to 
the type 7704 (150 MHz bandwidth). 
11.3.2 MSS Time Base Errors. - Specification for headwheel hunting and 
PLO (Phase Lock Oscillator) tracking error in the MSS mode have been added. The 
headwheel hunting is specified as a maximum of :2.5 us at 5.5 Hz and the PLO 
tracking error specification is :10 us at 1250 Hz. In order to measure these quanti­
ties a calibrated discriminator followed by a low-pass filter plus integrator, and a 
high-pass filter plus integrator, in parallel, has been implemented. The discrimina­
tor has a center frequency of 15.062630 MHz and a peak-to-peak bandwidth of 12 kHz: 
AW = PA where P = mod freq. 
A = phase excursion 
AW = maximum frequency excursion 
a. 	 Headwheel Hunting 
Af=:h _(2.5) (106 (2TT) 5.5=d:100Hz 
(67) (10-9) 
b. PLO Tracking 
-AF + : (10) (10 9 ) (2TT) 1250 = : 1200 Hz (67) (10-9) 
The outputs of the integrators will be monitored with the oscilloscope to de­
termine the phase modulation present at the MSS clock output of the WBVTR. 
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Calibration of the above circuits will be performed by modulating the VCXO 
(voltage controlled crystal oscillator) in the MSS patch panel and feeding it into the 
discriminator. 
11.3.3 STN Code - The Search Track channel as proposed at the design 
review was to be encoded with the NASA 36-bit time code. Presently, the tape will 
be encoded with 30-bit words. Each 30-bit word consists of a 15-bit BCD number 
encoded starting with the MSB (most significant bit) to the LSB and then the LSB to 
the MSB. This allows reading of the code in both the forward and the reverse direc­
tiond by observing the first 15 bits of a word. 
11.3.4 STN Reader/Generator. - The WBVTR will have a channel with a code 
permanently recorded on it. The particular code to be utilized is a 30-bit word con­
sisting of a 15-bit BCD number encoded starting with the MSB to the LSB and then the 
LSB to the MSB. The number of words generated per length of tape is approximately 
3600. 
Encoding of the tape will be performed by a portion of the STN Reader/ 
Generator. The output of the code generator will be a serial code in dc level-shift form. 
The generator derives its time base from an internal frequency standard, which 
is divided down to provide a 2 pps output, which is supplied to the input of a 15-stage 
BCD counter. 
The parallel BCD output of the counter is fed into two 15-stage shift registers
 
to form the 30-bit words described above. The register is then clocked out in a
 
serial fashion at a 1000 pps rate.
 
The output of the shift register is converted to an RZ format and sent to the 
WBVTR for recording so that an STN number is generated every 1/2 second (6" of tape). 
In order to verify the proper operation of the search track channel, the reader 
section has the capability of reading the code out of the WBVTR STN channel in both 
the forward and reverse tape directions. Error detection is accomplished by com­
paring the STN output with an internal reference number. If a discrepancy is de­
tected between the reference number and the input numbdr, an error signal is gen­
erated. The error signal serves as a print command for the digital recorder with 
the input data to the recorder being the reference number of the STN reader. There­
fore, there exists a printed record of all incorrect STN numbers. 
The internal reference number is generated by the BCD counter. This counter 
is continually updated or down dated (reverse tape direction) to the expected input 
code number. A comparison is made between the BCD counter output and the input. 
The BCD serial input from the WBVTR is applied to the timing generator, which uses 
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the first bit of each word to generate a window for the length of time the STN word 
should last. The input is disabled until the time that the next STN number should be 
appearing at the reader input. During the window, any input pulses are used to gene­
rate the necessary internal timing signals. 
The reader can also be used as-a tape search unit. An STN number can be 
selected by setting "PRESET" thumbwheel switches. When this number is read 
into the reader, it is recognized and a pulse is generated which stops the WBVTR. 
The STN Reader/Generator Is packaged in a seven-inch drawer. Internal to the 
drawer is a card file with a modular +5 volt power supply. The drawer also contains 
a ±15 volt power supply for the interface circuits. The card file has a 20-card capacity. 
Seventeen of the slots (16 logic cards) are now being used. 
The front panel contains a digital display of the STN number, a thumbwheel 
switch for presetting the unit and the indicator switches which control the mode of 
operation. 
11. 3. 5 Tape Handling. - It is now planned to use the STN Reader/Generator 
in the performance of a portion of the tape handling tests. The STN Reader/Generator 
will be used to generate a pulse whenever a selectable search track number is read 
into the unit. This pulse will then be used to stop the WBVTR. This feature will 
enable the measuring of tape usage during starting and stopping of the WVBTR. 
11. 3.6 VTR Control Panel. - Since the Design Review changes to the VTR 
Control Panel consist of VTR command nomenclature changes, the deletion of two VTR 
Commands, the addition of five VTP commands, the addition of MSS and RBV mode 
indicator lights, and the addition of the tape footage meter. 
Command changes are listed in Table 11-4. 
TABLE 11-4. VTR CONTROL PANEL COMMAND CHANGES 
NOMENCLATURE CHANGES 
FORMER PRESENT DELETIONS ADDITIONS 
COMMAND NAME COMMAND NAME 
Wind Rewind Emergency OFF PRM ON 
RBV Level RBV Run Tape OFF PRM OFF 
Volt Prot Negate Volt Prot Disable WBVTR ON 
Volt Prot Set Volt Prot Enable WBVTR OFF 
Volt Prot Reset 
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11. 3. 7 Power Control Panel. - There has been no change in the electrical 
design concept of this panel. As a result of human engineering studies, some controls 
have been relocated with respect to the layout presented at the design review. 
11.3. 8 Meter Panel. - The tape footage meter originally located on this panel
 
has been moved to the VTR Control Panel.
 
11.4 VIC Design Status 
11. 4. 1 Table/Console. - The mechanical design of this unit is completed and 
information has been released to the shop for fabrication. Effort is continuing on the 
intra-rack wiring, which is approximately 50% complete. 
11.4. 2 Standard Test Equipment. - All of the standard test equipment was
 
specified, and orders placed with vendors no later than September 1970. Other than
 
the color of the front panel, which was specified by RCA, this equipment is the vendor's 
standard off-the-shelf design, 
11. 4. 3 Special Test Equipment. - The special test equipment for both the VIC 
and SAM utilizes the standard chassis and universal modules described previously in 
Paragraph 11. 2. Each STE is a complete sub-assembly and, when it contains circuitry, 
operates from 110 volt, 60 cycle AC with signal inputs/outputs to rear-mounted con­
nectors. This design philosophy allows for ease of construction, de-bugging, main­
tenance and rack cabling. 
11.4.4 The W-BVTR Interface Assembly. - The WBVTR Interface permits 
monitoring all of the input and output signals of the WBVTR. Measurements are possible 
with the WBVTR loaded or isolated. The WBVTR Interface Panel has been designed to 
include circuitry to provide balanced clock and data inputs to the WBVTR from single­
ended external inputs, and to convert the balanced clock and data outputs from the WBVTR 
to a single-ended output. This circuitry has been added on two universal modules 
(line transmitter and line receiver). Two 5-volt modules are included to provide the 
positive and negative supply voltages for the line transmitter and receiver modules. 
Both the mechanical and electrical design is complete. 
11. 4.5 WBVTR Telemetering and Test Point Assembly. - The WBVTR TM 
and TP design and Fabrication has continued with no changes from the design review 
concept. This assembly includes banks of telephone jacks to which the WBTR test and 
telemetering points are connected. Provision is included so that the TM and TP signals 
may be examined unloaded (free of all external equipment), terminated or displayed on 
the strip recorder chart. In addition, six isolation amplifiers are available (two from 
the front panel and four from a rear connector), so that long lines (10-15 feet) may 
be driven to connect external test equipment. The unit contains seven universal plug­
in modules and the design is completed. 
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11.4.6 VTR Control Panel. - This panel contains all WBVTR Command switches, 
tape footage meters and indicator lights. The commands are listed in Table 11-5, the 
indicator lights are: 
1. 	 Primary voltage range 
2. 	 BOT PRI 
3. 	 BOT SEC 
4. 	 EOT PRI 
5. 	 EOT SEC 
6. 	 Current Adjust: 1 dB, 2 dB, and 4 dB. 
7. 	 MSS Mode 
8. 	 RBV Mode 
TABLE 11-5. WBVTR COMMANDS 
COMMAND 	 FUNCTION 
1. 	 PRM ON (Power Regulator Applies primary power (24.5 vdc to the 
Module ON) trickle charger. 
2. 	 PRIM OFF Removes primary power from the trickle 
charger.
 
3. 	 WBVTR ON (Wide Band Video Applies primary power to the VTR.
 
Tape Recorder ON)
 
4. 	 WBVTR OFF Removes primary power from the VTR. 
5. 	 RBV STANDBY Brings the head wheel and I w wheel up to 
speed, but does not start tape movement. 
(The normal subsequent command is RECORD 
or PLAY, the VTR having been readied for 
RBV information.) 
6. MSS STANDBY 	 This command does not cause tape to move, 
but brings the headwheel and I, wheel up to 
speed, but does not start tape movement. 
(The normal subsequent command is RE CORD 
or PLAY, the VTR having been readied for 
MSS information.) 
7. 	 FAST FORWARD Causes tape to move at four times the speed of 
theflECORD/PLAY speed and in the RECORD/ 
PLAY direction. Recorded information is not 
erased, search track is operative. 
8. REWIND 	 Causes tape to move at four times the speed of 
the RECORD/PLAY speed but in the direction 
opposite to the RECORD/PLAY direction. 
Recorded information is not erased. Search 
track is operative. 
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TABLE 11-5. WBVTR COMMANDS (Continued) 
COMMAND 	 FUNCTION 
9. RECORD 	 RBV or MSS information, plus AUX track 
input signals are being recorded. Previously 
recorded signals (not STN) are being erased. 
10. 	 PLAY RBV or MSS, STN and AIUX track signals are 
being played back 
11. 	 RBV ENABLE Identical to RBV standby with one exception, 
after receipt of this command, and only after 
this command, the recorder accepts the REV 
RUN TAPE Command. 
12. 	 RBV RUN TAPE Two-level signal from the RBV equipment 
which when high, causes the recorded to 
move tape and record RBV signals. 
13. 	 VOLTAGE PROTECT Removes power from the voltage protect
 
DISABLE circuit.
 
14. VOLTAGE PROTECT ENABLE 	 Applies power to the voltage protect circuit. 
15. 	 VOLTAGE PROTECT RESET Resets the action of the voltage protect
 
circuit.
 
16. 	 LAP Disables the primary end-of-tape switch, 
allowing the head wheel to be lapped on 
abrasive material placed between the pri­
mary and secondary end-of-tape switches. 
17. RECORD CURRENT ADJUST 	 Causes discrete stepped decreases in the 
amount of record current thru the head wheel 
to compensate for video head wear. 
The design of the VTR Control Panel has been completed. 
11. 4.7 Meter Panel. - This panel contains five meters: 
1. Elapsed time - Rotary head hours 
2. Temperature - Transport Unit 
3. Temperature - Electronic Unit 
4. Current - \VBVTI Input 
5. Elapsed time - Power ON hours 
The tape footage meter, previously used on this panel, has been relocated on 
the WBVTR Control Panel. The design of this unit is complete. 
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11.4. 8 Power Control Panel. - This panel controls power application to the 
three BTE supplies which power the WBVTR during bench test. Each supply can be 
individually controlled and, in case of emergency, all three supplies can be taken off 
line with one switch. A digital voltmeter on this panel allows each of the supplies to be 
quickly monitored, and adjustment of the supplies is accomplished by front panel
 
screwdriver adjustment controls. The unit contains no electronic circuitry and the
 
design is complete.
 
11.4. 9 Auxiliary Channel Panel. - This panel, a purchased item, contains the 
auxiliary Channel Amplifier, and has been modified to include the cabinet exhaust fans 
and equipment circuit breakers. 
Additional effort is required on the electrical wiring information to complete
 
the design phase.
 
11. 5 VIC Production 
11. 5. 1 Rack-Console/Table. - The mechanical assembly of the three racks 
is approximately 75% complete. The individual racks have not been mounted on their 
bases and fastened together because the casters have not been received from the vendor. 
The console section has been completed and the WBVTR mounting frame is being 
fabricated. 
11. 5.2 Standard Test Equipment. - With the exception of the Chart Recorder 
(Techno-Rite Annavent Recorder Model TR-6620-A6) and its amplifiers (assembly 
TPA-300), all equipment has been received and mounted in the first unit. The latest 
vendor commitment on the Chart Recorder is the end of January. RCA purchasing is 
attempting to obtain an earlier delivery date. 
11. 5. 3 Special Test Equipment (STE). - STE status is shown in Table 11-6. 
11. 6 SAM Design Status 
11. 6. 1 Rack Design. - The basic mechanical design has been completed and 
information has been released for the procurement and fabrication of the two (2) sets of 
racks. The equipment layout for the SAM section has been completed. The intra-rack 
wiring information is approximately 15% complete. 
11. 6.2 Standard Test Equipment. - All of the standard test equipment was 
specified and orders placed with Vendors no later than September 1970. The majority 
of the test equipment is the Vendors standard off-the shelf design with the exception of 
the front panel paint which was specified by RCA. 
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TABLE 11-6. STE STATUS 
ITEM 	 STATUS 
Meter Panel 	 Unit #1 is complete. 
Power Control Panel 	 Unit #1 is complete. 
VTR Control Panel 	 Unit #1 is assembled and being wired. One set 
of modules (10) has been assembled and is ready 
for test. 
Auxiliary Channel Assembly 	 Modification of the front panel has been
 
completed.
 
VTR Interface Panel 	 Unit #1 has been mechanically assembled and is 
ready for wiring. The line transmitter and re­
ceiver modules and the two power 	supply modules 
have been assembled and are in test. 
VTR Telemetering and Test Unit #1 wiring is complete except for one output 
Point Assembly connector which has not been received from the 
vendor. The modules for Unit #1 have been 
assembled and tested. 
During the final design of the BTE it has been necessary to modify the following 
pieces of purchased test equipment. 
a. 	 Time Delay Generator (Eldorado Model 650) - The Remote/Local 
Switch located on the rear panel was changed from a 6-pole double­
throw switch to a relay actuated command generated as a part of the 
test set-up/procedure. This Remote/Local function is used during 
the calibration step of the RBV In-Scan Time Stability Test. 
b. 	 Pulse Generator (Datapulse Model 109) - The output impedance of the 
pulse generator used in the RBV tests was changed from 50 Q to 75 f 
using an "L"t impedance matching network. This change was made to 
ensure good impedance matching for measuring the WBVTR transient 
response 
11.6.3 Special Test Equipment. - The SAM STE mechanical design philosophy 
is the same as for the VIC STE. Design status is discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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11. 6. 3. 1 SAM Indicator/Control Panel. -' Thi panel-contains a three-digit 
switch for selecting test number; a group of switches for injecting noise on the signal 
and power lines; and status indicator lights to inform the operator which stimulus equip­
ment and measurement equipment is being used, the channel being tested, which MSS 
clock and data line is being tested, and whether the VTR is in RECORD or PLAYBACK. 
The electrical design is complete for a maximum of 60 test numbers. If the 
number of tests exceeds 60, additional logic will be required and the number of logic 
modules will increase from the present five. There is one power supply module for 
the present logic; additional logic modules could require an additional power supply 
module. Space for these additional modules is available. The chassis layout/design is 
approximately 25% complete. 
11, 6. 3. 2 STN Reader/Generator. - This unit has been described previously in 
Paragraph 11. 3.4, The logical design of the unit is complete. The cards to implement 
the design have been laid out and the front panel design is complete. The TO/FROM 
list and parts list for the drawer are complete. The chassis layout/design is approxi­
mately 35% complete. 
11.6.3.3 Noise Conditioning and Control. - The Noise Conditioning and Control 
unit takes the noise generator output and divides it for distribution to 12 separate out­
puts. Each output may be independently gated, gain control adjusted and bandwidth 
limited. The unit contains ten universal modules. The electrical and mechanical de­
sign of this unit is complete. 
11.6.3.4 MSS Interface Assembly. - The MSS Interface Assembly primarily 
serves as an interface for the signals between the WBVTR and the MSS stimulus genera­
tors and monitors. It contains line receivers to accept the clock and data outputs of the 
WBVTR, and line drivers for the MSS signals going to the WBVTR. The drivers include 
circuitry to add noise on the signal lines to the WBVTB. 
The assembly also contains a VCXO, which serves as the 15 MHz clock. It also 
includes a discriminator and associated circuitry for measuring the time base errors in 
the MSS mode. 
Physically, the unit is packaged in a drawer with a front panel switch to vary the 
clock frequency between the specification limits. The front panel also has patching 
plugs to enable interface of the MSS equipment with a WBVTR other than the one con­
nected to the SAM rack. The internal circuitry is packaged on seven universal modules. 
A matrix switch is also packaged in the drawer to route the MSS signals to the 
oscilloscope. 
The electrical design of the unit has been completed, the mechanical design is 
approximately 85% complete. 
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11. 6. 3.5 RBV Interface Assembly. - Electrically, this unit provides three 
functions: (1) front panel stimulus interchangeability between the SAM and VIC racks; 
(2) intraswitching of the various stimulus and routings to the VTR and measuring equip­
ment (RBV Record Operational Amplifier); and (3) intraswitching of the VTR playback 
signals to the various measuring and monitoring equipments (RBV Playback Operational 
Amplifier). These functions are completely designed. The front panel has twelve (two 
groups of six) Triax insulated patch jacks to perform its function. The 1BV Record 
Operational Amplifier consists of two wideband Amplifiers and nine Teledyne DPDT re­
lays (in TO-5 cans, and mounted on a universal plug-in board). The RBV Playback Op­
erational Amplifier unit consists of four wideband Operational Amplifiers mounted on a 
universal plug-in board. In addition to the front panel and the two universal plug-in 
boards, this unit houses four Trompeter matrix switches and a power supply for the 
Operational Amplifiers. 
11. 6.3.6 RBV Simulator and Burst Sweep Generator Assembly. - As the name 
implies, this drawer houses two separate functions: RBV Simulator and Burst Sweep 
Generator. 
The RBV Simulator in conjunction with the Eldorado Time Delay Generator, is 
used to measure the in-scan time stability and the absolute time stability of the WBVTR 
It consists of six universal plug-in modules. Two modules are power supplies - ±15 
volts and +5 volts. An RBV Simulator Record Module generates the necessary signal 
to be recorded by the WBVTR, and an RBV Simulator Playback Module provides a 
means to measure the WBVTR jitter. An RBV Simulator Filter Module separates 
low frequency jitter (5 to 10 Hz) from the overall WBVTR composite jitter. An RBV 
Simulator calibrate module provides a means of accurately calibrating time intervals in 
10 or 100 nanosecond steps, which can be displayed on the Visicorder. All modules are 
designed. (Four of the six modules are assembled; two modules are incomplete, due to a 
few missing components.) The RBV Simulator has been breadboarded and evaluated for 
feasibility. 
The Burst Sweep Generator provides a linear FM signal that is in synchronism 
with each headwheel of the WBVTR. This signal is used for individual headwheel align­
ment for consistency and flatness between all four headwheels. Two adjustable sweep­
widths are available from this unit - 0.5 to 4. 5 MHz and 0.75 to 11.5 MHz. This unit 
consists of two four-by-sixteen inch printed circuit boards and one four-by-six-inch 
printed circuit board. The small board contains the Burst Sweep Narrow Band Oscillator, 
which generates the narrow band linear FM signal from the sawtooth waveform. One of 
the larger boards contains the Burst Sweep Trap, which generates an adjustable linear 
sawtooth voltage waveform in synchronism with the WBVTR headwheels; the other large 
board contains the Burst Sweep Wideband Oscillator and Output, which generates a 
wideband linear FM signal from the sawtooth waveform. These boards are designed 
and have been breadboarded. Physically, these boards are mounted behind the front 
panel as a pre-assembled subassembly. (The four power supplies required by this unit 
are available.) The wire list is finished and the mechanical layout of this assembly 
is 35% complete. 
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11. 7 SAM Production 
11.'7. 1 Cabinet/Rack Enclosures. - The mechanical assembly of the three racks 
is approximately 75% complete. The individual racks have not been mounted and fastened 
together because the casters have not yet been received from the vendor. 
11. 7. 2 Standard Test Equipment. - Three pieces of test equipment have not 
been received: two items, the General Radio Noise Generator and the Hewlett Packard 
Level Generator have been shipped, but have not been received to date; the third item, 
Visicorder Amplifier, Honeywell Accudata Model 117, is promised for the end of Decem­
ber. All other items have been received and the items for Unit #1 installed in the racks. 
11. 7. 3 Special Test Equipment. - STE production status is discussed in the 
following paragraphs. 
11. 7. 3. 1 STN Reader/Generator. - Wiring of two sets of six of the 16 logic 
units has been completed. Two modules are being wired. Two of the modules are pur­
chased and are promised by the end of December. Testing of the boards is ready to 
start and will be performed using the purchased module file. 
11. 7. 3. 2 SAM Indicator/Control Panel. - One set of modules (first unit) is as­
sembled. The front panels for both units are complete. The chassis layout is approxi­
mately 25% complete. 
11.7.3.3 Noise Conditioning and Control. - The first unit is assembled and 
ready for wiring. The module status is as follows: 
a. Power Supply ( 5 volt), four required and complete. 
b. Power Supply (A115 volts), two required and complete. 
c. Switching/Gain Control, all 12 units in assembly. 
d. Bandwidth Limiter, both units assembled and in test. 
11.7.3.4 MSS Interface Assembly. - All of the modules have been laid out. Due 
to a parts shortage (VCXO and discriminator) only five of the seven modules have been 
completed. The other two are partially wired, awaiting receipt of the parts mentioned 
above which are promised for the last week of December. The reason for the parts 
shortage is the delay in specifying the MSS clock frequency. Wiring of the first chassis 
is scheduled to start around the 14th of December and be finished by December 28th. 
11. 7. 3. 5 RBV Interface Assembly. - The two universal modules are 90% com­
plete; work has been stopped pending receipt of precision resistors, promised by the end 
of December. The matrix switches, power supplies and connectors are available. The 
wiring information is complete. The mechanical layout is approximately 35% complete. 
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11.7.3.6 RBV Simulator and Burst Sweep Generator. - Four of the six modules 
for Unit #1 RBV Simulator are complete. Two modules are waiting receipt of material. 
The Burst Sweep Generators for Units #1 and 2 have been completed. 
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12.0 TR70-CVR-SE RECORDERS/REPRODUCER 
12. 1 Work Statement, Update Recorder/Reproducers 
RCA is under contract for six TR70-CVR-3E for the RSE, and one unit for the 
BTE. These machines are being built to GSFC Specification S-731-P-114, dated 25 
the items listed in Table 12-1 have been discussed asSeptember 1970. Since that time, 

possible additions to the specification. Most of these are incorporated in Preliminary
 
GSFC Specification S-731-P-114A, dated I December 1970.
 
TABLE 12-1. ADDITIONAL ITEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION 
ITEM 	 ACTION 
1. General 
a. 	 EMI Changed from +65 dBM V/m 2 to -76 
dBxn/m 2 at the following frequencies 
10 MHz ± 5 MHz 
50 MHz ±15 Mflz 
110 MHz 15 MHz 
b. Audio Noises To meet paragraph 3.3.8 of GSFC 
553-64-01. 
c. AC Power Input bypass capacitors are not to be 
connected-to chassis ground. 
d. Remote Control Panel To include switches for STOP, FAST 
REVERSE, RECORD, PLAY, STANDBY/ 
PLAY, SETUP/RECORD modes and lamp 
for LOCAL/REMOTE, NEAR END OF 
TAPE, and HW LOCK/CAPSTAN LOCK 
indicators. 
e. Grounding To meet paragraphs 3.2.1.6, 3.2.1.7, 
3.2.1.8, 3.4.3, 3.4.4 of GSFC-S-553-P­
llB 
f. Cabling and Connectors To meet parts c, d, g, and i of paragraph 
S. 1. 2.4 of GSFC-S-572-P-6. 
g. Cooling Provisions to be in accordance with 
GSFC-S-572-P-6, paragraph 3. 1. 3. 
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TABLE 12-1. ADDITIONAL ITEMS UNDER CONSIDERATION (Continued) 
ITEM 	 ACTION 
h. 	 Power Supply Failure To be indicated by red failure lights for 
each power supply, except the -26 volt 
supply which is monitored continuously 
with a green light. 
i. Cable Entrance Holes 	 To be divided for power and signal; 
j. 	 EOT/BOT Sense and indication to be achieved in 
all running modes of operation. 
2. Specific Technical 
a. 	 Connectors To be changed on the video lines from 
BNC to triax. 
b. 	 Auxiliary Channels Each to have one 50-ohm and one-90 ohm 
input and output line. 
3. Data, Training, Spare Parts etc. 
a. 	 0. M. Manuals To be in accordance with GA-GEM­
1004310-2. 
b. Factory Training 	 To be per GSFC-S-531-P-21 (Course A) 
c. 	 Spare Parts To be according to paragraph 9.0 of 
S-731-P-114A. 
12.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF FINAL RECORDER 
The TR70 CVR-3E will provide a means of recording signals fron! the RBV with 
response from dc to 1. 0 MHz within 0. 5 dB and for periods of time up to 74 minutes 
(with 7200 ft of tape). The recording can be made continuously with no interruptions; 
on playback, the time base errors will be held below 10 ns rms. 
The TR70 transverse scan recorder makes recordings with four video heads, 
(Quadruplex) spaced 90-degrees apart on a headwheel which is in intimate contact with 
the tape over an angle of slightly greater than 90-degrees. The sector beyond 90­
degrees permits redundant data to be recorded on two adjacent head scans. In the 
television recording application, the video heads were commutated during a horizontal 
retrace interval, which made it necessary that the headwheel rotate in synchronism 
with the TV information, at 240 rps. 
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In recording signals from the RBV with a horizontal line rate of 1250 lines/s, the 
quadruplex headwheel will rotate at 312.5 rps, which can record one horizontal line 
per video head scan. Increasing the headwheel speed required modifications to the 
headwheel servo and the countdown chain from the internal crystal reference. 
12.2. 1 Sync References. - The operator may choose either an external sync 
or internal crystal reference with switches located on the record panel. 
He also has a choice of synchronizing the recorder to 1250 pps, external sync, 
or this sync can be stripped from the video. When the recorder is synchronized to 
external or stripped sync, each horizontal line from the RBV is recorded as one head 
scan across the width of the tape. In addition, the 500 kHz pilot tone is derived from 
the external sync and is recorded with the video. On playback, this pilot tone is used 
as a timing reference. 
The selection of external sync from sync pulses or stripped sync is made with 
a switch located on the External Reference Processor (Module 532). 
In the event that external sync pulses are missing, the recorder is automatically 
switched back to internal crystal reference. 
If the internal crystal reference is selected, the head scans are still made at 
the rate of 1250 scans/second but are not necessarily in phase with the RBv scan. In 
this mode a 500 kHz pilot tone is derived from the internal 1 MHz crystal and used for 
the recorded pilot tone. 
In order to maintain standard spacing of the recorded transverse scan tracks on 
the tape, the tape speed was increased to 19.5 ips. ; this required modifications to the 
capstan servo and control track circuitry. 
A rack mounted remote control unit is proposed, which will be able to control 
the recorder up to 50 feet away. These units will fit as standard rack and are 5.22 
inches in height. 
Two auxiliary (audio) recording channels are provided. It is proposed that 
both channels have dual input and output impedances of 50 and 90 ohms. 
Beginning of tape (BOT) and near end of tape (EOT) warning indicators are 
proposed, which would be operative in both hormal and fast modes of tape drive. 
Power supply monitors are proposed to indicate failure of any power supply. 
The -26-volt relay power supply will be used to power this circuitry, which will 
cause a red lamp to indicate when any of the other power supplies fail. A separate 
lamp is provided for each tower supply. The -26 volt-supply is monitored contin­
uously with a green lamp. 
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FIGUE 12-1. VIDEO RECORDIN G SYSTEM', BLOCK DIAL GRAMI 
Changes in the grounding system are proposed to isolate the power and signal 
grounds. These changes will require modification of the power wiring. 
The signal interconnection panel requires modification to accommodate triax cable 
for video and sync output and BNC connectors for the audio. 
12. 3 Discussion of Critical Circuits 
The critical circuits which were redesigned can be grouped into three 
categories;
 
1. Video 
2. Reference System 
3. Servo; B and C models 
12. 3.1 Video Circuits. - A block diagram of the video recording system is 
shown In Figure 12-1. The Video Input module (402) was completely redesigned to 
provide do coupling and pre-emphasis. The gain was selected to handle video signals 
from 0. 5 to 1. 5 volts. A dc offset adjustment was incorporated to compensate for do 
offsets as great as -i. 0 volt. 
The crystal reference frequencies in the FM Reference module (508) were 
changed to provide 5.5 MHz reference for sync tip level and 10 MHz reference for 
white level. This will permit recordings to be made with a standard amount of FM 
deviation. The modulator (510) was modified to accept do modulation. The record 
amplifier and headwheel panel are not modified. 
In Figure 12-2, the video playback system is shown. The demodulator portion 
of the 525 module was redesigned to permit do coupling. The FM carrier terms are 
removed by the 6.2 MHz low-pass filter. Video Output module 529 was designed to pro­
vide a cut off of frequencies above 3. 5 MHz. A pre-emphasis network is used in record; 
then, in playback, a de-emphasis network is employed to improved signal-to-noise ratio. 
A dc offset adjustment is used to bring the do offset at the outputs below ±40 mV. Indi­
vidual drivers are used for each of the two video outputs. In addition, the output is fed 
to the monitor oscilloscope. 
12. 3.2 Reference System. - When recordings are made with a TRF0, a 500 
ktz pilot tone derived from a crystal reference is recorded simultaneously with the FM 
modulated signal. 500 kliz is below the lower sidebands of the FM signal. In playback, 
the pilot tone is recovered and compared with the phase of 500 kHz from the crystal. 
Phase jitter on playback is then used to control an Electronically Variable Delay Line 
(EVDL) to reduce thejitter. In this manner, jitter can be kept below 10 ns rms. 
In RBV modes, the pilot tone can be derived from the 1250 Hz sync pulse. In 
the event that the TR-70 is making a dubbing of data from the ERTS spacecraft recorder, 
this method permits the data to be de-jitteredcby the TB70 EVDLs on a subsequent 
playback. 
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In the record mode, the operator can select either the crystal reference or
 
external sync pulses. If the sync pulses are missing, the system will automatically
 
switch back to the crystal reference.
 
In the play mode, only the internal crystal reference can be selected. Two
 
sync outputs which are stripped from the' recorded information are provided.
 
A diagram of the servo reference interface is shown in Figure 12-3. The 
internal crystal, IYl, feeds a 1 MHz signal to the Xtal Processor (531), which contains 
countdown circuitry to provide 500 kHz, 100 kHz, 20 kHz and 312.5 Hz to various parts 
of the machine. 
The operator can select either external sync or crystal sync, with switches
 
located on the Record Control panel. The upper half of the switch will glow showing
 
that the mode has been selected, while the lower half indicates the mode name.
 
In record mode, 1250 Hz sync pulses from the RBV can be fed into J13 which
 
is connected to pin 17/1 of the Reference Sync Processor (532). The frequency of the
 
external sync pulses is multiplied up, using a phase locked loop consisting of a phase 
comparator, amplifier, VCO, divide-by-400 chain, and a trap generator. The 
presence or absence of the external sync signal is monitored on this board and causes 
the system to automatically select internal crystal if the external sync pulses are 
missing. 
The modulator AFC module (509) is used to strip sync from the video in the 
play mode. This stripped sync is provided as outputs on J8 and J3 at the signal 
interface. 
12.3. 3 Servo Modifications. - Both the headwheel and capstan servos require 
modification to operate at 312. 5 Hz instead of 240 Hz. Two types of modification are 
required, as both B, and C model 'TR70's will be delivered. 
In the B model, the capstan is driven by a hysteresis motor and the servo is 
designed with linear transistor circuitry; in the C model, the capstan is driven with 
a printed circuit motor and the servo circuitry has been redesigned using digital 
integrated circuits to a large extent. 
In the B model, the modifications consist largely of changing time constants 
and re-tuning an operation at 312. 5 Hz. 
In the C model, the modifications consist of changing time constants and re­
designing the relation between the various servos. For example, the EVDL servo is 
closely related to the tapelock servo; the error voltage in the EVDL controls the tape­
lock to minimize the average error seen by the EVDL. The capstan servo will be 
simplified for this application, since the standard TR0 is designed to lock up quickly 
to a television recording, and is concerned with frame rates. The CV is not con­
cerned with frame rates. 
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12.3.4 Signal Interface Circuits. - These circuits are shown in Figure 12-4. 
12.3.4. 1 Video Input (31). - Video is brought in on a tri-axial connector, the 
outer shield of which is connected to the recorder chassis at the connector. The inner 
coax cable is continued to the Video Input module (402) with 75-ohm coax. At the 
module, the cable is terminated in 75 ohms; a gain control is part of the termination. 
A pre-emphasis network with an input impedance greater than 1000 ohms is connected 
to the gain control. The signal is then fed into the non-inverting part of an operational
amplifier, and a do offset is fed into the other input. 
12.3.4.2 Video outputs (Jiland J12). - These outputs are driven by comple­
mentary symmetry EF's (emitter followers) to minimize dc drift. 
A separate EF is provided for each output connector. The EF's are coupled to the 
output with 68-ohm resistors to bring the source impedance up to 75 ohms. The out­
put is connected with triax connectors and cables; the outer shield is connected to the 
recorder chassis at the connector, and the inner shield is connected to the chassis at 
the module. 
12.3.4.3 RBV Sync Input (J13). - This signal is connected with a standard 
BNC termination, the outer shell of which is grounded to the frame. The coax is termi­
nated in 75 ohms on the 532 module. From this point the signal is ac coupled into two 
NPN transistors, one of which is an emitter follower and the other is a common emitter 
amplifier. The -4 volt sync pulse reverse biases this later transistor. 
12.3.4.4 AUX 1 50-ohm Input. - The AUX 1 connection is made with a BNC, 
whose shell is insulated from the frame. A coax cable connects the BNC to module 
401, where the coax is terminated in 50 ohms. Each side of the 50-ohm resistor 
is returned to ground through 10K resistors. These resistors prevent the lead coax 
from floating above ground and provide identical impedance to ground from both leads. 
The signal is sensed through a 510-ohm resistor which drives T1. 
Ti reduces power line pickup by providing common mode rejection. A gain
 
control is provided just for the signal on the 50-ohm line.
 
12.3.4.5 AUX 1 90-ohm Input (JS). - This circuit is identical to that described 
above for the 50-ohm input. Both the 50- and 90-ohm inputs are summed so that there
 
is no interaction, and individual gain controls are provided.
 
12. 3.4. 6 AUX 1 Output (J5 and J10). - Both outputs are driven by a push-pull

amplifier capacitively coupled to prevent any dc component in the output. The 50-ohm
 
output is driven by a 46-ohm resistor, while the 90-ohm output is driven by an 83-ohm
 
resistor. The output impedance of the amplifier is approximately 5 ohms which is
 
added in series with each of the resistors. This brings the actual source impedance
 
within a few ohms of the desired value.
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12.3.4. 7 Sync Outputs (J3 and J8). - Each output is driven with a Signetics 
8T13 T2 L Line Driver. The line must be terminated with a 75-ohm resistor to ground, 
as shown in Figure 12-4. These signals are connected with triax cable and connectors; 
the outer shield is connected to chassis ground at the connector, while the inner shield 
is grounded at module 509. 
12. 3.4. 8 AUX 2 Input and Output (J14 and J19, and J15 and J20). - These cir­
cuits are identical to the corresponding ones for AUX 1. 
12.4 Progress 
12. 4. 1 Design and Development. - As stated in the monthly report dated 12 
November 70, the basic design for the TR-70 is complete, however, the modification 
of the C model servo drawer is only 50% complete. 
The interface and installation drawings are complete, and preliminary copies 
are being sent to GSFC for approval. 
12.4.2 Technical Manuals. - Work has begun on the 0. M. Manuals, mainly 
on the area of drafting new schematics and modifying old ones. The technical portions 
of the TR70 manual are presently being modified and rewritten to reflect the ERTS 
TR70 CVR-3E recorder. 
12.4. 3 BTE Recorder. The nest and jack have been rewired; 80% of the new 
modules are complete and 50% of them have been tested. The recorder has had power 
applied to it, and presently various sub-systems are under test in the recorder. 
12.4. 4 RSE Recorders. - All parts have been ordered for the six recorders and 
70% of these parts received. The first of the TR70's (C models) should be received 
in the next two weeks. Module construction will commence 15 December 1970. 
12.4. 5 Bendix and G.E. Recorders. - RCA is under contract to Bendix for 
one TR70 CVR-3E for the NDPF. The first TR-70 to be received from the commercial 
group will be modified to go to Bendix because of their schedule requirements (delivery 
by 19 April 1971). Required revisions to the Bendix specification were settled on 
2 December 1970 in a meeting of representatives from GE, Bendix GSFC, and RCA. 
On 11 December 1970 RCA and GE will negotiate for one TR70 CVR-3E 
(B model). 
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13.0 PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
13.1 Non-Standard Parts 
All non-standard parts drawings have been prepared for the ERTS program and have 
been submitted to GSFC for approval. Non-standard parts are procured against equiva­
lent or applicable military specifications. Qualification data is available for the same 
part type or generically similar part types, with the exception of two parts. These are 
the Current Probe Assembly (Dwg. No. 8150567), and the oscillator (Dwg. No. 8151273). 
These components will be qualified with the ERTS recorder during all environmental 
and performance tests required for the recorder. 
A list of the 127 non-standard parts, of which 44 have been approved by GSFC, is 
included as Appendix A. 
13.2 Inspection and Test Plan 
The ERTS Master Inspection and Test Plan shows the ITP's by applicable number 
for PC modules, mechanical sub-assemblies, integration, pre-acceptance, acceptance, 
qualification, etc. Each of the ITP's will show flow chart, inspection information and 
test requirements, as applicable, where separate approved procedures are required as 
for Acceptance and Qualification. The ITP will reference the procedure. 
Figure 13-1 is the Master Inspection and Test Plan (Dwg. No. 8671044, Rev. A), 
and ITP's for the Transport Unit and Electronic Unit prior to integration are included 
as Appendices B and C, respectively. As additional ITP's are prepared for issue they 
will be submitted to GSFC. 
13.3 Product Assurance Program Plan 
The Product Assurance Program Plan was revised to show recent RCA organiza­
tion changes. Defense Electronic Products was changed to Government and Commercial 
Systems, and the previous Defense Communications Systems Division was changed to 
Communications System Division. The new division responsible for NASA/GSFC ERTS 
Recorder Program is Government Communications Systems (GCS), a part of Communi­
cation System Division. The Product Assurance Manager for GCS is E.J. Westcott, and 
the ERTS Product Assurance office reports to Mr. Westcott as shown in Rev, D of the 
P.A. Program Plan. 
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13.4 Materials List 
The materials list for the Transport and Electronic Unit was initially submitted on 
It is not included in this report since Electronic Unit materials are not9 March 1970. 
The materials list will be submitted upon completion.yet included as a part of the list. 
13.5 Reliability Estimate 
Reliability work sheets with data for stress, failure rate, failure mode and effect, 
circuit symbol and part number have been completed for the following modules in the 
EU, and are included in Appendix D. The Reliability Worksheets for modules in the 
Summarized failure rates areTU were presented in the previous Design Study report. 
listed in Figure 13-2. 
FAILURE RATE (PER 106 HBS)MODULE NAMWEE 
AS Auxiliary Playback 1. 656 
AlO Voltage Protect .883 
A23 Capstan Servo 2.121
 
A29 Capstan Driver/Damper 2. 94
 
A27 Headwheel Bridge .810
 
A26 Iw Bridge .810
 
A30 Capstan Bridge .804
 
13. 5. 1 Reliability Calculation. - Using estimated and calculated failure rates 
for the Electronic Unit (Table 13-1) and calculated failure rates for the Transport Unit' 
(Table 13-2), the following calculation is for (Ps) using duty cycles of 0.4 record, 0.4 
playback and 0.2 standby. 
= Record Failure Rate = (XR) 43.362 
= Playback Failure Rate = (XpB) 73. 962
 
Standby Failure Rate = (XST) = 32. 981
 
Recorder Failure Rate (kT) 
= XT = 0.4 X R + 0.4 XPB + 0.2 XST 53.3 failures/106 hrs 
MTBF (M) -T =5 I/ = 18,750 hrs 
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Reliability Estimate: 
a) For Mission Time(t) = 1000 hrs 
t 
M 
P =e = 94.5% 
b) For Mission Time(t) = 500 hrs 
t 
M 
P =e = 97.2% 
TABLE 13-1. ELECTRONIC UNIT, 
MODULE DWG. NO. LOCATION 
Buffer 8370923 Al 
Decoder 8370936 A2 
Master Clock 8370924 A3 
Variable Clock (1-3) 8370925 A4 
Variable Clock (2-4) 8370925 A5 
Video In 8359689 A6 
Aux Record/Search 8359706 A7 
'Aux Playback 8359705 A8 
Sync Speed Det 8359707 A9 
*Voitage Protect 8359704 A10 
Control 8359697 All 
Cycler 8370928 A12 
Command 8359696 A13 
DC/DC Converter 8359703 A14 
Motor Aux 8370971 A15 
Video Out 8359692 AI6 
Limiter Demod (2-4) 8359691 A17 
Limiter Demod (1-3) 8359691 A18 
MODULE FAILURE RATES 
FAILURE PER 10 6 HOURS 
RECORD PLAYBACK STANDBY 
1.170 
2.348 
2.721 
3.181 
3.181 
4.048 
1.580 1.630 1.630 
1.656 
2.556 2.556 2.556
 
.883 .883 .883
 
1,999 1.999 1.999 
2.600 2.600 2.600
 
2.075 2.075 2.075
 
1.594 1.594 1.594 
2.420 2.420 2.420 
1.094 
5.257 
5.257 
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TABLE 13-1. ELECTRONIC UNIT, MODULE FAILURE RATES (Continued) 
HOURSFAILURE PER 10 6 
MODULE DWG. NO. LOCATION RECORD PLAYB3ACK TNB 
Equalizer 8359693 A19 5.072 
Rec. Adj/RBV Out 8359753 A20 2.257 2.257 
Modulator 8359690 A21 2.348 
Telemetry 8370926 A22 3.293 3.293 3.293 
*Capstan Servo 8359754 A23 2.121 
Reference Gen. 8359695 A24 2.758 2.758 2.758 
TW Processor 8370927 A25 1.648 1.648 1.648 
*Iw Bridge 8359700 A26 .810 .810 .810 
*HW Bridge 8359698 A27 .810 .810 .810 
HW/Iw Driver 8359701 A28 3.363 3.363 3.363 
*Cap Driver/Damper 8359702 A29 2.94 2.94 2. 94 
*Capstan Bridge 8359699 A30 .804 .804 .804 
Totals 40. 891 68.603 32. 288 
*Calculated failure rates 
TABLE 13-2. TRANSPORT UNIT, MODULE FAILURE RATES 
FAILURE PER 106 HOURS 
MODULE DWG. NO. LOCATION RECORD PLAYBACK STANDBY
 
*Video Rec Amp 1-3 8359708 A80 .889 .945 
*Video Rec Amp 2-4 8359708 A80 .889 .945 
*Video PB Amp 8359692 A92 1.302 
*Cont Track/Tach 8359710 A96 .639 
Preamp 
*Aux Search Preamp 8359757 A94 .835 
*Motor Solenoid A98 .693 .693 .693 
Switch 
Totals 2.471 5.359 .693 
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13.6 Material Review Report 
The Material Review Board (resumes) were submitted to GSFC, to comprise the MRB. 
If approved, the MRB will meet, review and, if satisfactory, approve non-conformance 
class and disposition on Class II changes only. All Class I non-conformances will be 
processed as ECP/waiver requests. This is clearly denoted in the P.A. Program Plan 
and referenced QI 107 of QA800 manual, showing Material Review Board operation, 
responsibilities, etc. 
All Material Review Reports will be promptly sent to GSFC, for information and 
review in accordance with program documentation requirements. No MRB reports have 
been made as of this report. 
13.7 Configuration Change Control 
The Configuration Change Control Board has been set up and all reports will be 
issued to show minutes and records per program requirements. Drawings are pres­
ently being signed-off and will be put under ECN control including ECN's presently 
issued. Copies of class II ECN's will be issued to GSFC after they are processed 
through CCB, in accordance with program requirements. 
13.8 Failure Reports 
Failure Reports are to be completed for failures which occur during test of sub­
modules and higher assemblies for the Engineering, Life Test and Flight Models. 
Failure Reports are GSFC 4-2 (9/67) format, issued to Quality Assurance to be re­
corded in the Unit Performance Record (UPR). No FR's have been issued as of this 
report.
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14.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY 
New technology reviews have been held with the program personnel and no report­
able items have been folnd. 
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15.0 PROGRESS FOR THE NEXT REPORTING INTERNAL 
15.1 Flight Recorders 
During the next reporting interval, major effort will be concentrated upon com­
pleting the design of new controls and new MSS circuitry. The Engineering Model, which 
is now undergoing debug and test, will be completed and ready for acceptance test with 
the present design. In parallel, a new electronics nest and associated new circuitry 
will be built and tested so that the Engineering Model can be readily updated to the 
latest design, if time permits, prior to the start of acceptance testing. 
Work on the Life Test Model (Prototype) will continue and it will be built with the 
new designing circuits. 
Full scale assembly effort on the first Flight Recorder will be initiated during 
December so that it will be built in parallel with the Prototype. 
Worst Case Analysis will be completed during January, and Volume II of the De­
sign Study Report will then be finished and transmitted to NASA. Also the Test 
Procedures (Acceptance Test and Prototype Test) will be transmitted during February 
for approval. 
15.2 Bench Test Equipment 
All design and documentation will be completed and Group I Bench Test Equipment 
will be assembled and Acceptance Tested during the next reporting internal. 
15.3 TR70-CBR-3E Recorder/Reproducer 
Major effort on this unit will be in the fabrication, assembly and test of the 
recorder/reproducers.
 
15.40 and M Manuals 
Work in the 0 and M manuals for all three major prices of hardware will be 
initiated during the next internal. 
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ERTS RECORDER 
BY 
GOVERNMENT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
CAJDEN, N.J. 
CUSTOMER: 
CONTRACT: 
NASA-GSFC 
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Approved: Date: 
Product Assuranl 
Rev. Record En . 
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A-1 
TYPE SUBMITTED SUBMITTEDr' QUALIFICATION 
PART DESCRIPTION (VENDOR NUMBER) RCA DRAWING RCA LETTER GSFC LETTER STATUS 
Integrated Circuits 
Video Amp RCA CA3001 81505228 9/3/69 (#337L) 245:HA:bd-c Qualified to:MI L-STD-883, 5005B 
RF Amp RCA CA3006 8150523B 9/3/69 (#3371) 245"HA:bd-c 
NPN Array RCA CA3OI8A 8150524A i0/30/69(#384L) 
Transistor Array RCA CA3045 8150608A 10/17/69(#374L) 245:HA:cs-c 
Linear Amp RCA CA3026 8150525A I0/30/69(#384L) 
Linear RF Amp RCA CA3028B 8150526B 9/3/69 (#373L) 245:HA:bd-c 
Op Amp TI SN52702L 8150533A 10/17/69(#374L) 245:HA:cs-c " 
FSC U5B77023IX 
Op Amp TI SN52709L 8150616A I0/27/69(#382L) 245:HA:cs-c 
FSC U5B770931X 
Differential Amp FSC U5F7733312 8150534A i0/17/69(#374L) 245'HA:cs-c 
One Shot MV FSC U6A960151X 8150535A 10/17/69(#374L) 245:HA:cs-c 
Regulator NSC LmI04 8150613 11/21/69(#400L) 245:HA:cs-c 
Current Amp NSC NHOO02 8150537A 10/17/ 69(#374L) 245:HA:cs-c 
Dual Comparator NSC IM711 8150612 1I/21/69(#400L) 245:HA:cs-c 
Linear Amp Motorola MC1545 8150536A 10/30/69(#384L) 
Quad 2 Input Nand Sylvania SG220 8150521A 9/3/69 (#337L) 245.IIA:bd-c 
Quad 2 Input Gate TI SN 54 O 8150527C 10/13/69(#373L) 245"HA:cs-c 
Triple 3 Input Gate TI SN 54 lo 
JK FF (High Speed) TI SN54H72 8505293 0/17/69(#374L) 245.HA:cs-c 
DESCRIPTION 

JK FF 

Dual JK FF 

Decade Counter 

Comparator 

Op Amp 

Balarced Mod-Demod 

Quad 2-Inp Nand Gate 

Dual 4-Inp Nand Gate 

8-Inp Nand Gate 

Quad 2-Inp Ex-OR 

Dual 4 Nand Pwer Gt 

Dual 4 And Pwer Gt 

And J-K Flip Flop 

Dual Type D F-F 

Dual J-K F-F 

Op Amp 

Hex Inverter 
And J-K F-F 
4 Bit RS/LS Reg. 
C> 
Io 
TYPE 

(VENDOR NUMBER) 

TI SN 5472 

TI SN 54 73 

TI SN 54 90 

TI SN 52710L 

FSC U58771031X
 
TI SN 52741L 

FSc U56774131X
 
Motorola MC1596G 

Motorola MC31OOL 

Motorola MC31lOL 

Motorola MC3115L 

Motorola MC31ZIL 

Motorola MC3125L 

Motorola HC3126L 

Motorola MC3151L 

Motorola MC3160L 

Motorola MC3162L 

Nat'l Semi. LM2O8H 

T SN 5404J-0o 

TI SN 5470J-00 

TI SN 5495J-00 

RCA DRAWING 

8i502Oa 

8150530B 

8150531B 

8150584A 

8151250 

8151251 

8151252 

8151253 

8151254 

8151255 

8151256 

8151257 

8151258 

8151259 

8151260 

8151261 

8151262 

8151263 

8151264 
SUDPII7-TEW SUBMITTED QUALIFICATION 
RCA LETTER GSFC LETTER STATUS 
IO/27/69(/382L) 245:HA.cs-c Qualified to: 
MIL-STD-883, 50058 
9/18/69 (0351L) 245:HA:bd-c 
10/17/69(#374L) 245.HA.cs-c 
i0/17/69(#374L) 245:HA:cs-c 
8117170 (#682L) 
11/11/70 
8/17/70 (#682L) I, 
8/10/70 (#674L) 
8/17/70 (#682L) 
8/17170 (#682L) 
8/10/70 (#674L) 
8/17/70 (#682L) 
10/29/70 
8/25/70 (#689L) I' 
8/25/70 (#689L) 
9/15/70 (#702L) 
10/29/70 
10/29/70 
11/11/70 
PART DESCRIPTION 

One Shot M.V. 

Quad 2-Inp. Gate 

Hex Inverterq 

Dual 4-Inp. Nand Gate 

8-lnp. Nand Gate 

D Type Flip Flop 

Line Receiver 

Line Driver 

And JK FF 

Quad 2-Inp. Nand Gate 

Triple Line Transmitter 

Transistors
 
NPN Silicon, Power 

Switching (NPN) 

Switching (PNP) 

Power (PNP) 

Diodes
 
Voltage Regulator 

Diode, Rectifier 

Diode, Zener 

Reference 

Diodc, Varicap 

Hot Carrier 

TYPE 

(VENDOR NUMBER). 

TI SN 54121J-00 

TI SN 54LOOJ-00 

TI SN 54LO4J-0 

TI SN 54L20J-00 

TI SN 54L30J-00 

TI SN 54L74J-00 

TI SN 55107J-00 

TI SN 55110J-00 

RAY RF3200D 

RAY RG3220D 

RA-1245 

RCA 2N5038 

2N3572 

Mot 2N2405 

2N4399 (Selected) 

JANTX IN752, IN755, 

Unitrode UTR64IOV 

Unitrode UZ7760V 

Motorola MZ2361 

-,RWPCl37B 

H.P. 5082-2800 

RCA DRAWING 

8151265 

8151266 

8151267 

8151268 

8151269 

8151270 

8151271 

8151272
 
8151283 

8151284 

8151286 

8151220C 

8150548A 

8150600 

8150549C 

IN695 8150603 

8151218A 

8151219 

81505398 

8150538 

8151239 

SUBMITTED 

RCA LETTER 

11/11/70 

10/29/70
 
10/29/70
 
10/29/70
 
10/29/70
 
10/29/70
 
11/11/70
 
11/11/70
 
10/29/70 

11/11/70
 
11/21/69(#400L) 

10/30/69(#384L) 

8/10/70 (#674L) 

9/23/70 (#358L) 

10/29/70 

l/21/69(dOOL) 

11/21/69(#400L) 

6/26/70 (#637L) 

-I0/17/69(#374L) 

8/17/70-(#682L)
 
SUBMITTED 

GSFC LETTER 

245.HA:cs-c 

245:HA:bd-c
 
245'HA:cs-c
 
245'HA:cs-c
 
245:HA:cs-c
 
QUALIFICATION
 
STATUS
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-STD-883, 5005B
 
II
 
Qualified to
 
HIL-S-19500
 
"1
 
it
 
"
 
"
 
PART DESCRIPTION 
Volt. variable Cap 
TYPE 
(VEtO NUMBER) 
Motorola IN5472C 
RCA DRAWi11G 
8151240 
SUBMITTED 
RCA LETTER 
8/tO/70 (#674L) 
SUBMITTED 
GSFC LETTER 
QUALIFICATION 
STATUS 
Qualified to:MIL-S-19500 & Nq 
Volt. Variable Cap 
Volt. Regulator 
Motorola MV1658 
IN2970 (2%) 
8151241 
8151282 
9/4/70 (#696L) 
8/25/70 (#689L) 
Capacitors 
Solid Tantalum 
Fixed Film 
Ceramic 
Feed-thru 
Kemet T230 
Kemet F330 
Erie 8101-100-COG-
Erie 2425-003-W5U0-
8150547D 
8150607 
8151237 
8151238 
9/18/69 (#351M) 215: A:bdc 
10/27/69(#382L) 245:HA:cs-C 
8/10/70 (#674L) 
8/10/70 (#674L) 
Qynlified to' 
M1LC26655 
Qualified to: 
MIL-C-20D 
Qualified to. 
MIL-C­
110O5 
Mica CMOS, CMO6 ±2% 8555301 
11/5/70 Qualifed to 
NIL-C-S 
Transducer, Pressure 
Thermistor, Probe 
Connectors 
8504636 
8504638 
General Spec 
8151206C 
8151205C 
8554245 
6/8/70 (#612L) 
6/8/70 (#612L) 
9/24/70 (#359L) 245HAbd-c 
Qualified to: 
Qualified to. 
Qualified to 
wS6157 & dwg. 
DSU-II 
DSU-II 
"STD" PC Female 
(60 pin) 
Male 
?ush-?ull Cable Mt9. 
Arnphenol 240-
Amphenol 240-
Deutsch Dns7 
8778901 
8778900 
8151Z12B 
9/24/69 (#3591.) 
9/24/69 (r359L) 
11/21/69(#400L) 
24511A:bd-c 
245:HA:bd-c 
245:HA:cs-c Qualified to. 
NAS1599, NAS1600 
Receptacle Hermetic 
push-Pull Deutsch DM5605 8151213B 
11/21/69(1400L) 245:HA.cs-c 
Rcceptacle Push-Pull 
Coupling, Flange Deutsch DS0 8l51z2 B l1/21/69V#fO0l) 245.Acs-c 
en 
PART DESCRIPTION 

Cable 

Cable 

Coax, Bulkhd 
Coax, Cable Mt. 

Coax PCB Mt. 

Coax, Cable Mt. 

Cot Is
 
Inductor, Adjustable 

Inductor, Fixed 

Inductor, Variable 

Inductor, Fixed 

Inductor, Fixed 

Inductor, Fixed 

Inductor, Fixed 

TYPE 

(VENDOR NUMBER) 

Continental SM 

Continental MM 

Sealectro 
Sealectro 50-007-0000 

Sealectro 50-011-0000 

Sealectro 50-053-0000 

Sealectro 51-007-0000 

Nytronics WEE V-L 

Nytronics SW-W 

RCA 	8553806 

(Never Issued) 

UTC MQE-3 

MCE 	CA37N219 & 

CA25FL26 

RCA 1790316 

Torotel 

RCA DRAWING 

8505242D 

8505275B 

8505794 
8151242 

8151243 

8151244 

81505408 
8150567A 

8150542C 

8150585A 

81505976 

8151215 

8151276 

SUBMITTED SUBMITTED 

RCA LETTER GSFC LETTER 

5/18/70 (#591L) 

5/18/70 (#591L) 

6/26/70 (#637L) 
8/25/70 (#689L) 

8/25/70 (#689L) 

8/25/70 (#689L) 

10/13/69(#373L) 245:HA:cs-c 

b0/13/69(#373L) 245-HA cs-c 

10/13/69(#373L) 245:HA cs-c 

10/13/69(#373L) 245:HA'cs-c 

10/13/ 69(#373L) 245:HA:cs-c 

9/4/70 (#696L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

QUALIFICATION STATUS
 
STATUS
 
Qualified to: DSU-1I .
 
MI L-C-8384 
Qualified to: DSU-II &
 
MIL-C -8384 
Qualified to: DSU-II
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-C-22557
 
Qualified to­
HIL-C-22557 
Qualified to-

MI L-C-22557
 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
NIL-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-T-27 
PART DESCRIPTION 

Inductor, Coll Assy 

Inductor, Coil Assy 

Transformers.
 
Transformer, Power 

Transformer, Power 

Transformer, Audio 

Transformer, Record 

Transformer, Audio 

Transformer, power 

Transformer, power
 
Transformer, Sat 

Reactor 

Transformer, Audio 

Transformer, isolation 

Delay Line 2 Section 

Transformer, Toroldal 

DWlay Line 

TYPE 

(VENDOR NUMBER) 

RCA 3314348-501 

RCA 3314349-501
IndutorCoilASSYMIL-T-27
 
RCA 1790786 --

RCA 1790785 

Microtran PM._M
 
TF5 RXI2ZZ 

Hone 

UTC DO-TI8 

Tranformr, 

RCA 1790318 

RC 17031
(Sauraing 

Technitrol, Inc. 

X590 

UTC H-33 

RCA 1792130 

Telecoil TC-2670-3 

SpeGtran S5-105A/106A 

RCA 850748-1 

Technitrol LDIOID33A 

RCA DRAWING 

8151245A 

8151246A 

BjSo568B 

81505698 

8150570A 

8150560A 

8150610 

SUBMITTED 

RCA LETTER 

8/17/70 (#682L) 

8/17/70 (#682L) 

1O/17/69(#374L) 

10/17/69(#374L) 

9/23/69 (#358L) 

8/17/70 (#682L) 

10/30/69(#384L) 

SUBMITTED 

GSFC LETTER 

245.HA.CsC 

245HAcs-c 

245NHA:bd-c 

udioUTCQualified 

8151217 9/4/70 (#696L) 

81121 9//70(#66L)MIL-T-27-.= 
8150596 11/11/70 
8151236A 
8150543 
11/5/70
0/13/69373L) 
245 
245 A:cs-c 
8150544 
8150541 
11/5/70
9/23/70 (/358L) 2 5.HAbd-C 
8150545B 10/30/69(#384) 
STATUS
QU LIFICATION
 
STaTUS 
Qualified to
 
Qualified to.
 
Qualified to:
MI LT-27
 
QuTitf-ied to:
KIL-r-27 
Qualified to
 
MIL-T-27
 
Qualified to*
 
MIL-T-27
 
to:
 
MIL-T-27
 
Qualified to: ,
4
 
Qualified to:
 
MI L-T-27
 
t o:
 
MLL-T-27
 
Qualificd' to.
 MIL-T-27
 
Qualified to*
 
MIL-T-27
 
a>
 
0o 

PART DESCRIPTION 

Inductor, Multiple, 

Assembly 

Relays
 
Power 

Latching 

Power, Latching 

Components
 
Current Probe Assembly 

Balanced Mixer 

Oscillator, V.C. Xtal 

Switch 

Actuator, Microsw 

Filter, Suppression 

Bearings 

Fuses 

Resistors
 
Potentiometer 

Sensistor 

Sensistor 

TYPE 

(VENDOR NUMBER) 

RCA 1790319 

Leach J-J2A (MS27401) 

Teledyne 422 

Leach JL-J2B 

Tektronix 

Relcom M6D 

Microsw ITSM423 

Microsw JS-5 

Erie 9009-103-0000 

Barden 

Little Fuse 265000 

Spectrol 

Texas Inst. TM 1/4 

Texas Inst. TM 1/8 

RCA DRAWING 

8151224 

8150555D 

8150557B 

8151225A 

8150561A 

8151247 

8151273 

8151248 

8151249 

8151274 

8151275 

8151203A 

8761443 

8151279 

8150552B 

SUBMITTED SUBMITTED 

RCA LETTER GSFC LETTER 

9/4/70 (#696L) 

10/17/69(#374L) 245.HA'cs-c 

10/17/69(#374L), 245:HA'cs-c
 
5/18/70 (#591L)
 
6/26/70 (#637L) 

8/10/70 (#674L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

9/15/70 (#702L) 

10/27/69(#382L) 243'HA:cs-c 

6/8/70 (#612L) 

8/10/70 (1674L) 

6/8/70 (#612L)
 
QUALIFICATION
 
STATUS
 
Qualified to
 
MIL-T-27
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-R-5757D
 
To be qualified
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-T-27
 
To be qualified
 
Qualified to.
 
MlL-S-8805
 
Qualified to,
 
MIL-S-8805
 
Qualified to:
 
MIL-F-15733
 
Qualified to.
 
DSU-Il & MS Part
 
Qualified to.
 
MIL-F-23419
 
Qualified to
 
MIL-R-19 & DSU-II
 
Qualified to,
 
MIL-T-23648
 
APPENDIX B
 
TRANSPORT UNIT INSPECTION AND TEST PLAN
 
page I of 22 
ITP 0. 
0ur7.3N3SPETION AD TEST PROCIURES 
RE: ERTS ,nASTrER ZNSPECT IfflstPPkff 4 S 7/ -. 
FORl
 
ER T S 
TRANSPORT UNIT Dwg. #8358497-501 Serial # 
APPROVALS: 
DESIGN MIG. DATE Z j. L22. 
PRODUCT ASSUR. ~/DATE / / a 
QUAITY ASSUR.C 	 DATE 1211170 
Rev. 	 Design Prod. Qual.
Letter 	 Eg su. Assur. 
--- Initial Issue Pages 1 thru 7 completed I / 	 C '" -A 0 
A TRevis-d!Tnp # was 21h 	 WiI?-/-)J? ,-,a!-70 I-f-lb 
B 	 Added, Inspection Instructions '. " ­
for A-71, A-75, A-77. 
Renumbered all pages.
 1Page 8: Added 202 after 201. 

I 	 I 
IBI. 
IT? 210 
Page 2 of 22
 
EQuIPe0 RERDER/REPRODUCER DATE 
BRTS 83S965-ol ,,.n/2o 1I,20 70 
OPERATION ASSiBtLY # Transport Unit LINE # 
I FLOI CHART 8358497-501 
The follorlmg mater3al flow chart gives each inspection station and each 
point of material control. The applicable instructions for each control 
station is given in the next section. 
BURGH 
I 

CONTROLE 
 STOCK
 
292/w
 
ASSFIMY 
Note:
 
Parts or partially completed / 
assemblies are placed in 2921Q
 
A
controlled stock in case the 

flr is interrupt d -.S_--.4- $j.-....b..

2 SUB ASSRIB.Ia 
(Erz3TRIonL) 
292/C 
B 
Station "B" Inspection Instructions 
will be found on ITPA 200 through 
207.
 
L__> CONTINUED NEXT PAGE 
B-2 
'ITP 210 
PageREV 
EQU PNE:NT 	 UNIT EORER - TMDATE 
ASSY 	 12/12/70E E 	 8359652-501TS 
LINE #ASSEJIBLY T. UN4IT 	 11 
ASSY 
OPERATION4 
8358497-50f
FLOW CHART CONT ID. 
(NEcH,) 3 3-ASSYS 
Momentum Comp. - 8779426-501 (A71) 
Dia. Sens. Take-up - 8658182-502 A75) 
Dia. Sens. Supply - 8658182-501 (A77) 
Capstan Assembly - 8777122-501 (19) Item
 
Neg/Dif Assembly - 8370981-501 (20) Item 
Mom. Comp. (Reel) - 8777123-501 (21) Item 
Reel Assy (Supply) - 8779453-501 (15) Item
 
Reel Assy (Take-up) - 8779453-502 (16) Item 
Tape Guide (2.00) - 8656729-501 (17) Item 
Tape Guide (2.04) - 8656729-502 (18) Item 
Tape Deck - 8359765-501 (22) Item 
T., TB2 - Terminal Boards 
E-67-Bd-Elec. Pt. Mtg. - 8151614-501 (Hard-,ired) 
E-98-Bd-Elec. Pt. lMtg. - 8671045-501 (Hard-Wired) F 
SRTI-Thermistor, Probe - 8151205-1 
t }22-Transducer, Pressure- 8504636-1 
ROTE: 	 P.C. Boards are not C\ 292/QC For sub-assemblies, 
required for the __ \ sub-assembly instal­
start of transport lation and transport 
assembly debug. win gaisket enclosureinstallation. 
Circuit Check then:
 
Align/Adj. as required
 
febug 
TO 
ECTRICAL UNIT 
(MATING CIF/ITH TRANSPORT UNIT) 
(ITP 400)
 
B-3 
ITP 210 
Page 4 of 22 
INST. I1S3PEWIOU COITNTOR INDEC & RERENCE 
Symbol
Conn. RCA Drawing ManufacturerBEUDTSOHR Location Function 
J-5i 
J-52 
8151213-1 
8151213-2 
tm565-27PB-797 
Di5605-27PC-797 
Enlos. 
Enlos. 
Bot. 
Bot. 
Pwr/In 
Motor Pwr 
J-53 8151213-3 f5605-3719PB--797 Enclose Bot. Aux. 
J-54 8151213-4 nM56o5-3719PC-4-797 Enclose Bab. Video Signals 
J-60 8505242-73 CONTINTAL SM29-20SSGD (29 pin) Enclose Bot. Capst. Pwr 
J-61 
j-62 
8505794-1 
(Mi)8505794-1 
SEALFCTRO 
50-010-0000 (468-1964) 
50-010-0000 (468-1964) 
(A60) 
Enclose ot. 
(A6o) (94)
Enolos. Bt. 
Capst. Tach. 
Aux. Hd. 
j-63 (Lnu)8505794-1 50-010-0000 (468-1964) 
(A62)(.94) 
Enclos. Bot. Aux. Id. 
3-64 (Search"O") 50-010-0000 (468-1964) (A62)(J94)Enclos. Bot. I Aux. Hd. 
J-65 
85o5794-1 
(SearchIr") 
8505794-1 
50-O10-O000 (468-1964) 
(A62)(J94)
Eaclos. Bat. 
(A62)(J94) 
I Aux. 
1 
Hd. 
J-67 8505242-73 Continental Enclos. Bat. HvTP 
J-68 8505794-1 
SM29-20SSGD 
Sealectro 
(A67) (J71) 
Enclos* Bat. ZP 
50-010-0000 (A67) 
J-69 8505275-31 Continental Enclose Bat. HWP 
J-71 8505242-49 
1,Il-22SGD
Continental 
(A67)
Enclose flt. I HW BT Comp. 
J-73 8505794-1 
SM20-2oSSGD 
Sealectro 
(A71)(J67) 
&close Bat. 
1 
Master Erase 
J-75 8505275-23 
5o-oi-oooo 
Continental 
(A73) 
Enclose Bet. 
1 
Dia. Sens. 
J-77 8505275-23 
B19-22SGD 
Continental 
(A75) 
Enclose Bat. 
Take Up 
Dia. Sens. 
J-80 85o5275-27 
8 2119-22SGD 
Continental 
(A77) 
Enclos. Bt. 
Supply 
J69 
J-81 
S 
8505275-38 
121fl1-22POSlL 
Contiental 
(j86) 
Enclose Bt. J73 
J-82 8l51242-3 Mrn-22SGSi. Sealectro 0.87)Enclos *Bt, Coax Cable 
J1-83 8152U i-1 5o-on-oooo Sealeetro (.1881.92)& s. Bat. F-0 Coax Cable 
J-84 8151242-3 
51-007-0000 
Sealectro 
(J89/J92) 
Enlos. Bot. 
F-90 ° 
CoaxoCable 
J-86 8505275-27 
5o-007-ooo 
Continental 
(J90/J92) 
Enclos. Bat. 
P-90 
Coax Cable 
J-87 
j-88 
j-821222-31T11h-22SGflSL5o5275-38 Continental 
o4-22SGs 
81512h2-3 Sealectro 
(J80n)CalEnclos. Bat. 
(.182)
Enclose Bot. 
Coax Cable 
Coax Cable 
J-89 8151244-1 Sealectro Enclose Bt. Coax Cable 
51-00?-ooo0 (J183) 
J-90 8151242-3 Sealectro Enclose flt. Coax Cable 
J-92 8505242-83 
50-011-000 
Continental 
(J84) 
Eaclos. Bat. Coax Cable 
J-94 8505242-83 
51129-203Sj-92O4GGDI 
Continental 
S129-20S GD 
(J82, J84) 
Enclos. )t.
(A75, J68) 
Coax Cable 
B-4 
UTP 210 
Page 5 of 22 
SUB ASSEMBLY INDEX & REFERENCE 
lfl pprove 
Symbo Date DWN. No* 
A60 (200 8777183-501 

A62 (201 33152 7.501 

A67 (202 333156-501 

A73 (203, 3317330-501 
AS0 (20h) 8359708-501 
A86 (204) 8359708-501 
A92 (205) 8359709-501 
A94 (206) 8359757-501 
A96 (207) 8359710-501 
* Rn 6152205-1 
* MTI 80636-i 
* E67 81516114-5o1 
* 398 8673oh05-l 
* Pafl of IT? 210 
Description Ser. # 
Review & 
QC Stamn 
Capstan Motor Assembly 
Head Aux. Assembly 
Headwheel Panel Assy. - -
Erase Read 
Video Rec/Pre-Amp(Bd Assy) 
Video Rec/Pre-Ama(Bd Assy) -
Video Playback Amn(Bd Ansy) 
Aux/Search Pre-Ap(Bd Assy)lJont/ach Pre-Amp (Bd Assy) -
Thermistor Probe 
Transducer, Pressure 
3d. Bloc. Pt. jHtg. 
Bd. Elea. Pt. Ntg. -
-
QA APPROVAL AND DATE 
B-5 
ITP 210 
Page 6of 22 
EQU IPMEIIT REORD7./REPRODUCER 
.U DATE 
ETS 8359652-501 ASSY 31/21/70 
OPEATION ASSEItBLY Used On I LI # 
Insp. Instructions:Sta. "A" 8358497-5 AS 
(A) Group 
I. o0OMTORS 	 (J-51, J-52, J-53, J-54) 4.c. Stan
 
(a) Check that: 	 Pt. # on pt. agrees with RIF-nmEX Sheet. 
(b) Check that: 	All wires ter From-To-List #8555304
 
have been properly prepared, installed 
and soldered per RCA Doec. 8030022 and 
Sheet 11 of this ITP. 
J-51 J-52 J-53 J-54 
(Soldering) 1st 
2nd 
(where required) 
(a) Check that: 	 Sleeving (where required) has been added 
and Hoat Shrunk in position. (Then cable 
laced as required.) 
(d) Check that: 	 UPR and travel tag has been attached and 
properly filled out.
 
(B) GroupCOIIBJTORS J-61, J-62, J-63, J-64, J-65, J-68, J-73, J-8 2 , J-83,84,88,89,90. 
(e) Check that: Pt. # agreed with Sheet #2 (This document). 
(f) Check that: Cable (coax) has been properly prepared 
and all of the !lorlnaanshlp specs./dwg.
requirements are in compliment. 
(g) Check that: Pt. has been properly installed on cable 
and Soldering meets RCA Doec. 
Sheet # this ITP. 
8030022, and 
J61 162- 363 J64 365 J68 J73 J82 J83 J84 J88 J89 1C 
Ist Level 
Check: 
Check Torque 
---------------------------------­ (9-1oo ni-ozs) 
(h) 	 Check that: The torque requirements (as per assy. dwg. notes)
have been made and documented on the UPR attached 
to this instruction sheet. 

_ 
_ 
QA APPROVAL AND DATE 
B-6 
ITP 210
 
REV Page 2_.
2 2 
E(QU IMNT 
rTS 
RECORDER/EMRODUCER
835952-5ol 
2I1 
AssY 
DATE 
1/21/70 
OPERA t I N ASS.IOLY - TRANSPORT IM L,'INE # 
Insp. Instructions :Sta. "A" 8358497-501 ASSY 
(C) Group 
CO ECTORS Q. C. Stamp 
J6o, J67, 469, J71, J75, J77, J80, J81, J86, J87, J92, J94. 
Check that: Pt. # on part agrees with Sheet #2 (This document). 
(i) Check that: 	 Wires have been properly prepared; 
I insulation not damaged, insulation 
removal is proper length. (Note, - Wire dia. 
must not be larger than l.d. of cup). 
(J) 	 Check that: Each wire installed and soldered must be 
noted on UPR and attached to this instruction 
when caleted.
 
(k) Check that: 	 Soldering of all terminals (used) on connector 
compl 4 es nith RCA DOC. 80300229 and Sheet # 
of this ITP. 
(1) Check that: 	 Meeving has been added and shrunk1 - only 
after all soldering inspection 
has been completed and so noted on UPR. 
j6o J67 J69 J71 J75 J77 J80 J81 486 
Soldering
 
Q.A. APPROVAL& DATE 
B-7 
ITP 210
 
Page 8 of 22 
REV 
E EUNIT-	 RECORDER/pRODuc' DATE -
ASSY 	 n/2/70
8359652-501
E -TS #OPERATION 	 ASSEhIOLY: TRANSPORT IN MTITE 
Insp. Instructions 8358497-501 ASSY 
Station "A"continued....... 
Q.C. 	 StamCO1IHECTOR SOIDERIHG: 
eheck that:
 
(a) Wire connections are neat, smooth, shinr, bright
 
and completely covered with a IqEN" of solder and
 
showing the wire out)ine.
 
(b) 	 Solder Cups shall follow the contour of cup entry
 
slot. Spillage permitted to the extent that it
 
approximates tinning and does not interfere with 
the assy or function of the connector. 
(c) 	Wicking does not extend belw the insulation. 
(d) Pits, holes, porosity, rosin, cold solder, or foreign
 
matter is not present in any soldered connection.
 
(e) Insulation is not burnt, ragged or damaged. Also,
 
the proper clearance length has been maintained.
 
(f) Wire stripping has not caused nicked, scraped
 
or damaged the wire to be soldered.
 
(g) 	Connectors having multiple connections e.g., coax,
 
triax deutsch, Bendix, etc., are asserbled and 
soldered per drawing and this sheet. 
Station"B"
 
Inspection Instructions for A-6O, A-62, A-67, A-73, A-80, A-86. A-92, A-94
 
and A-96 will be completely detailed in ITPs 200, 201, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206
 
and 207 and after final ITP Bench Test will then become part of this ITP.
 
QA APPROVAL AND DATE 
B-8 
(j MECHANICAL ASSaIBLIFS (A71) , IT 210 
(A7l) Page of 22 
MOAENT7U COMP. HW. (I.. COP. ASSY) 
EQUIPMEIT UNIT 	 DATE 
flETS _______ 83 8584-o 	
-
OPERATION ASSEMIBLY 	 L'IrE # 
I.IL 	 INS P. INSTRUCTIONS 8779426-50. 
NOTE: Parch/Fab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
assembly. 
STATION "C" - Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022 
Check that: Insp. Stamp 
a) A-71 has been assembled per dwg. 
b) 	 Bearing lube dates have been recorded on UPR. 
All (P-71) connector leads are connected, sleeved and 
soldered per wire connect list #8555308 (P-l1 (8505242-51)) 
c) 	 Dynamic Balance meas. per note 1 of dwg. has been made
 
and recorded on UPR.
 
d) (A-7l) assembly has been stored in bonded stock until
 
ready for installation.
 
QA APPROVAL & DATE 
B-9 
3 MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES (A75) ITP 210 
Page inof.22 
DA. 
E.UP10Ei17 
SENS. TAKE-UP 
UN IT DATE 
ERTS 8358h97-501 I-25-71 
OPERATION, ASSEBLY LiNE # 
II INSP. INSTRUCTIONS 8658182-502 
NOTE: 	 Purch/Fab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
assembly. 
STATION "C" continued ..... - Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Check that: Insp. Stamp 
a) Dia. Sens. Take-Up has been assembled per dwg. requirements. 
b) Al Bearing Lube Dates have been recorded on UPR. 
c) All (P-75) connector leads have been connected, sleeved and 
Ildered per wire connect list #8555305 (P-75 (8505275-24)). 
d) Roller ARM Assembly 8778707-501 has been assembled on 8658182-502 
(Take-Up). 
e) 	 Note 1 of 8778707-501 drawing has been performed and the 
meas. recorded on UPR. 
f) 	 Loctite (Item 16) of lwg. 8778707-501 has been applied and 
recorded on UPR; Also (Note on UPR the Loctite manufacturing 
date). 
g) 	 "502" assembly has been stored inbonded stock until ready 
for installation. 
QA APPROVAL & DATE 
B-10 
(3) ' MEHANICAL. ASSUMITJS (A77) ITP 210 
DIA. SENS. SUPPLY (501) Page 11 of 22 
EQU IPIIET UNIT DATE 
ERTS 83-58hL-5Ol 1-29-71 
OPERATION ASSE11LY LINE # 
11 INSP. INSTRUCTIONS 8658182-501 
NOTE: Purch/Fab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of
 
assemby
 
STATION " continued....... -Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022.
 
Check that: Insp. Stamp
 
a) 	Die. Sens. Supply Assembly has been assembled per dwg. 
All Bearing 'Tube dates" have been recorded on UPR. 
) All (P-71) connector leads have been connected, sleeved 
and soldered per ware connect list #8555305 (P-77(8505275-24)).
 
d) Roller Arm Assembly 8778707-502 is assembled on 8658182-501
 
(Supply).
 
e) Note 1 of 8778707-501 has been performed and measurement 
recorded on the UPR. 
f) 	Loctite (Item 16) of Dwg. 8778707-501 has been applied and
 
recorded on PR, also (note on UPR the Lcctite manufacturing
 
date).
 
g) 	501 assembly has been stored in bonded stock until ready

for installation.
 
QA APPROVAL & DATE
 
B-11 
3. 	MECHANI4CAL ASSSIBLIES .. IT n 
F IGC' 126F 22 
CAPSTAN ASSII4BLY (nm 19) 	 REV 2 2 
EQUIPMENT 	 UNIT TWISPCRT UNIT -I DATE 
ERTS 8358497-501 AS__ 1-11-71
 
jLjIw -.-
OPERATION 	 ASSEMBLY 11 

AS
8777122-50111 INSP. ISTRUCTIONS 
Note: 	 Purch/Fab aterial must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
assembly. 
Station "C, - Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022
 
insp. Stamp 
Check That:
 
a) 	Capstan has been assembled and identified as item 19 
of drauing 8358497-501. 
b) 	Bearing ,'lubedates" has been recorded on MJR
 
o) 	 Run-out measurement of shaft/pulley has been completed 
and recorded on IPR. 
d) 	Upon completion of all inspections, that pull sheet/UPR
 
is attached to this ZTP and stamped.
 
e) Completed approve assembly is stored .inbonded stock 
until ready for installation in transport. 
Q.A. APPROVAL 
B-12 
Q MECHANICAL ASsMLIFS I TP- 210 
NE../DIF. ASSEZIBLY (ITn 20) RV 
PAGE 13.F 22 
EQUIPMENT UNIT IM DATE 
ERTS 8358497-5o1 ASSY 1n-17 
OPERATION ASSEMBLY T LINE # 
IT DISPESTION ISTRUCTIONS 8370981-501 ASf_ 
Note: Purch/ab Haterial must show evidence of inspection prior to start of
 
Workmanship to meet RA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "C continued........
 
Thep. Stamp
heek That: 
a) Negator/differential has been assembled and 
identified as item 20 of the dwg. 8358497-501 
b) Bearing lube" date has been recorded on UPR. 
a) 	Pul sheet/UPR has been completed and attached to this
 
ITP.
 
d) 	Locktite has been applied to screus (8)per Note I
 
of dwg. and that Locktite has not exceeded its expira­
tion date.
 
s) -Item 20 is stored in bonded stock until ready for
 
installation.
 
Q.A. APPROVAL
 
& DATE­
B-13 
03 ECHAICAL ASSDMBL1US I TP-10 
PAGE 1 or-22 
1,10FNTUM 0014P SATOR (1TH4 21) RV 
EQUIPMENT UNIT- TRANSPORT T24 DATE 
ERTS 8358497-50 As 1-32-71 
OPERATION ASSEMBLY LM_ __ LI N il 
1I INSPECTION ITSTRIIUCTION 8777123-501 ASSy 
NOTE: Purch/ab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
assmbnly. 
Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "C"continued ....... Imsp. Stamp 
Check That:
 
a) Compensator reel has been assembled and identified 
as item 21 of the dwg. 8358497-501. 
b) 'Lube Date', of bearings has been recorded on UPR. 
c) Pull sheet/UPR have been completed and attached to 
this ITP. 
d) Item 21 has been stored in bonded stock until ready
for installation. 
Q.A. APPROVAL
 
9,, DATE 
B-14 
93 MECN0ANIOAL ASSEMBLIES ITP 	 210 
page 15 of 22 
TAPE GUIDE (ITEM 17) (2.00) "501"TAPE GUIDE (IT 18) (2.04) "502" 
EQUI PMENT UNIT LM DATE 
rTS 8358497-501 ASSY 1-1-71 
OPERATi ON ASSEiBLY LIE 
II INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS 8656729-501/502 ASSY_! _ 
Note: Purch/Fab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
assembly. 
Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "C"continued ....... 	 nsp. Stamp
 
Check That
 
a) Tape Guide (2.00) "Group 501" and"Group 502" have been
 
assemnble/identified 
 as item 17&18 of dwg. 8358497-501. 
b) "Lube Date" of bearings has been recorded on UPR, 
c) 	 Pull sheet/UPR have been completed and attached to this 
ITP. 
d) 	Items 5, 7, 18 have been installed in "Group 5a" only. 
e) 	 "A" dim. "2.002" for "Group 501" has been measured and 
recorded on UPR. 
f) 	"A" dim. 2.042 for "Group 502" has been measured and 
recorded on UPR. 
g) 	Rin-oat measurement of assembled guides "501" and "502" 
has been made/recorded on UPR. (limits max. - .003 T.I.R.) 
h) 	Note 1 of dwg. has been completed and witnessed by QC 
and recorded on UPR. 
i) 	Note 3 of dwg. has been completed, witnessed and
 
recorded on UPR. 
J) 	 Items 17/18 have been stored in bonded stock until ready
for installation. 
NOTE: 	 If Items 17/18 above are purchased vendor
 
assembled, check 
here 
Mark N/A in inspection blocks above. 
Q.A. APIROVAL
 
B-15 
MOHANfICAL ASSEULIES 17P-2o 
"TAYZ-UP 5O2" (Inx 16) FPGE16 cr22 
RE ASSRIBLY (ITEM 15) ,SUPPLY 50111: Rm ASSY REV 
EQJIPMENT UNIT - PRASPORT M DATE 
ETS 8358h97-5Ol ASSY 1-!i-
OPERATION ASSEMBLY L LI ,tF 
II DISPMTION TINSTRuCTIONE 8779453-501/502 ASSY 
NOTE: Purch/Fab material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of
 
assembly, 
Worlotanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "O" continued ..... Insp. Stamp 
Check That: 
a) Supply - Reel Assembly "Group 501" and "Group 502" have 
been assembled an1 identified as item 15 of dwg. 
8358h97-501. 
b) "Lube Date" of bearings has been recorded on UPR. 
c) 	 Pull sheet/UnR have been completed and attached to 
this ITP. I 
d) 	Item 15/16 has been stored in bonded stock until
 
ready for installation.
 
Q... APPROVAL 
& DATE 
B-16 
M MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES 	 ITP 210 
TAPE DECK (IT 22) REV Page 7 of 22 
ETJIOMI£T 
- UMIT TRANSPORT 1 DATE 
rTS -_335049-50o -.... ASS 1-11-7 __ 
OPERATI ON, I A$S ' LY 
II INSPTION INSTRUCTIONS, 8359765-S0l ASSY 
LINE # 
Note: Purch/Fab Material must show evidence of inspection prior to start of 
. assembly. 
Workmanship to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "C', continued...... Insp. Stamp 
Check That: 
a) Travel tag has been stamped/completed (where applicable) 
and dated. 
b) Travel tag is attached to UPR. 
c) Stencilling is legible and correct. 
d) 	 Tape deck has been stored in bonded stock until ready 
for final assembly. 
Q. A. APPROVAL 
DATEBi 
B-17 
30 MECHANICAL 	 ASSEMBLIES ITP 210 
TAPE DECK (FINAL ASSEMBLY) 	 Page 8 of 222

lPJEHT UNIT RE0ORDERATRODUCEjmI DATE
 
ERTS 8359652-501 1ASSY 1-11-71
 
%,TION ASSEMB~LY IM____ LINE #
 
1IMSP. INSTRUCTIONS 8358h97.501 ASSY
 
ALL 	 I RIITG for transport will be in compliance to RCA dwg. 8555304. (From-To List) 
W'd Workmanship 	to meet RCA Spec. 8030022. 
Station "" continued ....... 	 nsp. Stamp
 
1. 	 URED - CONNECTOR ASSNIBLIES
 
Note: These connectors are mounted in
Check That: transport enclosure bottom 8370328-501. 
a) 	 J5l, .52, J53 and J54 connector assemblies have been
 
installed and keyway orientation is per dug., then
 
torqued per note 4 of the assembly drawing.
 
-xTorque 
 Limits
 
After (160-190 in"-lbs.) 
2hrs.
 
b) 	Connector assemblies J60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 67, 68, 69,
 
J71,73,75,77,80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87 ,88,8 9,90,92 and 94
 have been installed and mtg. hardware properly secured per

dwg. requireents. 
c) 	Travel tag attached to each connector assembly has been
 
removed and attached to this ITP.
 
d) 	Connector assembly leads (opposite end) are wired per 
From-To-List 855530 and soldered per. (II Inspection Inst. attached) 
Note: Mark N/A 	where not applicable.
 
e) 	 UPR has a record of all entries of soldered connections 
and 	stamped. 
* Check Torque Wrench calibration prior to a torquing (must be current cal.) 
Q. A, PrB1__ 
B-18 
TTP ';1 
(3- (~5' ~MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES -Page REVpae1of2 19 of 22 
IEWJ IPIEltT UNIT - RECORJD/REPRCDUC _M _ DATE 
Ian 8359652- 1-1-S0 
OFIERATIOU ASSEOilLY M LINE # 
II nISP. PSTRUCTIONS 8358497-5o AlS _ 
Uf.
 
Station "Gm (continued....... ) 
Check That: Insp. Stamp 
g) Lead crimps on terminals are as sham-
ANG 26/Smaller - 1/2 to I full turn around p 
AWG 26/Larger - 1/2 to 3/h turn the post 
h) Insulation clearance as a minihum ( here applicable) 
- is not embedded in the soldereTjoint and contour 
of conductor not obscured 0 the termination. 
i) Stress relief on leads/cables (where applicable) 
is sufficient to ninimize tensile or shear stress 
to the soldered connection. 
j) Non bendable leads (after part is mounted) 
Protrusion to be tathin 1/3211 to 3/32" 
k) 	Pull Sheet, FL and parts agree.
 
1) 	Pull Sheet and travel tag (where applicable)
 
are attached to the UPRs.
 
Station "" (Forrerairs/enrineering changes, after eng. test) 
Check That: 
a) Board assembly does not exhibit any defect due to eng. 
test check out. 
b) If component is replaced, altered/changed due to defect 
or eng. design that it meets dwg./EZN as applicable.­
a) 	Pull sheet for change is attached to UPR.
 
Q. A. APPROVAL 
B-19 
rip 	 10SPage 20 of 22 
MECHANICAL ASSD4BIESRV 
EQIIENT 	 U NIT- RSCOmDnA/EPDDUc LM____ DATE 
OPERATION Statilons C ASSEII BLY 	 124 MIE#ERS8359652-qom 	 ASSY 1-11-71 
IVSPECTIOH INISTRETI; 8358497-501 ASSY 
NOTE: Each soldered connection shall be visually inspected in accordance
 
with the criteria as indicated belag. 
n1. soDEDno (GaWAL) 
Shall meet as, a minimum the RCA Dwgs. envoked, RCA Spec. 
8080022, Contract, and P.O. requirements. Insp. Stamp 
Check That:
 
A) 	Connections:
 
1. 	Al terminations are soldered as required. 
2. 	 Soldering is neat, shiny, clean, bright, completely
covered - with a minimn of solder, showing the 
contour of lead and completely wetted. 
3, 	 There isn't any evidence of pits, holes, porosity, 
rosin, COLD solder, or any foreign matter. 
h. 	 Turret terminals do not have more than 3 soldered 
connections (per Section of dual term) or single 
turret). (As applicable)
 
5. 	 Funnel Sedging not damaged and after soldering -Exhibit A clean, well filleted dirt free connection. 
6, Wicking does not extend below the insulation on any 
lead. 
7. 	 Component leads and other conductors terminated directly
@ the circuit pad shall extend thru the board - nax. of
 
pad dia. and shall be clinched in the direction and in 
contact with the circuit pattern; and after soldering shall 
not 	extend .090 in. above the pad.
 
8. 	 Component leads do not have any solder bridging. 
9. 	 Solder splatter ( if found) has been removed. 
10. 	 Soldering has not damaged components, leads, sleeving,
insulation or pads ( circuit paths). 
11. 	Traces/pads are not damaged. 
Q. A. APPROVAL
 
B-20 
(3 MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES 	 IT? 210 
TRANSPOPT ASSEMBLY (continued ....... REV 22 
EQU IPMEtIT UNIT REOORD1/REPRODUCER IM DATE 
KTS 8359652-501 ASSY 1-11-71 
OPERATIONII INSPECTION INSTRUCTIONS ASSDIBLY TRANSPORT8358497-501 UNIT IMASS- LINE # 
Station "C4 continued ...... 	 Thsp. Stamp 
2. SUB-ASSEMBLY INSTALLATION:
 
Check That*
 
Following Electrical Sub-assemblies:
 
a) 	A6O, A62, A67, A73, A80, A86, A92, A94, A96 have been
 
installed and properly 	secured per all assembly drawing 
requirements. (Note: 	 These sub-assemblies must have 
evidence of final ITP prior to 
transport installation) 
b) 	 E98, E67, TB-I, TB-2 and terminals El, E2, B5, E6, E9, 
EIO, Eli have been installed with components (where 
required) per all drawing requirements and wired 
per From-To-List 8555304. 
c) 	 Terminals E-7 and E-8 (Ground Lugs) have been in­
stalled in Enclosure (bottom) 8370328-501 and wired 
per From-To-List 8555304.
 
3. 	 MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES: 
Check That:
 
a) 	Items 19, 20, 21, 15, 16, 17, 18 have been installed 
and secured per assembly drawing notes. 
b) 	 RTI and MTI have been properly installed and recorded 
on UPR. 
c) 	 Items 80 and III (note 1 of assembly dwg.) have been 
torqued to 35-45 in"-lbs, and the measurement recorded 
on UPR. 
d) 	 Item 100 and 101 have been torqued to 50-60 in"-lbs. 
and measurement recorded on the UPR (Re: Note 2 of 
assy. dwg.). 
e) 	 All coax connectors have been secured and torqued 
(where applicable). Note: 	 Torque measurement of each 
connector to be recorded on 
UPR. 
f) 	 All mounting hardware has been installed and secured 
properly - per dwg. requirements.
 
QA APPROVAL & DATE
 
B-21 
CT) ENGINEFRING CTRCUIT CHECK/EBUG 
TRANSPRT ASSDMLY (continued ....... ) 
REV Page 22 of 22 
EQ IPEIT UNIT RECORDER/EPRODUCER I DATE 
IRTS 8359652-50l AS --- 1-n1-71 
OPERATION ASSEIIBLY TKANSFCRT UNIT M ME # 
II INSPECTION INSTRUICTIONS 8358497-50l ASSY 
Station "C" continued ...... 	 Insp. Stamp 
g) 	 Gasket enclosure with tape deck assembly and 
items 47, 48, 49 have been installed/secured 
with proper ,hardware and that the cure date 
has been noted the UPR. 
Note: 	 Any vendor or RCA travel tags to be 
retained by QA. and attached to this ITP. 
4. 	 EiNEEiNG CmCuI cHEcK/bE8uG 
This section of ITP will be performed by Engineers or 
technicians and does not require Q.A. coverage per se. 
QA will monitor the circuit check and debug operations 
for the following:
 
a) 	 T.U., Gasket enclosuresand enclosure bottom has 
been properly mounted on the test fixture for 
start of debug. 
b) 	 Engineering Log Book entries have been initiated, 
signed and dated as applicable. 
c) 	 Circuit check Results (requirements - as 
determined by Engineering) have been entered in 
notebook. 
d) 	 Failure (if encountered) will be noted in note­
book and UPRs for transport unit. 
0) After debug Trans. U. wijth fixture will be mated 
with electronic unit for integration testing. 
Note: 	 Q.A. will note on UPR debug completion/ 
date. 
f) 	 Final test of TM will be performed @ ITP 400. 
QA APPROVAL & DATE
 
B-22 
APPENDIX C 
ELECTRONIC UNIT INSPECTION AND TEST PLAN 
Page I of 
ITP NO. 300 
INSPECTION PROCEDURES AND TEST 
-RE: ERS MASTER IUSP./TEST PLAM Dhf. # 8671044-1 
INSPECTION AND TEST ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM 
PROGRAM ffiS 
/
 
ASSEMBLY ELECTRONIC UNIT DWG. NO. 8370323-501 LINE NO._ 
(REF) Location 
APPROVAL DATE
 
DES. ENG Z 
RCA P.A. ~X h ~ a 
RCA Q.A.a?.%M Jr a 
REVISIONS APPROVED 
LETTER DESCRIPTION ENG. DATE DATE .. DATE 
InTIA ISSUE pJ fv/ r-Ce"/a 
flAU Page 5 - Crimp inspection notes 3 &4t added u( 
Asterisk and inspection information added. Z_ 1 
"3" Page 4 - J-5,j-8 &.J-1i vendor .# changed. -2-c111 
Page 8 - dwg. #Iwas 8370990-5011 
C To Sheet 2 added Ftltere Motor Aux 
at Station 2; Sheet 5 & 6 clarify 
soldering levels; sheet 7 add 
"Instruction"; sheet 8, 9 added; 
sheet 10 - remove torque requirements;sheet 11 add Sta. 4; Sheet 12 - add "INST" 
1-71 
r/ 
-2 -1z, 
C-1
 
4 
.2f22
Page 

EQU IPJPEIlT HIGHER ASSY DATE 
ERTs 835952-5ol 12//lo 
OPERA1ION ASSEtIBLY ELECTRONIC UNIT LihE # 
FLOW CHART 8370323-501 
The follardng material flow chart gives each inspection station and each point of matt'.

control. The applicable instructions for each control station is given in next section.
 
HAT flAL 
IEPI&L
 
CONTROLLED STOCK
 
K 292 
/ ',285 
I 	 ASSZ1BLY CONNECTORS 
NOTE: 	 PARTS OR PARTIALLY COHPLETED
 
ASS BLIES ARE PLACID IN
 
CONTROLLE STOCK N CASE-------------.
 
STHE FLt? IS 3NTERUPTSD. 2-J3-Jh-J5-J6­
J7-J8-J9-JlO-J31-J12
 
292/Q 	 INSP. 
SSY, MOTOR" I/"
 
A-32 AUX, A15 T,
 
"2.2. INTE2O2/OT,
B2 2 /IBI, IB2 A33ASSYS 
3 	 AssrAmlEh IBl,1B2,A1S5, A32 & 
COMrECTORS TO ENCLOSURE 
C nttd.
 
C-2 
ITP 300 
3 of 2Page 
EU I PIlENIT HIGHER ASSY DATE 
- 8359652-5ol 12/A/7o 
OPERATION ASSEMBLY ELECTROla0 UNIT LNE # 
FLC ART 8370323-501 
A 292/QC 3ISP. 
N 
I ( n.1 
'I 
.IVER TO IEGRATION/lEBfC 
C-3
 
ITP 300 
Page 4 of 12 
EQUIPMENT HIGHER tSSY DATE 
8359652-501 12/4/70 
OPERATION rI'p. IST.UCTION ASSEMBLY ELCTRONIC UNIT IHE # 
IThEXAIFh. 8370323-501 
Conn. 
Symbol RCA Dwg. l-lanufacturer/# Location Function 
J-1 8151214-1 Deutsch-DSU27PB7020+OO6NWD Pwr 
J-2 8151214-2 Deutsch-DS002707020400611 0D motor Pwr 
J-3 8151214-3 Deutsch-SOO3719B702+OO6Ofl Aux Sig 
J-4 8151214-4 Deutsch-DSO3719FC7020o+oo6MD Video Sig 
J5 W1280-1 Bendix-JTPOZRE-1832PA(408) IO Sig 
J-6 8151602-1 Automatic etal FYL-6380(TRIAlIAL) REV Input 
J-7 
J-8 
8151602-Ij 8151281-7 Automatic etal FfL-6380(fRIAXIAL) Bendix-21-3 40-22O-Z00 RBV Output Telemetry 
J-9 8151281-2 Bendix-213402-18-200 Ext Sig 
J10 8151280-2 Bendix- JTPOZRE- 1642 PA (408) Tekt Poin s 
ill 8151281-6 Bendix-21- 3h0-2 W. 01 Conmands 
J12 8151281-5 Bendix-21-34o-222-200 Pwr-Th 
C 
I I 
II 
0-4 
EoQU IME11 f HIGHER ASSE1,1BLY DATE 
ErTS W95250 12/4/70 
OPERATION' 	 ASSEMIBLY 
 I.IE#" 
INSP. INSTRUCTIONS ST 'A" 8370323-50 
1. 	 CONNECTORS (GROUP "A") J1, 2, 3, & 4 (Deutsch) J-5 & J30 (Bendix) 
.Checkthat: Q.C. Stam. 
(I) 	Pt. # onpt. agrees with REF-index sheet* 
(2) 	Al leads are prepared and installed per requirements

of Dwg. #8555303 (From-To List) 
(3)Stripping of insulation has not damaged/nicked
 
the bare wire
 
(4) (2) Series of 4 indents grip the bare wire @
 
different diameters securely
 
J-1 J-2 J-3 J-l J-5 J-10 
Crimp 

-
Insertion -­
(5)Sleeving (where applicable) has been inqtalled and
 
shrunk
 
(6)Cable laced - as required
 
(7) Travel tag and U1S - attached and properly filled out
 
CONNECTORS (GROUP "BIT) (Bendix) J-8, J-9, T-32, J-12
 
Check that:
 
(1) Pt, M#on pt. agrees with Re: Index Sheet
 
(2) All leads are prepared and installed per dwg. #8555303
 
(From-To List)
 
Solder- J-B J-9 J-1l J-12 
1st Level
 
Solder­
2nd Level N/R 
(3) 	 Sleeving (where applicable) has been installed & shrunk. 
(4) 	UPR/Travel tag attached & filled out.
 
* See connector drawing for correct crimp/insertion tools. 
C-5 
Page 
ITP 300 
6 of' 12 
. ... . . 
EQU IPME;T 
rTS 
O P,AT I N-
V11P. IMST. STATION "A" 
NEXT III ASSY 
8359652-501 
SS IB L Y 
8370323-501 
DATE 
12/h/70 
T,iIE ir 
1. CONNIElTORS (continued ...... ) 
(GROUP "") (Automatic Metal) 
Check that: 
J-6 and J-7 (TRIAXIAL) 
Q.C. Stamv 
(i) 
(2) 
Pt. # on pt. agrees with index sheet 
All leads are per dwg. and installed with each level 
of insp. - as required 
Level J-6 J-7 
Ist crimp 
2nd solder 
3rd sleeving 
(3) Soldering meets RCA Doe. 8030022 
of this ITP (as applicable). 
and Sheet # 7 
'(4) Lacing of cables 
is correct. 
and forming, as required, 
(5) UPR/Travel tag are attached and filled out 
C-6 
ITP 300 
Page 7 of 12 
E !JIFNENIF 
mTS 
OPERATIO; 
UNIT 
ASSEI
- 11=1 HIGHR ASSY. 
8359652-5oi 
r5LY: Used on 
DATE 
12A/70 
Ill # 
Insp. instructions 8358497-501 
CONIECTfR SOLDERING INSPECTION INSTRUCTION 
Check that soldering meets the requirements of RCA8030022 & the following: 
(a) 	Wire connections are neat, smooth, shiny, bright
 
and completely covered with a "2N" of solder and 
shotring the wire outline. 
(b) 	 Solder Cups shall follor the contour of cup entry 
slot. Spillage permitted to the extent that it 
approximates tinning and does not interfere with 
the assy.or function of the connector.
 
(c) 	Wicking does not extend belom the insulation. 
(d) Pits, holes, porosity, rosin, cold solder, or foreign
 
matter is not present in any soldered connection.
 
(e) Insulation is not burnt, ragged or damaged. Also,
 
the proper clearance length has been maintained.
 
(f) Wire stripping has not caused nicked, scraped 
or damaged the wire to be soldered. 
(g) Connectors having multiple connections e.g., coax, 
triax deutsch, Bendix, etc., are assembled and 
soldered per drawing and this sheet. 
C-?
 
ITP 300
 
Page 8 of2 
EQUIPI WT HIGHI A MS.1ERTS - 35652-5o11//7 2 / 7 
OPERATION4 ASSE14BLY LINE # 
'INSPECTION INST. STA "B" .... 8370323-501 
2. 	 INTERCONNECT ASSEN4BLIES 
Q.C. STAM
(1B) - Dwg. #8370998-501 

(IB2) - Dwg. #8370991-501
 
A. 	Relay Chassis, 8779477-501
 
1. 	 Doc #564 - ERTS 2 or 3 (board inspection
 
document) is complete and attached hereto.
 
2. 	 Terminals are located & installed per drawing. 
3. 	Comporents installed per drawing.
 
4. 	Component markings visible. 
5. 	 Soldering is per RCA 8030022 and Sheet 12 of this ITP. 
6. 	Component pull sheets attached.
 
B. 	IB 1 & 2 Assemblies
 
1. 	Check that : Doc. 564 - ERTS - 2 or 3 has been
 
completed by vendor and is attached to this ITP.
 
2, 	 All terminals have been properly installed on
 
board and are per dwg.
 
t
3. 	There lsn t any evidence of ralformed, poor swedging
 
or damaged terminals installed.
 
4, 	Stitches (where used) are secured per drawing and
 
soldered per RCA Doc. 8030022 and Sheet #12 of this
 
ITP.
 
5. 	All terminals and connector pins have been soldered
 
per 	RCA Doc. 8030022 and Sheet #12 of this ITP.
 
6. 	Harness wiring - when/where applicable meets: 
twg. From-To List Requirements 
C-8 
ITP 300
 
Page -9 of 1P.... 
EQU iTEIIT 
ERTS 
UNIT DATE 
OPERA FI ONl ASSEMBLY 
8370323-501 
2.1 A-15 Motor Aux 8371730-501 SIN 
A. Mechanical Assy.
 
1. Doe #564- ERTS 205 3 (board inspection document) is complete and 
attached hereto.
 
2. Terminals, rivets, brackets are located & installed per
 
drawing.
 
B. Electrical Assy.
 
1. All components are installed per drawing requirements.
 
2. Component markings are visible where possible.
 
3. Soldering is per RCA 8030022 and sheet 12 of this ITP.
 
4. Component pull sheets attached.
 
C. Conformal coating - applied per drawing. 
D. Structural - applied per drawing. 
C-9 
Page . 
DATEEQU I?iEIT 	 UNIT 
ERTS 
OPERATI ON 	 ASSEIILY 8370323-501 
2.2 A-32 Filter Assy. 8671063-501 S/N 
A. 	 Mechanical Assy. 
1. 	 Installation of terminals per drawing. 
B. 	 Electrical 
1. 	Components installed per drawing requirements. 
2. 	 Component markings are visible where possible. 
3. 	 Soldering is per ROA 8030022 and sheet 12 of 
this ITP. 
4. 	 Component pull sheet attached. 
C-1 
ITP 300 
Page 11 of 12 
EQU ,P;IENTI IRTS DATE 12/)/70 
AS SH IBLY 
OPRATIM 
,ISP. IFST, STA. "C"1 8370323-5O1 
3 	 . ASSfl3LY OF fFThIC)OIT-hCT BOARDS, CONNECTORS AND A-15 SUB ASSILY IN 
SICLOSURE - fltJ. 8370958-501 
-Check that: 	 Q.C. Stamp
 
(A) 	Connector Installation
 
(1) 	 Connectors/harness wires are installed in 
Enclosure - per dwg. 
(2) Key location of each connector has been
 
observed
 
(B) IB Boards #1 & 2 - Installation
 
Check that:
 
(1) Boards are properly installed and 
proper hardware secured.
 
(C) Assy. soldering inspection meets RCA Dce.8030022
 
and sheet #12 of this ITP as applicable. From-To
 
Electrical Check will not be made at this Station.
 
It will be done at Circuit Check Station 4.
 
4. 	 CIRCUIT CHECK
 
C-If 
ITP 	 300 
12 of 12
 Page 

aNITUZ~dl- T4Iou1 ASSY. 	 DATE 
US J 83552-501o4 	 12/4/7o 
*rEP.ATIC ASS1-1S. S - ALL 	 LINE # 
ILSpECTUON IISTRUCTIODIS 
ASS!. SOLDERING INSPECTION INSTRUCTION 
Shall meet as a minimum the RCA Dwgs. envoked, RCA Spec.: 8030022 and the 
following annotated details: 
Check that: 
A) 	 Connections: 6 terminals (all types) 
1. 	A21 leads properly crimped, not nicked, scraped or
 
insulation damaged (where required).
 
2. 	 Soldering shall be neat, shiny, clean, bright,
 
completely covered - with a minimum of solder
 
but still shows the contour of lead.
 
3. 	 Fits, holes, porosity, rosin, COLD solder, or
 
foreign matter is not present C/on each soldered
 
connection.
 
4. 	Turret terminals do not have more than 3 soldered
 
connections (per Section).
 
5. 	 Funnel Swedging not damaged and after soldering -

Exhibit - clean, uell filtered dirt free connections.
 
6. 	 Wicking does not extend below the irsulation on any lead. 
B) 	Connections: Printed Circuit Boards
 
1. 	 Component leads and other conductors terminated directly

@the circuit pad shall extend thru the bd. - max. of
 
pad dia. and shall be clinched in the direction and in
 
contact trith the circuit pattern.
 
2. 	 Component Leads - "norn-bendable" - shall be 
soldered directly to pad - but length shall not
 
extend .090 in. above the pad after soldering.
 
3. 	 Check that all soldering, as applicable, under
 
"A2, 3, 6 be complied with.
 
C-12 
APPENDIX D
 
RELIABILITY WORESHEETS
 
-- -
RELIABILITY DATA WODRKSHIEETS 
I I 
NAME AMX PLAYBACK-AH 
DRAING NO. 89705 TEMP I NO FAILURE SYSTEM ERTS
 
SCHEMATICNO, EMS=400 (D. DEGRADED MODU:L A U 253
 
NEXT ASSEM , PART=CSC' (0) NOEFFECT SUBMODULE 27
 
MODULE FAILUREMODE
 
NUI CIRCUIT APPLIED STRESS FAILURE EFFECT OMBER RATED FAIL .NON-PEIIRMANC
 j"M ECACEMLARY SYMBOL MISTRESS STRESS xIAT6 EA"O - -M' ARD A
 
1 XI AOPEN SHORT D RCORD, P ACE SERC 
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